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D

TAXATION

SAYS DANGER OF
WARS IN FUTURE
LIES IN EUROPE

Dill!

IS BRANDED

AS

AN'IHOUS'
PIECE OF IRK
0,
P, Plan to Relieve the
Wealthy of Their Taxes Is

Senator Reed Savs the

G.

''Boot Licking,"
FURTHER REVISION
FAVORED BY PENROSE

Pending Measure, He Says,
Is Merely of a Temporary
Character; Has Suggestions to Submit,
(By The Associated Treat.)

Oct. 4. Further
Washington,
revenues revision legislation ought
to be enacted as soon as possible,
Chairman Penrose of tha senate
finance committee said today in
a statements emphasizing that the
pending measure was merely of a,
"
temporary and emergency charae- ' ter.
Discussing the sales tax, ho said
there was "no use to advance novel and untried suggestions of taxation at a time when promptness
of action of some kind Is the sloHouso leaders were even
gan."
moro pronounred in their declarations regarding siu'h a tax.
Chairman Fordney of the ways and
means committee, and Representative Mondoll, tho republican leader, declaring no fturh proposal
could be put through the house.
No Change In Sentiment
Mr. Mondell insisted there had
been no change in the house sentiment that there should be a "lifting and not a shifting of taxes."
Mr. Fordney took a similar view
and It was Indicated houso leaders
would insist upon a tax revision
program substantially in accord
with that agreed upon at tho
White House conference last August.
Senator Penrose said there were
many sources of revenue and methods of taxation that ought to
be considered by congress at an
early date and that ho Intended
the senate on "this par, to address
ticular subject."
'
"Just as soon as tho pending hill
becomes a law." lie said, "I hope
to submit to the consideration of
some tribunal either a special
ax committee or the committees
of the houso and senate a number of suggestions that may be

fruitful.

'

J" Only Ono Thine to Do
we have only
; "Meantime,
one thing to do: Get the coiin-tr- y
nut of the depths into
which it tins horn pliinued and
restore business mid business
industrial netivltics and employment and correct
ns much as possible.'
Senate consideration of tlio
tax bill was confined today to
a vigorous assault on tho measure by Senator l.tecd. Missouri, n democratic member of
the finance committee, lie denounced tho bill as "an in- famous" piece of legislation
and declared the republican
plan to relieve the wealthy
corporations and individuals of
a largo nr.rtion of tlielr taxes
was "a lioot licking perform-micInoon-venlen-

'

e.

Several Amendments
Several amendments to the tax
bill designed to stimulato construction of homes were proposed
today by Senator Calder, of New,
York.
Ono would provide that
profits from the sale of dwellings
y
between January 1, 1922, and
1, 1957, shall be exempt from
taxation if used in constructing
other rwellings within one year
Another would
after the sale.
provide that tax payers shall be
0
allowed an exemption up to
on money received as interest
on funds loaned for building or
purchasing dwellings.
Jan-nar-

J2.-00-

New

York,

Oct.

4.

The

danger of future wars lies In
xintiiicnlnl Europe Instead of
Viscount Itryee,
tlio
Paliflc,
former British ambassador to
the Vnltcd States, declared in
an address here today. Hatreds
growing out of the great war.
he said, may sow tho seed for
future conflict.
Ho hailed the approaching
disarmament
conference ns a
great forward movement In in-

ternational

relations and

ex-

pressed confidence that a satisfactory solution of tho Irish
question would te reached.

irar will

SELECT UNKNOWN

SOLDIER'SBODY
Choice Will Be Made on the
Morning of Oct. 24; Shipment to be Made From
Havre Evening of 25th.
(By Tha AsMK'lalcd Pre.i.)
Taris, Oct. 4 (by the Associated

America's "unknown soldier." who will find honored
sepulchre in the national cemetery
at Arlington, Va., will be selected
officer
by a
from the American forces on the
Rhino at Chalons Sur Marno on
the morning of October 24. The
body will leave Havre late on the
evening of October 25, on board
the United States cruiser Olympla.

Press).

IIAHD1NC.

TO MARCH AT

Hl'AH OF PROCESSION

Washington, Oct. 4. President
Harding and the members of his
cabinet will walk at the head of
the procession that escorts the
American unknown dead from the

capltol to Arlington national cemetery on Armistice day. Tho decision to pay this tribute to the memory of all tho men who lost their
overseas was
lives and identity
reached today at the cabinet meet
ing.
War and navy department off!
elals said today that the body of
the unknown soldier would be
brought direct to Washington on
Admiral Dewey's old flagship, the
Olympla, Instead of being landed
at New York, as announced
The Olympia. under the
Paris.
plans formulated, will enter Hamp
ton Roads and proceed up the Po
tomac, arriving at Washington
about isoveniuer . '
Another announcement today by
the war department said arrangj-ment- s
had been completed by
the American Telephone and Tele
graph company to transmit Presi
dent Harding's address at the cer
monies at Arlington
throughout
the country on long distance tele
wires.
phono
The amplifying devices used at
the last inauguration will be
to distribute the president's
words as he speaks not only to the
gathering at Arlington, but also to
auditors in New York, Chicago and
San Francisco,

CLAIM RAILROAD DID
NOT SUPPLY CARS AND
ASKS $7,260 DAMAGES
Topoka, Kans., Oct. 4. T. J.
O'Brien a farmer of Plalnvllle,
Kas., today brought suit in the
United States District court against
the Union Pacific Railroad com
pany for $7,260 damages. O'Brien
claims he lost that amount on his
wheat crop when the railroad com
pany failed to supply him with
grain cars.
When he ordered the cars July
24, 1920, O'Brien claims he could
have sold his 6,000 bushels of
wheat for 12.46 a. bushel and when
tha cars finally' arrived and he
was able to market the grain, it
brought only $1.25 a bushel.

MRS. SOUTHARD ADMITTED SHE
HAD A LOT OF HARD LUCK WITH

MS 10

HEAD

CENTRAL AG E

GIRL

J

FOR EMERGENCY

RELIEFOF IDLE

J

Former Police Commissioner
of New York Heads Move
ment for Relief of Work
less Wage Earners,

fc,f

7

s

(By The Aunrlntrd

r'rmine

Commify 4

a

,ii Presa
"3ier
A

f, 4. Col. ArWashington
thur Woods.
police commissioner c
York, will head
the centra
to bo establishIs national conference
ed here ' '
on unciiii. yment to
emergency relief of tho workless
wage earners throughout the coun
try.
The conference
desires. Secre
tary Hoover said, in making the
announcement
today, to see the
wholo country organized on a com
munity basis to effect the quick
distribution of jobs to the involun
tary idle through efficient operations of the emergency program
adopted last week. Informal ma
chinery, voluntary in its nature, is
being set up in tlio form ot ono of
tlio conference committees, which
under the direction
of Colonel
Woods, can receive reports from
various communities of the prog-rot- s
being made and transmit to
tho different localities successful
employment methods tried out in
others.
Hope was expressed in high administration
circles today that
President Harding's suggestion for
a review by. community authorities
of tho unemployment situation and
steps taken to alleviate it In local
areas would produce a picture
from which it would be lossible
to determine whether there is evidence of "slackerism" in any community.
Undesirable, Notoriety.
The municipal
and other authorities were said to havo shown
in
interest
great
steps being planned here to deal with unemployment and where any community
has failed to proffer aid to its owl
unemployed, it is felt it would be
brought to such undesirable notoriety through publication of the
fnets that emergency measures in
ould promptly
that co.nuiuuity
follow.
Reports of local organizations are
coming In to the conference steadily, Mr. Hoover eald, adding that
telegrams had been received from
mayors of Memphis, Chattanooga
and Nashville, Tenn., and Youngs-towO., stating thut they were
organizing to meet their unemployment situations along tho lines
suggested ,by the conference.
The report of tho committee on
municipal organization for unemployment tonight said:
"Tho methods of accomplishing
results must vary with each locality and no methods capable of universal ndoption can with safety be
sperecommended.
Therefore,
to comcific recommendations
munities are confined to the very
urgent one that following tho leadership of their mayors with united
local committees they nceept thia
primary obligation to the full.

!y'
v'cy

n,

SE CUT ON
SPENCER

TRAIL

T 0 CLOSE TODAY
Witnesses Describe the Finding of Woman's Body,
Floating Face Downward,
in Clear Lake.

4yi 41 I

2?'

1

'

Story of the $10,000 Life Insurance Policy
Upon the Life of Meyer, Applied for By His
Wife, Is Told on the Witness Stand; Defend
ant Sits Stony-Eyed.

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Twin Falls, Ida.. Oct. 4. The Rex Thomas, agents here for the
of
tho $10,000 life insurance Idaho State Ufa Insurance com
story
policy upon the life of Edward F. pany, to which concern tho appli
Moyer, applied for by his wife. cation was directed.
Lyda Moyer Southard, now on trial
iNouner me Tnomas
firm nor
here in district court for the al- the defendant ever received the
of
murder
poisonMeyer
leged
by
policy, although a receipt for tho
ing, was told on the wltrtcss stand amount of the first premium, paid
today by C. D. Thomas and his son. ny a noie given Dy Meyer, was
found among the papers of Meyer
iouowing nis demise.
uotn witnesses testified that
Meyer made two visits tn tho
Thomas offices in the matter of
ins insurance. Upon the first visit
he mentioned J2.500 as the amount
FORECAST.
of
'
policy he had in mind. He
Denver,
Colo., Oct. 4. New leftthe
the office, leturning in about
Mexico: Wednesday and Thursday,
an ap
probably fair; not much change in twenty minutes and signed
plication rota policy in the amount
(emperature.
ot
$10,000.
Arizona: , Wednesday and ThursClaim Was Not Paid.
day, fair in south, unsettled and
Notification of the death of tho
in north
possibly local showers
was given the company but
insured
portion Wednesday night or Thurs- the claim was
not paid.
day; not much change in temperaThrough the testimony of Miss
ture.
Maxwell, superintendent
Georgia
of the hospital to which Meyer was
liOCAIi RKPORT
taken
and
where he later died, the
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
fact was brought out that the dehours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, fendant
was alone with her husrecorded by the university: i
80 band in the latter's room on either
Highest temperature
or the sixth of September.
the
fifth
,
Lowest
45
35 The death of Meyer took place on
Range .
Moan
62 September 7.
Walter Hoodcnpyle. a Gooding.
, gi
Humidity at 6 a. m.
18 Idaho, farmer and brother-in-laHumidity at $ p. m. .
of
declared upon the witNone nessMeyer,
precipitation
Btand that Mrs. Meyer said to
9
Maximum wind velocity
on
the day of the funeral of
Direction of wind
North him
Character ot day ,.
Clear
(.Continued on Page Two.)

WEATHER

....

(By The AksocIoIkJ Vttn.)
Calif.. Oct. 4. Testi

mony describing the finding of the
body of Mrs. Maud Spencer floating face downward in Clear lake
and the demeanor at that time of
her husband,
John A. Spencer,
former minister, was introduced by
the prosecution today at the trial
here of Spencer, charged with the
murder of his wife.
Robert Siddell and his wife, of
Kemocti Bay, neighbors
of tho
Spencers, wore the principal witnesses. Mrs. Siddell told ot hearing a cry on the night of July !i9
last, She aroused her husband, she
said but hurried out.
"Spencer met us nt the door."
she testified. "He told us his wife
had fallen overboard. .'The three of
us hurried to the lake which is
nearby. The men recovered tho
body. Attempts to resuscitate her
were fruitless."
Spencer explained that his wife
had fallen Into the water while his
back was turned, Mrs. Siddell as
serted.
"He told me he had dived four
times to rescue her before he went
ashore to seek aid."
Mr. Siddell succeeded his wife
on the stand and substantiated her
story.
The prosecution Is expected to
close tomorrow.
The case is be
ing heard by a Jury of men before
Superior Judge Sayre.

MEN ARE BEHEADED FOR
HELPING THE BRITISH
(Bt Th Anoclntril Pra.)
Calicut British India, Oct. 4.
An official statement issued today
says refugees report that ififty
Hindu houses in Tlvuvur have been
burned by rebellious tribesmen and
the heads of thirty-fou- r
Hindus
and two Moplaha severed and
thrown Into a to'oll. The two
Moplaha were beheaded for help
ing tho British troops, the refugees
say.

t're.)

P R T ON
GRAIN

SELLING

WILL BEFOUGHT

The Japanese delegates are Prince Iyesaro Tokugawa, above at left;
Baron Shidehara, at right, and Vice Admiral Tomosaburo Kato, below at left. Below at right is Masanao Hanihara, chief
secretary.

Prince Iyesaro Tokugawa, presi
dent of the house of peers and one
of the most popular and respected
men in tho Japanese nation will
head his country's delegation to
the disarmament conference at
He is referred to as
Washington.
a "man of peace and '00111111011

sense."

MOVIES USED

PRICE OF CRUDE

!M

PUBLIC SCHOOLS
BRING

Tho delegation, just
announced, includes, besides Tokugawa,
Vleo
Admiral
Tomosaburo Kato, minister of the
navy, and Huron Kijuro Shidehara,
Japanese ambassador to tho United States.
Masnnan Hanihara
vice foreiKn minister, will head the
secretaries.

OIL BOOSTED IN

RESULTS

Chicago Will Extend Plan By
bhowing Lesson. Films on
Geography, History and
Other Studies.

EAST AND WEST
(By The .nsociiiled Treiw.)
Pittsburgh. Ph., Oct. 4. Another advance in tho price of Pennsylvania crudo oil was announced
here today by tho principal purchasing agencies, tho second within a we ek. The new price Is

a barrel, an increase of 2," cents,
re ".'ho other grades were advanced 20
cently announced adoption of edu- cents, with the exception of
which remained unchanged,
cational films for all ot Chieago's
public schools will prove a lislinrt as follows:
boon to truant officers, is the proCorning, $1,113; Cabell, $1.61;
phecy ot William L. F.odine, sup Somerset, $1.40; Somerset Light,
erintendent of compulsory educa $1.G5.
tion, who declares that every new
measure taken to increaso Tho at
Casper, Wyo Oct. 4. The Midtractiveness of school work is mir- west itefining company, one of the
rored in tho records of his depart two principal purchasers of crude
oil in Wyoming, today posted an
ment,
"In past years truancy presented increase of 25 cents a barrel in
far more of a problem than it does eight grades, with new prices as
"The follows:
today." said Air. Hodine.
Oiass Creek, KIk Basin, Torchlow truancy rato of recent years
is explained not only by the rig- light, Greybull, $1.25; Lance Crook,
id enforcement of tho compulsory 90 cents; Salt Creek, liig Muddy,
education law and tho efficient 75 cents; Mulo Creek, 70 cents.
work of truant officers, but by tlio Tho increase also is effective in
fact that each year moro is being Cat Creek, Mont., crude.
Tho increase posted today Is the
done to make school appeal to
jump in Wyoming crude oil
boys and girls.
since
the decline which started,
In
Chicago
"Today
truancy
amounts to barely one per cent of last year.
tho enrollment. With only 78 truant officers, we are covering an
Findiay, Ohio, Oct. 4. Tho Ohio
area of 200 square miles, with ap- Oil company today announced a
proximately 4D0.000 pupils in pub- 25 cents per barrel increase on all
lic and private schools combined. grades of central Wert oils and 20
Slides are already being used in cents per . barrel on Wyoming
Chicago schools to a large extent, grades. The new prices are:
Central WestLlma $ I.S3; Inand with tho addition of educational movies, which will be shown diana $1.63: Wooster $2.05; Illinois
connecroom
in
class
in
$1.52; rruiceton $1.52;
the
right
SJ) cents;
Waterloo $1.00;
tion with the lesson, I look to see
even that one per rent average Wyoming Grass Creek $1.20; KIk
y
Basin
I
am titrong-l$1.20;, Big Muddy 70 cents:
considerably reduced.
in favor of visual education, Lanco Creek'$1.15; Rock Creek 80
because I realize that it will do cents; Mulo Creek 65 gents.
much to promoto attendance."
Lesson films on geography, hissuch 8 U. S. MINISTERS ARE
tory, health and nature-studas the Society for Visual Educa
SELECTED BY HARDING
tion, among others is developing
to correlate with the textbooks,
Bf Tha AmoclutFil l'reu.)
will prove a powerful ally to teachWashington, Oct. 4. Announceers in arousing a real desire to go
ment
ot
tho selection of eight
to school, ho believes.
n
"I have yet to see the boy or American ministers to
and old world countries was
girl who does not like pictures,"
at
made
the
White. House,
Mr. Bodlne continued.
today
"Tho
child begins to mako pic- virtually completing the diplomatic
tures as soon as ho is big enough roster ot the new administration.
The eight ministers whose names
to hold a pencil between his fingers. Visual education is born in were announced were:
To Panama, Dr.
John Glover
us It is a normal, natural thing."
to Nicaragua,
South, Kentucky;
John B. .Ramrr, of Colorado; to
NOMINATION OF WOOD
Venezuela, Willis C. Cook, of South
CONFIRMED BY, SENATE Dakota; to Guatemala, Hoy Davis
of Missouri; to
of New York; to
Washington. Oct. 4. Tho nomi Lewis Kinstein,
nation of Major General Leonard Bulgaria, Charles S. Wilson, of
to
Charles I
Finland,
Wood to bo governor general of tho Maine;
of Kansas, and to Siam,
Philippine islands was confirmed Kagey,
late today by the senate, thereby Edward K. Brodlc, of Oregon.
Dr. South is a former president
perrolttiiig his retirement tomorrow from active service in the army of tho Kentucky state board of
and immediate assumption of the health.
Mr., Bamer is a former secretary
Koverno&hip.
of state of Colorado, and Mr. Cook
is, a former stato senator and former owner and publisher of the
Sioux Falls Daily Press.
(By The Amorinlrrt I'rras.)
Chicago, Oct. 4. That the

Uug-hui-

fst

Iitln-Amer-lca-

Czech-Slovaki- a,

,

PLAY BALL!

The first game In tlio world's
cr!cs between the Giants and
Vaukees will be played today al
tlio l'olo gronnds In Now York.
The curtain la scheduled to rise
at 13 o'clock, noon, Albuquerque
time, Tho Morning Journal will
receive) complete reports direct
from tlio battlefield and "play"
the game oil tlio electric hoard.
In addition, (he reports will be
mega plumed to the fans.
You arc Invited
to bo the
Journal's guest.
i

t

ATTEMPT TO MAKE
FLYING
TO

A

LEAP FATAL
A FLORIDA GIRL

(By The A.Koclnled Treat.)

Tide of Stability Is Flowing
In; Prosperity Is Return-

ESCAPE

Spokane, Wash., Oct. 4. Two
masked men entered the Spangle
State bank at Spangle, eighteen
miles south of here this afternoon,
shot Miss Ituth Jennings, the asin the arm and
sistant cashier,
escaped with a sum of money. A
posse of sheriff's deputies left here
in nn effort to overtake the robbers.
According to Miss Jennings, she
attempted to prevent the robbery
and was knocked to the floor and a
cloth saturated with a drug was
placed over her face. When she
revived after the robbers had left
she gave the warning and it was
not until this time that the robbery became known.
Miss Jennings' injury is not believed to bo serious. The robbers
obtained
about $5,000, deputy
sheriffs said.

Possible to
Whether The&A ; Evidence of "SfeVism" in
(By The

15,000;

SEIZE

and Flee With Money .

ON
THE PROGRESS MADE

Any

ID

ant Cashier in the Arm

WILL KEEPCHECK
Will Be

BANKERS' VIEWS FATT.AR BUCKLE-I- S
OF THE FUTURE
ALLEGED TO
ARE OPTIMISTIC

Long Branch, N. J Oct. 4.
Whilo attempting to make a flying
leap from a speeding automobile
to an alrplano late today, Miss Madeline Davis wan so badly injured
that sho died from a fracture of
the skull In a hospital here tonight. .Her home is in Fort Plrcc,
Fta

Middlemen Vote to Continue
to Combat Farmers' Movement; Campaign Endorsed
-- Ordered Continued.
(By Tha Asaoclnlert

Prenf.)

Chicago, Oct. 4. Middlemen in
the grain trade meeting hero in Ihu
associaGrain Dealers' National
tion voted today to continue their
fight against the farmers'
grain marketing movement.
They endorsed tho cumpaign conducted by their special legislative
committee headed by It. 1. Mansfield of Chicago and ordered it to
continue its work for the next year.
This committee was called into
being last Juno following organization of tho United States Grain
Growers, Inc., a national
In
corporation of farmers.
(his interval, Mr. Mansfield reported today tho committee had sent
out letters to 206,000 influential
furmeis, hud distributed 1,400,000
pteera of literature in Tight en
states, had articles printed in nearly 700 magazines, farm journals
and newspapers, and had organized a speakers' bureau.
The result, ho declared, was that
"the emergency situation has been
Our opponents
met successfully.
are not functioning and are meeting with very little response in
their campaign."
Reports that tho grain trade had
raised a fund of $250,000 for its
counter campaign, he declared untrue, and he presented a financial
report allowing total receipts of
Of this, $31,100 was
$40,386.59.
received from
grain exchanges,
$500 from tho Grain Dealers' National association, $6,675 a.s special contributions from Chicago
board of Itrade members. $2,096 in
outside contributions, and interest,
$15.59.

Vigorous warning was given the
grain men by Mr. Mansfield that
the work they had tried they must
carry out for their own preservation, lia urged a "concerted and
sustained campaign of education
for tho, producer and tho consumer.','
"Failuro to follow up this work
so well begun," he declared, "will
result in a flood of adverse legislation, in more adverse marketing
schemes and finally, without doubt,
In the concentration of the great
hulk of tho grain business in the
United States in,the hands of a few
powerful Interests."

HAITI IS QUIET
BANKER SAYS AT

(By The

Ahk Intcil

i

forty-sevent- h

PROTECT RIGHTS
(By The Aaaarlaled Pres..)

Minn

(let.

"4.

The

'
SOURCE 0FPART OF
LIQUOR DISCLOSED'

Newspaper Claims It Came
From a Grill Two Blocks
From the Hotel in Which
the Party Was Held,
(By The Asaoelatrd rreai.)
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 4.
The source of a part of the liquor
that was delivered to the suite ot
Roscoe C. (Fatty) Arbucklo in 'he
Hotel St. Francis, when a party
was given that resulted
In tha
death of Miss Virginia Rappe, was
disclosed here today in an affidavit published In the San Francisco
Bulletin. At the same time it was
announced by Robert H. McCor- mack, assistant United States attorney general, in charge of prohibition prosecutions that arrangements have been completed to arrest Arbiickle for alleged violations
of the prohibition law when he ar
rives here tomorrow.

Runner.

A

The affidavit was made by Jack
Lawrence, who said he was a.
"whisky runner" for James T. Wall.
Tlio affidavit
coincides
with a
statement made by McCormack
that the liquor came from Gobey's
Grill, two blocks from the hotel.
Lawrence in his affidavit made
statements as follows:
"On Saturday, September 8,
I delivered
four
bottles of
whisky to Wall at the St.
Francis, and on Monday, the
fifth, I delivered twelve mors
bottles to him. He came down
pretty drunk.
"I remarked: 'You are having a fino timo up there.' and
he said: '"Fatty" is having a
fine old "booze up." '
"f said, 'he ran afford it.
"Wall replied:
'I'll say he
can.' "
To Arrest Two Others.
Lawrence also stated in his affidavit that most of the liquor he
delivered came here from Canada,
but that a part of it wis "moonshine" which was made In the

noiinfn'n.

'

-

McCormack also snnr.jnced two
other", will be arrested with

'

ANDSFINED $500

TO

HARDING

Movis Comedian Will Be Arrested When He Arrives in
San Francisco Today,
Says U. S, Prosecutor,

NAZARENE PREACHER
SENTENCED TO JAIL

ERS APPEAL

Washington,

THE BOOZE Lftiil

PreM.)

Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 4.
Golden thoughts with a silver lining giving promise of more prosperous days was the currency
(handled today by tlio bankers of
tiie nation In tho opening here ot
the
convention of tho
American Bankers'
association.
Speakers at the initial session said
that with irresistible force the tide
of stability
was flowing In and
slowly but with certainty engulfin its path as it
the
obstacles
ing
moved toward prosperity.
The labor situation, said John S.
Drum, president, in his keynote
address, was one ot the factors
met in tho path of progress.
to maintain
wage
"Attempts
scales, based on prices and values
that no longer exist cannot be perbut while
manently successful,
do
tliey continue
they cannot
otherwise than work injury to ina
to
the
dustry,
very large part of
employes themselves, and to tho
entire public," lie said.
Must Kcdiicc Wages.
"It is becoming more and more
evident to labor as well as to tile
public in general, that labor cannot find full employment at t lie
wages it wants and must accept
work at a wage proportionate
to the value of tho goods it produces and in keeping with the average level of values."
Following tho general session in
tlio forenoon, the delegates went
into divisional sessions of the trust
company section, tho savings bank
section and tho clearing house section.
There is not enough "human
touch" in the contact of banker
with their patrons, it was asserted
Dunbar, of
today by Alexander
Pittsburgh, president of the Pennassociation, ;n
sylvania Bankers'
an address
before tho clearing
house section.
)
Must l'ollow Golden Kule.
"We are now at a point where
wo must follow the golden rule, if
not for love, then from sheer force
of necessity," ho declared.
"The
rehabilitation of world business
rests
four
and world affairs
square
upon tho practice of the old fashioned but very beautiful doctrine,
'Do unto others as you would have
others do unto you.' Selfishness is
the great sin of the age."
The appointment of a 'committee
from three to five members to
carry on the work of developing
the acceptance method of financing was recommended to the convention in a report of the acceptance committee.
"Our open discount market and
the means ,for caring for Ions term
interest trade credits are the two
vital features cf our financial machinery that need further and immediate development," the report
stated,

TQ

HATED

HAVE

ing; Present Wage Scales
Must Be Reduced.

Masked Men Enter Washington Brvik, Shoot Assist-

1

EDITION

bully by Carrier or Mall, 85c a Month
Single Copies 60

ROBBERS WOUND

"Man of Peace" Leads Japs
Named as Arms Delegates

Puy-mou- th

HER HUSBANDS, WITNESS CLAIMS

'

CITY

--

5

T'nl-te- d

Workers of America laid

before President. Harding today a
request that ttie federal government aid in protecting rights of
coal miners held In jail by West
Virginia authorities as a result of
the recent strike disturbances in
that state.
The committee appointed by the)
mine workers convention In In.
dlanapoiis spent nn hour with thd
president advising him of their
understanding of the West Virgin-l- a
situation
They told him they
believed the men under arrest were
in jeopardy and that it was the
duty of federal authorities to take
steps for their protection.
No conclusions of the conference
were made public, but John Moore
of Ohio, who represents President
Lewis of the mino workera at the

(By The AwMiclnfed Treat.)
Meridian, Miss., Oct. 4.

limit of the law. a

Th

$500 fine and
nix months In prison was Imposed
upon Rev. W. K. Bennett, Nan-arepreacher, after his convic-

tion yesterday upon a statutory
charge.
J3onnett had testified that ths
woman with whom he lived for
twenty eight years and who was
the mother of his eight children,
was not his wife and claimed his
only legal marriage was to a younof
woman from Texas with whom he
recently has been living. Justice
Raymond Clay, held that the moth
er of his children was his wife under Louisiana law.

ADVANCE PARTY OF THE
BRITISH DELEGATION
WILL SAIL OCT. 26TH

(By Tha Anolnk- Preaa.)
London. Oct. 4.' The advance
party of tho British delegation to
the Washington armament conference will sail Oct. 26. The remainder of tho secretariat and the delegates will arrive in New York
only a few days before tho openwho introduced the committee to ing of the conference.
Announcement of the personnel
the president, iieciarea no was satisfied some means would be found of the British delegation will be
made
Thursday.
to protect the prisoner's rights.

SENATE HEARING THREE ADDITIONAL NATIONS ARE
INVITED BY UNITED STATES TO

Failure of U. S. to Outline a
Definite Policy in 1918 Is
Held Responsible for Re
cent Revolts.
(By Tha Aiaorliited Freu.)
Washington, Oct. 4. Failure of
tho American government in 1918
to outline a definite policy for de

velopment of Haiti led to a renewal
of
in
revolutionary conditions
worse form than those which prevailed before the marines occupied
the island in 1915. Koger Farn- ham, vice president of the Na
tional City bank of New York tes.
tlficd today at resumption of hear
ings before the special senate committee investigating conditions in
Haiti.
The island, however, has again
become quiet, revolutionists having disarmed, and is ready for
comprehensive developments, said
Mr. Farnham.
A change in the
island government is needed, he
declared, adding that dual government control had produced a deadlock in administrative affairs.
Mr. Farnham told tho committee
lie was confident that If a
policy were put into effect
Haiti within a few years would become as prosperous
as Cuba.
Schools should be provided
and
to
steps taken
systematize government finances, he said..
Tho National City bank, he said,
had taken over control of the National Bank of Haiti, "at the suggestion" of William J. Bryan, then
and
secretary of state. French
German Interests were partly In
control of tho institution, and Mr.
Bryan was anxious to have foreign
influences in Haiti eliminated, lie
. ..
,
.
explained.

ATTEND ARMAMENT CONFERENCE
Belgium, Holland and Portugal Are Asked to
Have Representatives at the Washington
d
Debts Are Not to Be
Conference;
Considered, Washington Announces.
Inter-Allie-

(Bt TIIE

PRESS.)
The question of ar
mament limitation win be aiscussea
only by the five major powers.
The attitude of the administration with relations to discussion of
d
debts was developed
the
in connection with recently published statements in London that
the British would welcome discussion of loan matters at the
Officials
meeting.
Washington
here were represented as taking the
view that the conference should oe
limited to matters which might involve differences of a nature likely
to lead to armed conflict. Interallied debts is not considered by officials here in that category.
The further statement was made
that the American delegation at
the forthcoming conference, lucking congressional authority, could
not agree to such consideration of
the debt question, even if It was
desired that it should be underChina was invited to participate taken.
The administration's dein tho Pacifio and Far Eastern dis
sire that debt funding legislation it
cussions when the first invitations enacted in advance of the conferwere issued and
acceptance by ence, it was said, was based on
matters and not on
Belgium, Holland and Portugal, practical
which is regarded here as assured, anxiety that tho debt tjuestloji
will mean that nine nations will sit might arise to disturb""riarmotiy
together when such discussions a;e umung the conferees.
ASSOC1ATKI)

Washington Oct. 4. Three ad- ditional nations Belgium, Holland
and Portugal wcro invited by the
United States government today '.o
participate in the discussion of Pacific and Far Eustern questions in
connection with the armament conference. It was also made known
administration officials
by high
that the United States does not anof Inter
ticipate consideration
allied debts at the conference.
to the
The formal
invitations
three additional nations were
to tho respective capitals
and were extended
after corre
between
spondence
Secretary
Hughes and the further principal
powers originally invited to send
representatives to the conference.
The Important interests of each of
the three nations In the far east
led to tha extension of the

entered into.

Inter-allie-

.
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SEES DANGER 0
ENGLAND

V

MRS. SOUTHARD HAD
A LOT OF HARD LUCK
WITH HER HUSBANDS

BOUNDARIES ARE

MING

EUROPE'S WEAK

(Continued

SPOT JUST NOW

HONORS AT GOLF

Three Representatives of Chicaqo Educator Has Re
turned from Albania After
r Great Britain Survive the
First Round of Match
Traversing the Entire
',; Play at Deal, N.J.
Country on Mule Back.
(Br The Associated Frrn.)
".'ieal N. J.. Oct. 4. The danger
of tho woman's polf championship
ot the United States beinp captured by an English woman increased today when three representatives of Great Britain survived the first round of match play of
the national tournament in impressive style at the Hollywood
golf club.
"Miss Cecil I.eith, champion of
Great Britain, France and Canada,
Won by eiRht and seven, eliminating Mrs. R. II. Hammer of New
York. She had an easy opponent,
..but her trip to the turn in 41
reagainst a head wind increased
spect for her Babe rtuth like driving power.
The greatest upset of the day
ft
was the defeat of Miss Glenna
ot Trovidence, who had tied
for the qualifying medal, by Miss
Kdith Ieith, sister of the British
champion. 3 and 2. Miss Collett's
"poor putting and one shot into a
ditch were to blame.
'
The closest match was between
Airs, Latham Ilnll of England, who
had tied Miss Collett in qualifying
arid Mrs. W. A. Gavin of New
York, which went to 20 holes. Mrs.
Hell won as the result of Mrs.
Gavin unthinkingly tamping her
fot)t prints in a hunker with her
iclub before she had played out.
Mrs. Gavin did this in the qualifying round and It cost her two
strokes. Today it meant the match
'under the rules.
Iiss Alexa Stirling of Atlanta,
defending champion, had no trou-4j- e
,

Col-le-

In survtring.
ii "Of the American

favorites. Miss
tMjldred Caverly of Philadelphia
toad the greatest difficulty, defeating Miss Bessie Fenn of Portland,
"MSine, at the nineteenth hole. A
tee shot out of bounds by a hair
cost Miss
"t the eighteenth possibly
T"nn the match, as she was one
!u$ after playing the seventeenth.

PIONEER RANCHER OF
i.flUAY CO. FOUND DEAD;
Hi. FOUL PLAY SUSPECTED
!'

Tucumcarl, N. M., Oct. 4. The
tody of Roy Lackey, a pioneer
rancher of the county, was brought
Lackey ranch is
jlrte today. The
liear Rana, N. M forty miles from
this place. He with Boss Jackson,
a well known stockman; .'ack
and
Lewis, known as "Texas Jack,"Jack-coa
Brent Coaner, a hand on the
ranch were gathc;ing cattle on
th$ Boss Jackson ranch Sunday,
twenty miles from Rana, over the
Texas line. Some of the party returned to the Lackey ranch Sunday
afternoon. Lackey failed to show

Fearing something had befallen him, a searching party was
etarte on a hunt for him Monday
warning. His horse was found
about 2 o'clock Monday afternoon.
AijT hour later his body was found
cm? the Mann school section, about
flnj mile south of the tank. Indications were that he had been
JiiJJed Sunday afternoon.
i
A coroner's Inquest resulted In a
tip".

Vefdlct

that

Lackey

came to his

flefth from a gunshot wound fireet
tvam the hands of an unkn wn
party.
iiA cut above the eye Indicated
that he had been struck with a revolver.
He Is survived by a wife and two
jehlldren, a son and daughter.
.
i- ';'
' ij;$ramber I", Downing street, has
beam the home of the prime ministers of England for almost two
hundred years.
JjBs,

Have your Kodak

finishing done
RIGHT
Most people who take Kodak
pictures, take them for the
results they expect to get.
They have a right to the best
quality of finlsning available.
Red Arrow offers you a better
kind of Kodak finishing, in a
shorter space of time than
heretofore at standard prices.
Let the Red Arrow finish your
next roll.

(By The Anaoclntrit

I'rMs.)

4.
Oct.
IVot
Chicago,
Elmer K. Jones, head of the education department of Northwestern University, has returned from
Albania after having traversed the
entire country on mule-bac- k
something that no other American
over has done. Just before he left,
war threatened with Serbia and
Prof. Jones could see then that the
muddle over boundaries would almost surely result In a clash.
Boundaries Not Defined
"That Is tho weak spot In Europe Just now," he mid on his return. "Boundaries are not definitely defined. In Albania, neither the natives not the Serbians to
their north havo knowledge as to
the lines separating the two counIn fact, no one has this
tries.
The crying need of
knowledge.
the Balkans is for a definite fixture of boundaries, as border fights
aro almost of daily occurence and
were leading to wholesale massacres of Albanians.
Over night an
Albanian village Is changed to e
Serbian town. At the behest of
Albanians I wrote a telegram to
the league of nations begging for
settlement of a question that was
bound to cause bloodshed."
Prof. Jones went over mountain
roads on the back of a donkey and
covered 300 miles In this way. He
was given every courtesy by the
Albanian government as it was understood that upon the result of
his survey would depend the building of a largo university in Albania by thj Methodist church. Prof.
Jones la now working on his report.
Women Wear Veils
is a Mohammedan
"Albania
country and the women wear
veils," he continued.
"Polygamy
is practiced somewhat there, but
is fast dying out. The Albanians
are a progressive people and realize that polygamy is bad for the
nation. The women, however, are
the workers and burden bearers of
tho hons;. Thej are very strong
physically and I fequently met a
man and wife going to market, the
husband riding serenly on the back
of a donkey while his helpmate
plodded by his side carrying an
immense load of hay. Albanian
women havo a knack of carrying
You
hay that is extraordinary.
or so of hay movsee a quarter-to- n
ing along a country road but you
don't see the woman. She is Inside somewhere and you may catch
a glimpse of her feet. How It is
done I couldn't discover. The hay
Is sold in town Just as we take
butter and eggs to a village in
America.

III.,

Flirtations Barred

"A measure for strength Is a
wpman's back In Albania but, even
so, her husband tolerates no flirtations. He does not see his wife
till the wedding day and mean
while ho has bought or built a
house. Around tt he has put up a
high brick wall. On top of this
wall Is a bed of cement and in ths
cement are chips of sharp glass
No man
can reach the
other man's mate once she Is be
hind that wall. The women by
training nevor look upon men
Even the young girls who had
reached the veil age ran away
from our party as we travelled
from place to place. The little
shepordesses of the hills leappod
from rock to rock In fright when
they saw men approaching from

afar."

Prof. Jones said that education
had been neglected in Albania by
reason of the 400 years of Turk
ish rule when- the Turk refused to
lot the Albanians read or write or
have any schoolhouses.
Prof. Jones said that while Al
bania has no railroads, Its system
of telephones is so complete and
Its police force so efficient that a
person is safer In any part of Al
bania than in Michigan boulevard,
Chicago. He was foiled In an at
tempt to visit the savage tribe of
Midites. he explained, by reason
of a clash with the constabulary
a day or two before he was to

from Page One.)
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MIDVALE COMPANY IS
RUNNING AT A LOSS,
TOLD
STOCKHOLDERS
(Br The Associated Frra.)
New York, Oct. 4. W. E. Corey,
chairman of the board ot the Mid-vaSteel end Ordnance company,
told a stockholder at the annual
meeting today that on account of
the the high freight rates and the
price of coal it would be impossible
to say when dividends would be
He said the company
resumed.
,
was operating at a loss.
le

VAUGHN DRUG STORE
DESTROYED BY FIRE
DISPATCH

0

HORNINS JOURNAL

KLAN DENOUNCED

BY SEVEN TEXAS

CLASH

KLUX

Meyer that she had had a lot of
hard luck with her husbands; that
she had lost two and her baby and
that "Ed" (Meyer) was a sweet boy
and she thought a lot of him. He
further testified that Mrs, Meyer,
in discussing the receipt for the
premium on the life insurance policy applied for by Meyer, told him
that if he could collect the policy
she would give him half of tt. On
the day of Meyer a funeral w. J.
Trueblood. Mrs. Meyer's father,
stated to the witness, according to
his testimony, that he did not want
the witness to ko back to Gooding
thinking his (Trueblood's) daughter poisoned Meyer. He added that
he had plenty of money with which
to take care of his daughter.
Women Among Spectators,
Mrs. Paul Vincent Southard, the
through- defendant, sat stony-eye- d
the entire session. Only upon an- Inurnment did her manner relax,
She chatted for some minutes with
her counsel and smiled broadly
several times.
A large number of women were
among the spectators today, in fact
for a time a majority m tne court
room were women.
Alonzo Dooley of Keytesvllle,
Mo., arrived in Twin Falls today.
Ho is subpoenaed as a witness for
the state. Mr. Dooley is tne iainer
of Robert C. and Edward uooiey,
deceased, respectively husband and
brother-in-laof the derenaani.

ftPIOIAL

III INJURED
IS NEAR DEATH

District judges

(By The Auuclaled Trent.)
Louis Crow, Waco Laundry- Dallas, Texan, Oct. 4. Denunciman, Is Expected to Sue ationi of' the . Ku Klux . ,Klan and
uisanixanuns was
cumb to Stab Wounds delivered owiai,
yesterday by seven district
of
Texas while offijudges
Received Saturday Night. cials of two cltlos
San Antonio
(Br The Associated

Tr.-M-.)

Waco, Texas, Oct. 4. The death
of Louis Crow, a local laundry proprietor, one ol ton men Injured last
Saturday nlglu during a fight at
Lorona, when Sheriff Bob Buchanan attempted to halt a parade of
Ku Klux Klansmen, was expected
momentarily tonight and that fact
overshadowed any other development today in connection with the
Lorena situation.
Local authorities tonight were
described as conducting their pol
icy of awaiting the out come of
the injuries received by those most
seriously hurt before reaching a
decision as to what to do.
Crow, a spectator at the parade
received knife wounds in the abHe claims to
dominal region.
know who stabbed him.
A committee
of one hundred
prominent Lorena citizens who
Sunday requested the county attorney to file complaints against
Sheriff Buchanan and his deputy,
M. Burton, in connection with the
fight, have expressed satisfaction
with the promise to call the grand
Jury to Investigate the case.
The Ku Klux Klan has Issued no
statement concerning the Incident,

Work

In

O. A. Matson's

Butts Drug Store

to The Journal.)
(Special CaTaas)onliie
Las Vegas, N. M., Oct. 4. A

Klwanls club is in progress of organization in this city. Henry
Coors, president of the Albuquerque Klwanls olub, spent Monday
here, and helped the local club
secure 25 applications for memIt is believed that 50,
bership.
the required number, will be se
cured in a few days. Henry Blatt- man was named temporary president, Colbert C. Root, temporary
secretary, and A. H. Gerdeman,
temporary treasurer.

116 South Third.

T
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Invalids and Qrowlns Children I Rich Milk, Malted Grain Estract In Powder

The Original food Drink For All Ages

He Cooking NourUhipg Digestible

mmaamemmmmammB

MOTHER!

MOVE

CHILD'S BOWELS WITH
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP

The Ideal

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works

-

Pioneer Bakery

ing Journal.

LUMBER

ktkket

An elephant Is possessed
a delicate sense of smell

tance of 1,000 yards.

So Easy to Drop

Cigarette,

Cigar, or Chewing Habit

has helped thousands
to break the costly,
lng tobacco habit. Whenever you
have a longing for a smoke or a
chew, Just place a harmless
Bac table In your mouth instead
All desire stops. Shortly the habit
is completely broken, and you are
better off mentally, physically, financially, It's so easy, so simple,
and if it
Get a box of
doesn't release you, from all crav
THIEVES STEAL REAR
in
any form, your
ing for tobacco
WHEELS OF FORD CAR druggist will refund your money
without question.
nerve-shattc-

r-

ISo-T-

For the sake of your babies
see our baby today

(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
Las Vegas, N. M., Oct. 4.

Thieves Jacked up the rear of the
Ford car of W. O. Ogle as it stood
in his yard Monday night, and
took the wheels, which have not
been seen since.
Clothing was
stolen from a clothes lino In the
rear of the home of Tl. C. Hill,
and a tricycle was taken from In
front of the home of Dr. 12. L.
Hammond, on Fifih street.

Cuticura Soap
Clears the Skin

and Keens if Clear

Ie Is reported that a Vienna doe-to- r
has succeeded in transplanting NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
eyes from one animal to another.
Sealed proposals will be received
at the office of the City Clerk of
tne city or Albuquerque, New Mex-Icuntil 2 o'clock p. m. on WedHER OLD
start north.
nesday, October 5th, 1921, for paving, curbs, gutters, storm sewers,
LAS CRUCES PLANNING
grading and all necessary Incidentals or appurtenances thereto, on
CIVIC IMPROVEMENTS
the following named street in acDYED
BABY cordance
with the provisional order
(Bneclal Comsnondencs te The Journal.)
by the City Commission of the City
Las Cruces, N. M., Oct 4. Civof Albuquerque,
dated April 20,
ic improvements, estimated to cost
COAT 1921.
35,000 will be made in Las Cruces
East Central avenue, from the
Tho work includes
in November.
west line of High street to the west
paving Convent street to connect
line of Mulberry street.
Main street with the National
Bids will be received on the folEach package of "Diamond
highway between Las Cruces and
contains directions so simple lowing types of pavements:
El Paso, and Alameda boulevard Dyes"
(1)
single course, plain
from Convent street to Griggs any woman can dye or tint her old. concrete,
street, a distance of mors than a worn, laded thinsrs new. Even if
(2)
single course, plain
she has never dyed before, she can concrete,
half mile.
1'rank M. Hayner, president of put a new, rich color Into shabby
course, rein
(3)
the Las Cruces Lumber company, skirts, dresses, waists, coats, stock- forced concrete,single
sweaters,
underwrite
to
the
ings,
coverings,
has arranged
draperies,
(4)
single course, rein
everything.
bonds at par. The bonds are for hangings,
Buy Dia forced concrete,
ten years and carry 8 per cent In- mond Dyes no other kind then
n
Bltullthlo on
(5)
terest. They are to provide for perfect homo dyeing is guaranteed. asphaltlo
base.
Just
tell
smewalKB
in
the
and
whether
your
druggist
paving, curbings
Bltullthlo on
(6)
material you wish to dye Is wool concrete
the streets to be improved.
base.
Plans are also being made by or siiK, or whether It Is linen, cot
Car
of penetration
track
(7)
the school board to expend 171,-50- 0 ton. or mixed goods. Diamond macadam,
on a new school building and Dyea never streak, spot, fade or
Car
of
tracks
reinforced eon.
(8)
run.
additions to Central high and
Crete,
grade schools.
The following la an estimate ot
the work to be done a compiled by
BURNS IS MEMBER OF
the City Engineer:
7133 square yards paving.
STATE COLLEGE STAFF
150 Lin. Ft, curb.
. . . Lin. Ft. gutter.
sV
to
The
Journal.)
(Special Correspondence
247 i Lin. Ft, Comb, curb and
Las Cruces, N. M., Oct. 4. Robgutter.
ert H. Burns, formerly of the Flag
80S Lin. Ft. single track car Una.
ranch, near Laramie, Wyo., has
756 Lin. Ft. double track car
would onir ufce
been elected to the position of asX
line.
Masted l"n vises,
sistant professor In the department
1840 Cu. Tds. earth excavation.
ltd sarnie, raodona. toed
of animal husbandry at the New
1790 Hi Ft. cement sidewalks.
out wtun they en put, ner- Mexico Collcgo of Agriculture and W toot
and hasaard there en tboa
The total estimated cost la $15,.
Mechanic arts. He has had exsanas who mitH naduy baud up l 701.00.
Ihdr fed eespaaclas. hacome rosy V
tensive experience on Wyoming
f
Bidders will state the number of
I
f
etaMtod, stums sad haajthy end 1
ranches. Mr. Burns is a graduate
ba nwdi awn sUmothn la
7 II weather working day in which
In animal husbandry of the Iowa II
I J war. When tt Iron sac tan the
to complete the whole
they
State College at Ames, where he I I blood of Mm, the hnklir (low I of thepropose
above work.
of jooth law thdr sUa ton1 their f
majored in animal husbandry and
The city reserves the right to acvtvaoity depart. A two Ji
is said to be an expert on feeding.
dan and
cept or reject any or all bids.
oauet of Nuntcd una
fI swsJss
works wonders Is smty case.
Each bidder will be required to
Eattefectkm gvarantead
Of
I
GROSS PUBLIC DEBT
deposit with the City Clerk to the
I
axxwr nmraded. At all
V
credit of the City of Albuquerque,
jTf
swa eraxflaU. jTV
INCREASED IN SEPT. I
without
Indorsement, a certified
check of deposit in the sum of ten
The
Associated
l
FriH
(Br
per cent (10) of the total amount
Oct. 3. The naWashington,
bid, aa a guarantee that he will file
tion's gross public debt Increased
all bonds required and enter into
000 in September, according
contract, if awarded to him, acto figures made public by the
cording to the terms of his bid.
treasury tonight, which show the
within ten days after the certificanational debt on September 30 to
tion ot the award. Should (be conhave been $23,924,108,000.
The
tractor fail to file bonds in an apdebt now outstanding, however, is
proved surety company or enter
Dr. Olase tits positive
below the high
$2,672,593,000
Into a contract with the City of Alpoint of American history, August proof ha is able to eura '
buquerque, then the certified check
31, 1919, when it was $26,590,701.-00- tubtrculo.li by Inhalation
I shall become forfeited aa .'.quldated
an? climate.
and It Is also a reduction of In ror
Inrormalloa
damages, and tne money realized
$963,248,000
from September 10, tddrs.i further
therefrom ho turned Into the treasTHE T. F. QLASS
1920.
INHALANT CO.. MASON
ury of tho City of Albuquerque.
BUII.DINO. LOS
JAMES N. GLADDING,
Journal Want Ads bring- remits. I
CALIFOBJi'Uk.
City Manager,

has been our
FOR years this
a small
hot-wat- er

that would warm a modest
home as perfectly as our larger heating plants have warmed mansions,
cathedrals, and even the White House

o,

itself.

IDE

Arcola is the practical fulfilment
of that hope. Arcola is the baby of

APRETTY

the American Radiator Company.
--It is unlike
any heating plant you
have ever seen. It is boiler, radiator
combined as handand water-heatsome as a fine phonograph and costing hardly any more.
Arcola creates and radiates warmth
in the room where it is placed, and
connected with American Radiators,
it will heat every other room and provide hot water for bathing and washing as well.
er

JM

It

wA-ii- n

5.
ajj acretc
.

S

Uokttt of the fmm

in an

amazingly short time. The

price is so low it will surprise you
50 higher last year than now.
For the sake of your whole family
your babies especially go to your
Heating Contractor and see oui baby
today.

The red and" yellow card
at the right is the sign of

a Heating or Sanitary

Engineer (formerly called
Steamfitter or Plumber)
who can show you Arcola.
Look for it in his window.
It will pay you to consult him twice a year as
you do your Doctor or
Dentist. To have him examine and report on your
heating and plumbing costs
little. It may save you a
very great deal.

si31sJ

y3i

An Investment
IN IKH1FT.

IVnNcDiviiiBNM

JmFuelEoomomt
Am Comfort

CAUrrBOt

IDEAL Boilers ami AMERICAN Radiator

Denver, Colorado

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALISI IN OCVLAR
RUrKAUl'ION.
107 & Fourth.
Phone 10S7W

M.
J.

MIMICOdKAl'a

Albright

SOS

We

"'

'

PRINTERS

.

BINDERS
STATIOMCRS

Gold

At.

0'FALLOII

SUPPLY

CO.

Manufacturers and Distributors of

Jobbers of American Radiator Co.'s Products
Ideal Arcolas Always Carried
in Stock
'
612 North First Street
Phone 1518

Anderson,
.

J.

PLUMBING, HEATING, STEAM, ELECTRICAL
AND HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT

lYPtaVIUTUK

CARBON PAPERS

jb

A.NQB-LE-

Comfort, security and health are
gift; and it pays for itself

Arcola's

AMERICAN RADI&TOR flOMPANT

Ilia

II
SJ

radiato-

r-boiler

SKIRT

0,

THE RED ARROW

for Infants,

er

TUBERCULOSIS

Central and First.
or directly from

lbe uriginai

Avoid
Imitations
and Substitutes.

who

succeed Louis Kuckenbecker,
will resign October 15.

QUIT TOBACCO

Jl.7-.78-

206 West Central

Horlick's

$20,-00-

V VapoRub

KIWANIS CLUB BEING
ORGANIZED AT VEGAS

II

GET RED ARROW
SERVICE AT

ASK FOR

dy,

CORE

nt such
that It
can scent a human being at a dis-

II

W

INFANTS &INVALIPS

Advertise in the

operating room and surgical instruments.
Mrs. Miller sustained quite a loss
also in her sewing machine and
sewing which she had In the drug
store for convenience when assisting in the care of the drug store
and other professional duties.

fjr
If

day.

Denver, Oct. 4. Chester A. Hara negro and former bell boy
at the Denver club was acquitted
today by a jury In the criminal
court of the charge that he stole
$28,000 worth ot jewelry from Mrs.
Eugene P. Shove, Colorado Springs
soolety woman. The Jury reached
its decision after three hours deliberation.
Mrs. Shove said she lost two
jeweled rings in the women's retiring room at the Denver club on
July 16, 1920. S. J. Brooks, u
Pullman porter, testified Hardy
0
gave him a diamond worth
and a ruby worth $8,000 to
dispose of which he said he did.
At the time of the alleged theft
Hardy was an employe of the club.
Hardy was released from the
sheriff's custody after the verdict.

Safe MUfC for

East Vaughn, N. M., Oct. 4 The
drug store belonging to Dr. G. A.
Miller, In west ward, was destroyed
APPOINTED CLERK
by fire last night. The origin of
the fire is unknown.
Tombstone, Ariz., Oct. 4. M, C.
The store building was not In- Hankins, former postmaster at
sured and only partial insurance Douglas, was appointed clerk of
was carried on the stock and fur- tho Cochise county board of supniture, which included Dr. Miller's ervisors today, Mr. Hankins will

UUWO

be-

NEGRO IS ACQUITTED
OF CHARGE OF THEFT

Hurry "mother! Even a sick child
loves the "fruity"' taste of "California Fig Syrup" and it never
fails to open the bowels. A tea- spoonful today may prevent a sick
child tomorrow.
If constipated,
Lunch- - "
bilious, feverish, fretful, has cold,
colic, or if atomaeh is sour, tongue
Bread is the most essential part ot
coated, breath bad, remember a
lunch. But our, bread should
any
bowels
of
Machinists
Founder.
the little
good cleansing
Engineers
be the mainstay
of your little
Cattlnsa In Iron. Bra.i, Brnnc. Alum,
is often all that Is necessary.
lunch because you realAsk your druggist for genuine lum. Elaetrlo Motors. Oil Engines, daughter's
ize the wholesomeness, the pure-nes- s
and imitation.
"California Fig Syrup" which has Pumps
Works and Offire Albuquerque.
and dellciuosness that comdirections for babies and children
to make our bread.
bines
This
of all ages printed on bottle. Mothrealization should lead you to beer! Tou must aay "California" or
BODY tWNI) IN ItTVEB
lieve that sandwiches made of our
Wind Shield Glass-LumbOmaha, Neb., Oct. 4. The body you may get an imitation fig syrup.
bread are ideal.
'
of Howard W Vore, 40, auditor
. O.
BALDKI1MJB
C
LUMHEB
I 42
of the Stock Yards National Bank,
Booth First Street.
Pbon. 402
who disappeared from his home ITS A GRAND OLD REMEDY
You can't keep strong and well
yesterday aftomoon was found to207 South First Street
day in the Missouri river by a without sleep. Whether your rest
THOMAS R. MARSHALL
party ot searchers. He was suf- Is broken by a painful hacking
Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
or Just an annoying tick- f1NewBoilrrmakrra
Mornand Wtlrifra
CLLS AT WHITE HOUSE fering from a nervous breakdown. cough
ling in the throat, the system be2100 8. Second St.
Tel. ID47-comes weakened
and rundown. V
.
J
(By The Associated Fran.)
Mrs. K. D. Drake,
Chtlds. Md,
THROAT
4.
Oct.
Former
Washington,
an attack ot the 'flu'
"After
writes:
Vice President Thomas R. MarGargle with warm salt water I was left with a severe cough.
shall called at the White House
Nothing relieved me until I used
to
the
his
respects
GLASS, PAINT.
today to pay
Foley') Honey and Tar, which I can
as a private
new administration
covers irrecommend."
It
highly
CEMENT. PLASTER
citizen out of a Job and not lookritated membranes with a healing
ing for one.
loosens
LUMBER
COMPANY
and
coating,
ALBUQUERQUE
soothing
Mr. Marshall, who is passing
23 Noirrii Fiiun
Million Jan UuJ Yearly phlegm and clears air passages.
17
Oit
a
lecture
on
Washington
through
Sold everywhere,
tour, declared his present occupation was "exchanging old stuff for
new money" and that he was
it thoroughly.

Lu-ce- ro

fore ( p. m.,
out noon next

j

and Cameron gave warning that
parades of masked men would not
be permitted. The Judges called
upon grand Juries to investigate
activities of masked bands. District Judge James R. Hamilton of
Austin, declared chapters of the
Ku Klux Klan have been established throughout Texas and "bodies of masked men dressed In white
robes, bearing the American flag
with the sign of the cross, and
flying banners giving warning and
threats of violence, to citizens who
break the law, have marched in
the night time up and down the
streets of cities, towns and villages of Texas."
Declaring that more than fifty
persons have beam whipped or tarred and feathered in the state in
the last six months and that numerous persons had received warnings, Judge Hamilton read to the
grand Jury article 1189 of the Texas penal code which he said applied to these activities.

lu-mc-

Work In be
fore 11 a. m.,
out 6 p.- m.
same day.

..

.

October 5, 1921.

.

October 5, 1921.
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Large Audience at Presby
A. has been Speeches and Concerts Giv
terian Church Hears Open planned by local party leaders for
en at Weekly Assembly
next
evening at 6 o clock.
ing Concert of Fortnightly it wasMonday
win Be sent Over State;
announced yesterday by W
C oestreich, chairman of the coun
MUSIC Club.
Building to Start at Once.
A similar
ty central committee.
democratic
dinner at the Y. M. C.
A big

Members of the Fortnightly mu dinner which was arranged for las
A. A. Jones was
appearing in the first mu- - week with Senator
sicaie of the fall season, set a high cancelled because the senator was
to be present.
standard by the strong program unable
"The
is arranged for
of excellent numbers presented at
the
good of the order," said M
tne i'resbyterian church last even
Oestreich.
"We
shall
discuss the
ing. The audience was exception
results of the last two elections
ally large for an attraction of the and
make plans for the organlza
nature and manifested the city's
of 1922, when
growing interest in musical offer atlon and campaign
two congressmen and
senator,
lngs of the Fortnightly club.
Mrs. John W. Wilson, welconv full quota of state and county of'
Ing those present in behalf of the fleers will be elected."
All democrats, men and women
club, outlined the opportunitites
lor usefulness of musical organi- are invited to attend the affair
zations to the city, she urged the Those wishing to have plates re'
establishment of community sing' served should purchase the tickets.
ing, stating that it could profit' which will be a dollar each, from
ably be substituted for depress W. C. Oestreich or D. K. B. Sel
lcrs.
ing talk.
H. G. Bunjes, presented the opselecening number, a pipe organ
tion which displayed his ability to
handle the sonorous as well as the
softer tones.
Mrs. John D. Clark, always a
favorite at concerts given by Al- buquernue talent, presented "Ave
A
A
S
Maria" by Schubert-Wilheland
"Am Meer" by the same authors.
Her round clear tones were extremely well received, particularly
A
the sustained legato notes of "Ave
Maria." Mrs. D. W. Faw played
her accompaniments on the pipe
organ.
Miss Grace Sorts received a
Be Held Sat
warm welcome and hearty ap- Conference to
Those At
19:
Nov.
plause from her two numbers, "Inurday,
ter Nob" by Mac Fayden and "Will
Will
o' the Wisp" by Spross. The hisProbably
Stay
tending
trionic ability of Miss Stortz confor
Teachers'
Meeting.
tributed much to the success of
these numbers. Mrs. L. B. ThompTeachers of home economics In
son was at the piano.
The reading by Miss Lois New Mexico are planning a special
Stearns, "The Happy Prince" of conference to be held here on
Oscar Wilde, though long, held
preceding the state teachers'
which starts Monday.
throughout the closest attention of convention 21.
The conference will
November
the audience.
Her strong,
home economics in
all
include
voice coupled with a clear
enunciation made possible a force- structors In vocational departments
ful presentation of the sober theme. and instructors In
Mrs. Faw added a musical setting. home economics departments,
An invitation to all teachers
The piano number of Mrs.
Thompson was "Tarantello" by Van coming under these branches has
Norden.
Her smooth and fault- been issued by Ruth C. Miner, Biaie
less technique brought forth many director of home economics. The
teachers will probably remain for
favoring comments.,
Mrs. Clark again appeared for the regular convention starting the
three short numbers, the last being following Monday.
The nrlncinal topic of discussion
"Traumerei," which she presented flawlessly and with perfect fi- will be the home project: selection,
and report
record
delity to the traditions of proper supervision,
rendition
planks. AH teachers are asked 10
of their
was
records
The
number
closing
keep complete
Oounod's "Avei Maria," sung by work this fall In order that they
Miss Stortz with Mrs. Faw at the may be used as memoranda lor
at the conference,
organ and a violin accompaniment
by Mrs. Clark. Miss Stortz sang
Among other questions which
the familiar selection extremely will be discussed are the surveys
well, displaying a well modulated to be made with the federal boards
voice with plenty of volume.
of vocational training as a part or
the work of Job analysis of home
making.
CHOCOLATE CREAM
sic club,

er

H0IEC10K

SPECIAL MEET

bat-urda-

will-pitch-

'

COFFEE AGENT HERE

COL. J. H. McCLINTOCK
WRITES OF DUKE CITY
IN AN EL PASO PAPER

'C. S. Chandler,
of Colorado
Springs, Colo., the western sales
man of the Western Grocer com
pany of Marshalltown, Iowa, man
ufacturers of the "Chocolate Cream
Coffee," is in the city, Interviewing
the trade. This excellent brand of
coffeee is handled here in whole
n
sale lots by
company,

Clark's 18th Cruise

vice.
By means of

the regular wireless
telegraph station the university
here will be able to talk with the
universities of Oklahoma, Colorado, Texas, Kansas, and Arizona,
the college at Las Cruces, and thf
military institute at Roswell. All
of these institutions have wireless
stations which can communicate
with the state university, and it is
expected that intercollegiate news
will be transmitted by wireless,
an innovation in tho field of col
lege journalism.
The initial endowment of S500
for the wireless station was made
by Mrs. Korber, and to this the
Gas and Electric
Albuquerque
company has added tne necessary
material.
Dr. Hill, who has
guying
taken an active Interest in the securing of the new plant, has also
obtained a gift of the necessary
batteries from the Arno Hunlng
company, tho cement for the foun
com
datlons from the Gibson-Fapany, and the foundation steel
from the Albuquerque Foundry
and Machino Works.
The tower for the station will be
seventy-tw- o
feet high, approxi
mately the height of the flag pole
on the administration building. The
tower steel will be that contained
in the windmill which was form
erly located on the campus.

old-tim-

MEDITERRANEAN

Gibraltar, Algiers, Genoa, Leghorn, Pisa.
Naples, Athens, Constantinople, 18 days
In Egyp
and Palestine, Mont Carlo, SPEAKERS CLUB HOLDS
R. R. to
Havre, Liverpool, Quebec,
Stop-ovN. T.
WEEKLY MEETING AT Y
privileges In Kurope
11 days In Paris and London,
$90. Our
17th Annual Cruise, February
4th is
The Speakers' Club held their
nearly full.
weekly meeting at the Y. M. C. A.
F. C. Clark, Times Bide, New York,

last night under the direction of
John D. Burton of the High School.
The topic for discussion was "The
uture .Development of New Mex
ico." The club will later take up
extemporaneous work and debat
ing. The organization Is composed
of young business ana professional

men.
The spirit of the club is aptly
versed by a member, who was.
heard to remark that It was the
duty of every American to be able
to get up and make a sppech.

BOOSTERS GIVEN

A

GOOD

TALK WITH YOURSELF!

.

When a smart man thinks soundly about
his prospects of success he doesn't
fool himself.
One

important conclusion
always
reached is that "he who spends his
entire income makes no progress toward independence or wealth." There
are no exceptions.
This

which has helped
institution,
thousands to success, will help you.
- $1.00 or more starts a
savings account.
When do YOU begin?

State National Bank
Affiliated With

The State Trust

&

Savings Bank.

Combined Resources

Four and

One-Ha- lf

BEER IS NOT CLASSED
AS INTOXICATING BY
MILITARY OFFICERS

Million Dollars

Associated Tress.)

El Paso, Texas, Oct. 4. Army
regulations do not forbid the introduction of beer into a military
post. This developed today in the
trial In the federal court of Sergeants O. H. Day and Ben Warman
on the charge of possessing a quan
tity of beer, tequila and aguadiente.
The soldiers pleaded they had already been tiled and sentenced by
a court martial, and therefore
should not be again tried for the
same offense. Judge Smith asked
for a record of the court martini.
It was produced and showed the
men and been fined half of three
months pay and reprimanded for
possession ot the tequila and
When the court inquired
why the beer was not mentioned,
the soldiers explained army regulations only covered Intoxicating
liquors and beer was, not classed
as such by the military authorities
They were fined $100 each. Both
nd
have excellent army records
are atserved over-seaThey
tached to the Fifth cavalry at
Marfa, Texas.
agua-dient-

ESCAPE

FROM ROAD CAMP AT
SUPERIOR, ARIZONA

WARM RECEPTION

TRIP

Estancia Merchants Enter
tain Albuquerque Men at
Dinner; Trip Continued to
Willard Fair'and Roundup.
Albuquerque

business men, who

are taking part in the Estancia
vallev trade excursion, arrived in
Estancia yesterday at noon, having
left this city in elgnteen automobiles shortly after 8 o'clock yester
day morning. Almost 100 business
men are taklne the
trip,
two-da-

Press

)

W0 BICYCLES ARE

Petition County Commissioners to Declare a Holiday
and to Hold Fitting Services in the County.
A petition asking that Armistice
day be declared a lfgal holiday and
that appropriate exercises be held
in the county including the dedication of tho soldier monument at
the court house, has been presented to tho county commissioners
by the Albuquerque Central Labor
union.
The petition follows:
To the County Commissioners, Bernalillo County, Mew Mexico:
Esteemed Sirs:
Whereas, pursuant to our govern
ment setting aside .November 11 as
a legal holiday, to bo known us
Armistice day, we, the members o
the Albuquerque
Central Labor
union, do petition your honorable
body to hold fitting services in this
county.
And, whereas, sometime ago a
on the
monument
was erected
court house
grounds of the county
as a tribute to oin- - soldier dead,
which has never been dedicated,
and,
Whereas, organized labor did
contribute 62 per cent of the total
forces in the world war to fight
monarchy and kaiserlsm, there be it
Resolved, that we, the members
of Albuquerque Central Lnbor un
ion, hereby petition your honor
able body to issue a proclamation
declaring Armistice
day a lesal
holiday, and that the dedication be
held on that day. And, be it further
Resolved, that a copy of these
resolutions be spread on the min
utes of the Albuquerque Central
Labor union as having been unani
mously adopted, and that copies be
sent to the county commissioners
and to e"ch affiliated local union
Fraternally submitted,
W, P. SEYFRED,
W. J. SHAM THAN,.
JAS. J. YOTAW,
Committee.

ST.

MARY

SCHEDULES

jrVTJ

mass meeting conducted by
the American Legion will be held
tonight at 8 o'clock at the armory.
The program includes nddresses by
prominent members of the legion.
and musical numbers by professional artists.
The first address will be made
by Walter M. Connell, chairman of
He will be
the city commission.
followed by Miguel A. Otero, state
commander ot the American Legion. C. T. Dawson, national field
representative of the legion, will be
the principal speaker of tne evening. He will discues the program
of the organization, and stress in
particular the attitude of the legion
toward the disabled soldiers and
men,
A. Mlchelin
Pergaln, baritone,
will sing before and between the
by Mrs.
speeches, accompanied
Lewis B Thompson. Mr. Pergain
will sing "The Sunshine of Your
Smile," "O Sole Mio" and Tostl's
"Goodbye,"
The legion extends an invitation
to everyone and especially the
men, who will be interested
In the topics of the evening.
A

Valencia. Torrance and Santa Fe
counties have decided to have full
departments, accordSt. Mary's will play the Bull time tohealth
a wire received yesterday
dogs this afternoon in one of the ing
Dr.
J. F. Docherty.
county
opening football games of the sea by
health officer. Santa Fe county
son. The game will bo called nt commissioners
voted
for
the
4 o'clock at the St. Mary athletic
mill levy for health purposes
field.
The St. Mary aggregation will
play the Centrals Saturday after
noon.

TWO FOOTBALL

40"
INDUCES

gardening in Albuquerque.

SANTIAGO GARCIA
FREED OF CATTLE
Humphreys'. Number. "Forty"
induces Repose, and Natural, Re- STEALING CHARGE freshing Sleep.
For Insomnia, Sleeplessness.
Santiago
Garcia, charged with Wakefulness
Nervousness.
stealing a cow from the Kay Man-guNo Narcotic,
Cattle company, was found
No Opiate, No
not gnillv in the district court yes-- 1 Dope No habit forming Drugs.
terday. I The trial lasted all morn- - Strictly- Homeopathic.
.
-

ing,
30c and 11 00. at Drug Stores, or sent
As the petit jury is now two days nn
of price, or C. O. D. Parcel
behind its schedule, It is probable Pust.receipt
that the criminal court will last all
of this Week and possibly a few
"Seventy-seven- ''
.

Humphreys'
days next week. There are several
breaks up Colds that hung on.
eves yet to be tried. Very few 30c
and J1.00, at Drug stores, or sent
pleas of guilty have been received en receipt
of price, or C. O. D. Parcel
this term.
Post.
The keeping of pigeons in EngHumphrey's Homeo. Medicine Co., 1S8
land was introduced by the Ro- William Street. New Tork. Book Free.
mans, who used them for carrying,
as well as for the table.
Journal want ads get results

rll'lHIWIIlil

AMERICAN LEGION MASS'
AT
MEETING TONIGHT
0CL0CK
ARMORY

YEARSyEARS
to develop

We worked on Camels for years before we put them
on the market. Years of testing blending experimenting with the world's choicest tobaccos.
And now, EVERY DAY, all our skill, manufacture
ing experience and lifelong knowledge of fine tobaccos
are concentrated on making Camel the best
cigarette
that can be produced.
There's nothing else like Camel QUALITY. And
there's nothing else like Camels wonderful smoothness,
fine tobacco flavor and FREEDOM FROM CIGA

RETTY AFTERTASTE.

That's why Camel popularity is growing faster than

ever.

A better cigarette cannot be made.

We put the utmost quality into
THIS ONE BRAND,

GAMES

one-ha-

lf

&SiS

SUGGESTS TAX OX At'TOS.
Boulder, Colo., Oct. 4. A city
tax on automobiles to create a fund
for road improvement has been
suggested to the city council by
City Manager Scott Mitchell and
is now under consideration by the
council. The municipal tax of ten
mills docs not provide sufficient
revenue for road maintenance,
Mitchell declares.

B.

i.

HTKOLDS

TOBACCO CO.,

B

mait

!,

j!u

. C,

GUli

I

MAY UOXOK DEAD SOLDIER.
Was' iugtoni Oct. 4. The presi
dent would be authorized to confer

the

medal of honor

congressional
OWNERS
on an unknown, unidentified Ital
ian
soldrer
to be buried at Rome
BY SHERIFF ORTIZ
under a resolution adopted today
senate.
Similar medals were
by the
Claiming that he was tired of were conferred
on British and
findgetting up. every morning and
Fench unknown dead.
a
In
a
his
stranger
bicycle
ing
yard,
who resides on Rio Grande boulevard, brought two bicycles to the

FOR

exhibited yesterdny
High street,
six varieties of Europran grapes
grown on his place that should
make the California growers look
to their laurels.
Mr. Modlin 'ias
been growing grapes for years and
has learned what varieties are icst
adapted to this country.
Grapes do well here" said Mr.
Modlin. "Thev should be crown
in sandy soil free from n
and
should be carefully pruned.
The
grapes which can be raised here
equal the California
product in
size and perfection, but thry surIn
them
pass
flavor, I believe. If
wo could Just get water on these
sand hills every foot could he set
out In grapes that would amount
to something as a new industry for
the community."
Mr. Moduli's tray of exhibition
bunches included the Red Empire,
Tokay. White Mountain, Muscat,
Black Zlnfandel and Lady Fingers,
nil European varieties.
He also
grapes which
grows American

Page Three

HEALTH DEPARTMENTS

v

The Indian school band is accom
panying them.
The boosters dismounted from
the cans about half a mile from
Estancia and led by the band,
marched into the city, streamers
on their paper sunbonnets flying In
the breeze.
A dinner was enjoyed by the
members of the trip who were
business
guests of the Estancia
men. Three hours were spent In
Estancia, during which time the
local men renewed their friendship
with the Estancia merchants. The
trip to Willard was then started,
which was the objective point of
the drive. The merchants will
leave Willard today for Albuquer- due.
While In Willard they will be the
guests of the Willard merchants,
who are holding a big Estancia
It is pos
valley fair and round-up- .
sible that the return trip win be
made by wfcy of Belen.

e.

r,

DAI

Florence, Ariz., Oct. 4. Three
prisoners escaped from the prison
road camp at Superior, Ariz., and
a fourth was killed attempting to
escape today, according to a report
received tonight bv Capt. Thomas
Rynnlng,
superintendent of the
state prison here.
The report of Superintendent
Rynning also said that it was be
lieved another of the prisoners
was wounded while escaping.
A posse with bloodhounds was
on the trail of the men tonight.
The road camp was composed
of prisoners from the state peni
tentiary who were being used to do THREE COUNTIES ARE
work in accordance with an act
TO HAVE FULL TIME
passed by the last legislature.

BUY THIS HEW M00RES
KITCHEN

ALL WRONG

county Jail Monday morning. Sheriff's officials believe the bicycles The Mlstnko Is Made by Many Al- have been stolen In town and left
nuqnerquc citizens.
The man
In the stranger's yard.
Look for tho cause of backache.
refused to give his name to the
To be cured you must know the
cause.
jailer.
One of the bicycles Is platntefl
If it's weak kidneys vou must set
green over the original red paint. the kldneya working right.
It carries no name or number. The
An Albuquerque
resident tells
rear tire is an Indian. The other you how.
Is a "Wonder."
machine
It is Mrs. Rosalia Sanchez. 1221 Ba- black and has had hard usage, Tho relas Road, says: "I used Doan's
Persons who Kidney Pills for kidney complaint
number is
can identify the machines as their and
a dull ache across my back. 1
property can secure them by call felt run down and tired out before
ing at the sheriff s office.
taking this remedy and my kldneya
acted irregularly, annoying mo a
lot. I read of Doan's and was
BIGGEST MINSTRELS OF
helped wonderfully after using them
THE YEAR COMING as
directed. The pains left my
back and my kidneys acted regu-larlon
Among ths many headllners
I gladly endorse Doan's
the vaudeville stage today will be Kidney Pills"
Price 60c, at all dealers. Don't
found artists who received their
Initial training with the Famous simply ask for a kidney remedy-- get
Doan'a Kidney Pills the same
Georgia Minstrels. In the thirty- three years this company has been that Mrs. Sanchez had.
Co.. Mfrs., Buffalo, N. T.
continuously before the public It
has seen the rise and fall of manf
to
dupliorganizations, who tried
HEALTH IS A WOMAN'S
cate the success of this company,
but did not have the talent to hold
GREATEST ASSET
them up.
Contrast the cheeful happy wom
The fact that an artist with the an with head erect. the
of
Famous Georgia Minstrels
has health on her cheeks. theglow
elastic
made good is always a guarantee step and bubbling enthusiasm as
of their fitness on any vaudeville she goes about her daily tasks, with
stage and the booking agents are the woman who suffers from backanxious to secure their services. ache, headache,
dragging-dow- n
This season the vaudeville portion pains, nervousness
and
of the performance has many nov- ency. Such conditions despond
are un
elties which will be readily snapped doubtedly, caused by woman's all.
up by the bookers when the season ments whtch will yield to Lydla E
ends.
Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound,
They are at the Crystal Opera which for many years has been rehouse, matinee and night, Sunday, storing weak, ailing women to
1
October .
health and strength. Everv woman
who suffers in this way owes it to
Journal Want Ada bring remit. nersou to at least give
it a trial.
Foster-Mllbur-

-

,

f

High-towe-

3 PRISONERS

HELD

HAVE

(By The Associated Fress.)

(By Th

ripen earlier in the season. The
bunches were unbelievably large
HIGHLANDS
and the fruit was of a waxy perthat seemed almost unreal.
ARE CREDIT TO CITY fection
In addition to grapes Mr. Modlin
grows a variety of other fruits and
It can be done, even in the sand vegetables
at his homo which is
that abounds in the highlands. W. one of the show places ot interest
H. Modlin, who lives at 1120 South to those who f.ro skeptical about
IN SOUTH

DLIDAY
M STICE

Redwood City, Calif., Oct. 4
The Jury was sworn in late today
for the trial of William A.
itinerant baker, charged
with the murder of the Rev. Patrick E. Heslin. a Catholic priest ot
Colma, about August 2. Eight men
and four women will pass upon his
guilt or innocence.
District Attorney
Franklin A
Smart began the presentation of
his statement of how the state proposes to show Hightower guilty of
first degree murder.
He gave a
detailed description of the abduction of Father Heslin from his
home in Colma by a stranger in an
automobile, who had asked him to
administer the last sacrament to a
dying man. He told of the receipt
of a letter at the St. Mary's cathedral in San Francisco demanding the payment of $6,500 for the
ransom of the priest.
The district attorney then told
of the finding of
tho body of
Father Heslin ten days after his
disappearance in the eands on
Salada beach, west of Colma, by
a party or ponce ana newspaper
men led by Hightower. A reward
had been offered for the priest's
body dead or alive and Hightower,
the district attorney said, told the
party a woman had informed him
the burial place could be located
by a sign picturing a man frying
flapjacks which stood nearby.

s.

ON TRADE

Clintock was the guest of H. F.
e
friend, dur
Robinson, an
Feb. 11th 1922 to the
ing his brief visit here.
Albuquerque, says the historian,
is facing an era of great prosper
ity, and is a bustling, milling, modEGYPT & EUROPE
ern American city. He describes
By specially chartered Canadian the various municipal features and
Pacific superb steamer.
the educational institutions with
EMPRESS of FRANCE
which the environs of the city are
18,481 Gross Tons.
he says. He
almost congested,
74, Days First Class, $600 speaks of the growth of the residence section above the city but
and up
that unlike Santa Fe,
Including' hotels, drives, guides, feel, etc. remarks
Routs: New York, Canary Iilands, Ma- only In a few cases is the archideira, Lisbon, Cadiz, Seville (OranadU tecture distinctive.

f

150-mi- le

Ffl

ALLEGED SLAYER

(By The Ansoelntrrl

Col. J. H. McCIintock', state "his
torian of Arizona, who was a visitor here recently on his return from
the Santa Fe fiesta, is the author
of an article about Albuquerque in
the El Paso Times. Colonel Mc

Bond-Dillo-

Material for the construction of
the wireless station at the state
on
is already
the
university
grounds, and work on the big plant
will be commenced within a few
days, it was announced yesterday.
In connection with the regular
wireless telegraphy apparatus, It
is planned to add a radio telephone
equipment with a transmitting ra
dius of 150 miles. It is probable
that the station will be able to
cover an even greater territory by
the use of laboratory mnterial now
on hand in addition to the material
which is being purchased.
As soon as the station is In work- tnk order apparatus will be In
stalled by which the speeches and
music at assembly may. be sent
broadcast over the state.
Any
high school or institution within,
the
radius will be able
to hear the speeches and concerts
by the Installation of a small re
ceiving station.
Hospitals, clubs,
and possibly some ranches are ex
pected to make use of the free ser

PRIZE GRAPES GROWN

LABOR MEN ASK

MIXED-JURYT-

TO SEND

'

RANG!

THIS $176.00 RANGE WILL BE SOLD
TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER
SATURDAY NIGHT AT 7:30

What Will You Give For It?
This Is Our Most Remarkable
Offer Read It

POLISHED BY SPECIAL MACHINERY
EACH ONE A MASTERPIECE

Class oven door, oven thermometer and Mrs. Ror-er'- s
thermometer guide assure perfect baking.
The control damper and
h
cover take
all worry out of your work, while the slotted fire
box lookr after your financial interests,
you won't be satisfied until you own a MOORE.
Over 300 of these ranges have been sold in Albuquerque. So we aro offering you one of the best
known ranges to be found In the city. As a fuel
saver and service giver the MOORE has no equal

n

M

thL"?any dntages that the Moore offer,. Decide what you will give for
offer, place it in an envelope, seal and leave it with us.
Saturday night a dininterested judge will open all bids and award the stove to the
highest bidder.
' c you nothing to see and bid on this range. No member or our firm will
"
bid. This
stove will be sold to the highest bidder if it is
only 10c. Terms may be arranged.
it.

Wrltl

.

THE EXCHANGE

120 West Gold Avenue

"BUY, SELL OR TRADE"
T. L. and E. L. McSPADDEN, Proprietors.

Phon 1111

-
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DREAM OF KEW YORK FANS OF A

World Series Results
From 1903 to Date

OFFICERS ISSU E

WILL LEAD ARMY'S GRIDIRON FORCES

WORLD SERIES BETWEEN GIANTS

October 5, 1921.

Boston, A. L., 5 games;
N. L., 3 games.
1904 No world series games.
.805 New York, A. L 4 games;
Philadelphia, A. L., 1 game.
190G
Chicago, A. L., 4 games;
Chicago, N. L., 2 games.
1907 Chicago, N. L-- 4 games;
Detroit A. L., 0; tie, 1 game.
1908 Chicago, N. L., 4 games;
Detroit, A. L.. 1 game.
1909
Pittsburgh, N.L., 4 games;
3 games.
Detroit, A.
1910 Athletics, A. L., 4 games;
1 game.
N.
L.,
Chicago,
1811 Athletics, A. !., 4 games;
New York, N. h.. 2 games.
1912 Boston, A. L.., 4 games;
New York, N. E., 3 games;
tie, 1 game.
1911 Athletics, A. L 4 games;
1 game.
New York, N.
1914 Boston, N. L., 4 games;
Athletics, A. Ij., 0.
1915 Boston, A. L., 4 games;
Philadelphia, N. L., 1 game.
1916 Boston, A. L., 4 games;
Brooklyn, N. U, 1 game.
1917 Chicago, A. L , 4 games;
New York, N. L.. 2 games.
1918 Boston, A. L... 4 games;
Chicago, N. b., 2 games.
6
N. L.,
1919 Cincinnati,
A.
L., 3
games; Chicago,
games.
S
A.
1920 Cleveland,
games; Brooklyn, N. U, 2
games.
1003
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YANKS BECOMES A REALITY

TO STATE

Pittsburgh,

1 Tl MEET
C.

After 19 Years of Waiting, the Metropolis Will
Have a Contest of Its Own; Rival Pennant
Winners Meet in the First Game of the Series
Today on the Polo Grounds.

"hlrty - Eighth Annual Convention of New Mexico
Organization Opens in

v

Santa Fe October 14.

,

today. I'he lower court sentenced
Rowan in 1920.
, Rowan wf convicted of using
the mails to defraud after advertising Belgian hares, rabbits and
guinea pigs for sale, and stating,
.
he would tuy back the surplus ani(By The Associated Press.)
He was
Chicago, Oct. 4. A ten thousand mals from purchasers.to fulfill
the
dollar fine and sentence of'a year chargeu v)Hh falling
and a day in the Leavenworth peni- agreement.
tentiary given Charles H. Rowan,
Galileo taught how to measure
heed cf the National Food and Fur the height of the moon's mountains
for
using
association in Milwaukee,
by their shadows.
the mails to defraud, was upheld
Dance tonight Colombo Hall.
in th3 circuit court of appeals here

IS FINED $1,000 AND
SENTENCED TO PRISON
ON CHARGE OF FRAUD

l,

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
The official convention call for
New York, Oct. 4. rriy the As fices of the rival clubs were be
annual meeting
the thirty-eight- h
soclated Press.) The dream of the sieged hy late arrivals desirous of
none
with,
of the state Woman's
Christian
tickets,
metropolitan baseball xans has be- purchasing
come a realty.
which will be
available. Normally, the situation
Temperance
union,
For years local followers of the
held in Santa Fe on October 14, IB
mean giuat profits for ticket
national game have honed for a would
and IB, has been issued by Mrs.
but very few of tho
world series battle between the speculators, have
Anna Wtlds Srumquist of this city,
found their way
New York National and New York pastuboards
state
Unions are in- president.
m
American league teams. Now, after to the ticket venders.
tructed to notify Miss Stella Sloan,
conceded among
is
It
generally
Giant
the
of
nineteen years
waiting
president of the Santa Fe union, of
fraternity that the
and the Yankees, winners of their the wagering
the number of delegates expected.
and the Yankees are about
respective league titles, nre to Giants matched.
The call says:
What betting is
of evenly
grapple for the supreme prize
Mexico has
"Because
New
is at even money or the
professional baseball, the cham- being done
In membership 'since last
endoubled
odds.
One
of
slightest
very
universe.
of
the
pionship
convention; because several new
On the historic Tolo grounds to- thusiastic admirer of the Giants
unions have joined the state "fam
morrow afternoon, the rival league may otter 10 to 9 on the chances
because the new program of
a
ily";
1921 pennant winners meet In the of the Nationals winning, while
constructive activity as outlined hy
Yankee
first of a aeries of best five out few blocks awaythatsome
mother national ore becoming pothe bludgeon
of nine games which is expected rooh-- may think
tent factors in unifying community
g
features to of Babe Ruth warrants offers of
to add
and chiefly because the
interests,
chances.
the long history of the world ser- 6 to 5 on the American Doubt.
local and state organizations
are
Uncertainty ami
ies. Led bv John McfJrnw, and
privileged to have a part In estab
Attempts by experts to analyze
Miller Huscins, the Giants and
a
lishing and operating
training United States. At convention we
Yankees will scamper out on the the chances of the two teams Genschool and home for dependent must consider the need of our servdiamond shortly after noon with a erally results in about the same
and ambitious girls the call to ices in finding and exposing lawof stars seldom, if situation of uncertainty and doubt.
combination
convention is a call to services of
Wrfe for Your Free Copy
ever, equaled in the annals of the Not in recent years have two teams
Jubilation and devout thanksgiving breakers whether ordinary bootlean
with
series
world
entered
of Our New Booklet
the
offigame.
or
of
in
prestige
new
consecration
leggers,
people
call
the
to
or the
T'niform of tlic Yanks
apparent advantage one way
cers of tho law who wink at
and
home
'God
hu
(and
serving
and
fight'"Building AgainSt
In the gray traveling uniform other. Of the gameness
and ridicule the laws
manity' a call to the motherhood
of the Yankees will be Babe Ruth, ing ability of both clubs there is
of this state to assemble and con they have taken oath to uphold.
PORTLAND
CEMENT ASSOCIATION
the clouting king of the baseball not the slightest doubt. Their galsider the magnitude of the task we We must consider what we can do
the
world, with a record of 59 home- lant and winning struggle for set-sowo love into fair
To Improve and Extend Uses of Concrate
to
state
the
and
bring
in
assumed
have
n
educating
faof
the
runs this season; Carl Mays,
pennants in the closing
and
Ssa FraaciMV
AtUnts
mothering the needy girlhood of fame for law enforcement
mous underhand hurling artist,
is sufficient proof of this.
Seattle
Los Ansetet
Dtt.cil
American patriotism.
Parkersbttfg
Chicago
New Mexico.
Si. Louis
Dallas
Helena
Milwaukee
catcher Wally Schang. veteran of
deIn alUck, followers of the game
M.
.
Greene.
Pittsburgh
"Our national organization
Captain F.
'The call to convention Is a call
Denver
Vancouver ,B.C
Indianapolia
Minneapolis
PortlandOreg.
three past world series, against are inclined to give the Yankees a
insuccess
of
the
the
clares
that
reverence
'Old
to
who
De
Kansas
Moines
New
York
Lake
Salt
runWashington
with
arm
City
patriots
City
whoso speedy throwing
F. M. Greene, whose work at center on the army eleven won him
slight margin of advantage;
noble Ideals it sym- ternational disarmament confer"
ner after runner has tried to steal their heavy hitting ability, they are note last year, is captain of this year's eleven. He plays a (treat de- Glory' andto the
women
on
ence
the
This
Week
for
13
the
assemble
Prevention
depends
largely
purFire
bolizes;
contenders fensive
bases only to he thrown out stand- extremely
dangerous
methods to of the nation. Tho call to convengame of the roving type.
pose of considering
ing up: Roger Teckinpaugh, one until the final out. Defensively,
combat the Insidious activities in tion is personal and urgent. 'Come
maon
as
the
of the best shortstops
the team is not always as steady
this state that are undermining let us reason together.'"
jor circuit today, and Hob Meusel, admirers would wish for, as sevthe foundations of government in
and
nnd
Moriarlty
occurrences
George
league
and
heavy hitting outfielder.
incidents
eral
Panee tonight Colombo Hall.
violation of the constitution of the
OUie Chill for the American league.
C In ill's Offering?
have demonstrated thisseason.
Game to start at 2 p. m., eastern
Opposed to this galaxy of stars
It is also doubtful if the Yankees standard
time.
the Giants will offer Frank Frisch,
with the same team
one of the fastest infielders that play that the Giants have shown
over played a skinned diamond po- at times this year.
THE PROPER CARE
READY FOR
sition; George Kelly, leading home
Another View.
run
of tho National league;
it
hitter
OF SPARE TIRES
Viewed from another angle,
' Kmil Meusel, brother of Yankee
be said that if the Nationals
ex- - may
tBob Meusel, also noted for his one
cxcell in team work, tho Arnericans
The one or more spare tires that
tra baso hits; Dave Bancroft,
WEEK-EN- D
balance the scales witn tne
every car should always carry are
of the most finished shortstops of
Much
power of their- players. of
quite as important as the tires on
modern baseball and Pitchers Ton-c- will depend
tho
thebo
ability
upon
the wheels and should
given
Nehf and Barnes, all twiilers rjtchers to hold
the opposing bat- the care to which they are enextraordinary.
This is particularly titled.
issued
check.
A
bulletin
in
recent
ters
and Kiwanis to Clash
While close followers of baseball
HISTOtiy.OF.
hitters as
nf such clean-Uof the Rotary
hold the opinion that neither the Ruth. Kelly, tho Meusel brothers from the service department
Tire Company
Field
Barelas
"Ravage"
at
Spreckels
Friday;
are
of
nor
Yankees
Giants
today
In gives the following Information reother extra base hitters.
Roswell-Clovi- s
the great playing machines that and
to Be Dis
Y
base stealing ar.d strategy on tho garding the use and care of "spare"
made earlier world 6eries history, base
not
or
may
which may
or
tires:
"extra"
lines,
3
of
such as the Athletics of
,
Saturday.
posed
a
upon
to
fasten
bearing
a
an independent
"It is mistake
Bpare
under Connie Mack and the Chi- have
the Giants are
to the back of the machine
when Frank the final outcome, to have a slight tire leave
After hard training, the Kiwanis
cago Cubs of 1906-7-- 8
It there for an indefineenerallv
and
thought
Chance led one of the fastest and
of baseball nlayers are being tapered
Intention
with
the
ite
period,
edge.
combismoothest working infield
on light stuff ana it is ciaimea
v.vtvv Man Is Ready.
THE
UBlng it only in the case of an em- off
e
nations in the history of the game,
as tho physical conditions ergency. During a prolonged per- that they will start their or.
the two local teams possess both nf Sothefarnlavers
conai
'BY "INDIAN" MILLER
in tne pwk
series
Fridav
both
harden
will
a
tire
concerned,
is
Idleness
of
iod
the color and personality for a sen- fnwtc mill onter the frav one hun on the surface and so deteriorate tion. The two ball games will be
sational and thrilling series. It
strone. In the final that when it is put into service the one of the features of the Kiwanis
will be, however, more individual
which
In the "oUUn" clays th different tribes "of tW SouthuSest
district
today, both clubs had tread will wear off rapidly. The club
than team or combination feature workout
starts here Friday.
and
with
about
to
the
is
on
best
field,
force
full
change
tv,oif
plan
mere proud of the prowess of their braves.' Thfre was on
play and this, in some respects, is ronnrterl. after the practice, that one of the tires on the wheels. All
Friday's game will be a local at
expected to heighten the glamor of each and every man was ready. tires should be made to work with fair which nromlses to be tho
tribe in those days which excelled all others. Their medicine
the claeh.
nine innings of ball ever
The Yankees had the Polo grounds equal diligence and also have their snappiest
Interest Is Keen.
a
will
seen
the
be
It
in
city.
fight
man was a great prophet and a wise man. He said in the
forenoon, and put rest periods. It might be said that
honors
Regardless of the question of exclusively thissession under Man rubber
gets tired from overwork or to the finish for baseball vand
Individual brilliancy against me in a
Ro
Kiwanis
local
too
the
between
from
"We are few, but the great' tribes shall feer us.",
tne
council,
and
indolent
luncheon
incapable
chanical playing perfaction, the ager Huggins. After
nm- - much ease in the same manner as tary clubs. It might be stated here
indulged in a similar man
"
How
can
fact remains that never in the his- Giants no.
out
it be so?'l ashed the old men, " Leave it to me,"
that the Rotary manager gave
in which Assistant
people do.
tory of Greater New York's partic-In- ager Hugh Jennings directed opeas spares snouia ne the information last night that his
"Tires
used
answered.
he
has
the
ipation in world series
were secovered with tire covers. The tire bdys are in even better shape than
terest in the outcome been o keen. rations. Boththepractices were per- cover
protects the casing from the the Kiwanis outfit ana tnat ron
players
r
Twice before have the Giants and cret and only
or light ana tne batting, catching, pitching, flcldlmr,
the locked gates. The destructive efrocts
At the end of a vear Swift Eaote w run- the Yankees met on the home dia- mitted inside
Kt kneiu all th boys of hi tnW He had
It should be seen that base stealing and general all aroun
elements.
wuum
team
ef
neitner
n
managers
of
series
mond in the
aTto their water is not caught and retained playing, they can't be even touched
played with them and made them pretty ning ten times around Thunder Mountain at
1910 and 1914. In each case the tH-- the slightest inkling
in the bottom of the tire cover. bv the Kiwanis aggregation.
Lion wa carrying a
National league club was tho vic- selections tor pitching assignments A small hole may advantageously
start
thing from the time they ware babies; he great speed ; Mountain
prompt
Friday's game will
tomorrow.
stone a large a himself to the top of the
tor, winning the first claHh four
be put in the cover to obviate this ly at 2:30 and all this stuff will be
muscle and watched thm play
their
had
felt
Autumn.
of
Hint
tie
an
extra
with
th-games to two,
settled.
and Turkey Feather wa shooting
possibility."
Although the forecast for
from day to day. He had chastised them mountain;
' On Saturday afternoon
contest for good measure, nd the
at
play called for fair
on
far a
the
top of the mountain
target
second four games to one. In 1910 opening day of was
2
Kiwanis
local
when they needed punUhment; and he had
o'clock, the
a hint of au103,000 spectators saw the play, weatherin there
he could see it.- The medicine man urns
team will stack up against the
the
and
the
needed
tonight
air
when
tumn
them
to
symclose
they
encouraged
while four years later
combined Kiwanis stars of
their places
pleased. Then he challenged all the neigh- - i
early arrivals who took
fans watched the struggle.
and Clovis. Most of these men
pathy.
in line before the bleacher gates
boring tribes to a contest in running, in
Heavy Advance Sale.
mt
have played In the major league,
finan- With
for the lsual all night vigil
splendid Judgment he picked three strength and in archery. Confident in victory
Tonight the baseball and record
In sport or business, and a
a
either
comfortable
as
to
time
pass
the
last
Tltealer
"B"
For
is
prepared
cial statistician
predicting
wire was received yesterday saying
cf the boy who were about fifteen. They over thi small village each of the tribe ent
eid of
and gato re- night as possible with the
the Paramount picture, "The that
breaking attendance much
were ail set Tor the batlunch boxes and today,
they
were named Swift Eagle, Mountain Lion and it best men, each boasting of their protueM.J
stools,
be
in
the
will
is
of
the
blankets,
Inside
there
repeated
and
Cup,"
ceipts
tle.
accessories which go at the "B" theater. The interestway of advance data to bear out the regular
Turkey Feather T"
t To their chagrin they were all badly beaten
Kiwanis players have stood up
of
equipment
seats
the
campaign
with
Reserve
Holmes
Burton
"Travelogue" under a
ing
these predictions.
, ,
three weeks of
fan.
grueling
series
world
sold
bo
will
rabid
by Swift Eagle, Mountain Lion, and Turkey,
to
he
Events"
the
To
are
Swift
"Current
and
"Every
said,
boxes
morning
pictures
Eagle
reported
and
hard workouts and it was decided
also be repeated.
Long before midnight the sand
out-- Thousands of spectators, will-i- n
Feather. The little village enjoyed peace for j
Mountain bearound
Thunder
must
run
them
off
lest
to
were
you
taper
yesterday
venders
coffee
reservhot
to
wich and
tn
a oremium for a
Lyrio Thenior If you want
muscle-bounStrict
fore your prayers." To Mountain Lion he many years, for other tribe feared the
see "Man. Woman they prove
ofl
ent. must take chances in the doing a profitable business and the see a super-fil'
maintained at
Is
lnnir linen of standers already form lines of men and boys were grow and Marriage" at tho Lyric today, diet, however.table.still
said, "Every morning you must carry a stone prowcM of its warrior.
the training
lineThe
me
in
last
the
time.
protiaDie
io
it
for
length.
tne
ing
Wise
men
the
of
before
"Savage" Tire
being
icaaing
repeated
gates
Spreckeb
lng
to the top of Thunder Mountain before yoot
"The Spooners" comedy is also beup:
unreserved sections of the stands.
decreed that no better tire
have
Company
Feather
he
to
And
National:
ENLARGED
should
York
said,
SHOP
Turkey
New
WORK
prayers."
It is freely predicted that,
ing repeated.
hall be made than theirs. In their fabric
The great and
Burns, center field; Bancroft, ss.;
Pastime
the series go seven or eight games,
."Every morning you must shoot an arrow
AT FEDERAL TRAINING
lb; only Tom Mix Is at the Pastime for
as is generally expected, the total Frisch, 3b; Young, rf; Kelly, SnyD type tire they build with year of experiinto the target on Thunder Mountain before
2b;
will
E. Muesel, If; Rawllngs,
four days, starring in "The Night
attendance and gate receipts
SCHOOL FOR SOLDIERS
ence in that particular brasjeh of tire conyour prayer."
c; Nehf, or Toney, p.
Horsemen,"
adapted from the
surpass figures made in past series. der,New
In
rear
shoe
the
The
York Americans:
Brandt.
struction. In their new Cord tke they have
shop
Max
"Wild
Into
repair
Geese"
Crowds
Pour
City.
by
story
'
Each did a he told them each morning.
ss; Also
of the federal vocational training
cf:
Pecklnpaugh,
Miller,
Thousands of baseball followers
presenting usual interesting
embodied the select of recent method and
has
in
lb;
the
center
Korber
building
To Swift Eagle he would say, "Now run
from many sections of the country Ruth. If: R. Meusel, rt,; Pipp. c; added attractions.
Hit latest in cord tne inriprovement. And o
with
been
sole
and
the
equipped
2b:
3b;
Schang.
enlarged
for
Ward.
McNally,
poured into the city
faster," or "Now run twice around Thunder Savage The are feared by the warrior of
practl-call- v
work
or
the
additional
of
Shawkev.
benches,
Mavs.
d.
ferns
varieties
The
play.
of
witnessing
ordinary
purpose
Mountain." For Mountain Lion he would other tribe for their excellence and perform
Charles
doubling the canaoity of the
RIgler and are In great use in China and Japan
Umpires:
Hotels reported their accommodawork room. Twelve more jacks
select a heavier stone. To Turkey Feather attce in competition wtth the pickof other
tions taxed to the limit and the of Ernest Quiglry for the National as articles of food.
have been Installed to accommo
date as many more trainees. By
changing the position of the ma
chinery and doing away with a
store room the added space has
been made available.
A class of about two dozen men
Is at work all day learning the
shoe repairing trade under the In
struction of Alfonse Simpler. The
course extends about a yar, de- ponding upon the quicknesTof the
trainee to pick up the trade. The
shoes for practice repair are fur
nished by the otner trainees, by tne
faculty members, hy the orphan
asylum and by trainees In other
towns of the state. A small mall
order business is being built UP
among the latter. The shoes are
repaired at the actual cost of the
materials.
The trainees work at the school
for six hours a day. One hour of
the day Is usually spent In class
room work In whatever subject the
the man needs training most. It a
man is back on arlthmetlo he Is
entered in one of the primary
classes where he leama to make
change and keep his accounts
straight. Others who spealt English but little are given an hour's
study of tho language.
.
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"Believe me,
I know how
to pick 'em!"
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7cirjinia Cigarette

J

and for cigarettes
Virginia tobacco is the best

Liggett

& Mre&s Tobacco Co.

WHO AKE THE BEST
PAXCERS IX AT'BUQUKRQUE?
This question will he decided at
the Society Hall Alameda Fri
day evening. A numtier if Albuquerque's best dancers will b pres
ent. Lew Fison will be In charge
and plenty of Interest will be man
ifested.
The White L,igntning
Harmonlzers
King of Jaza will
be there.
THIS FOB INDIGESTION
TRY
'
Foley Cathartic Tablets are Just
Their
the thing for constipation.
action' is wholesome and thoroughwithout
griping,
ly cleansing,
nausea or inconvenience.
They
banish headache, biliousness, bloating, gas, bad breath, coated tongue
and other symptoms of disordered
Mrs, H. 3. Marchard,
digestion.
Salem. Mass,
36, Lawrence Bt
writes:
"I used Foley Cathartic
Tablets for constipation with good
results. I keep them In the house."
Sold everywhere,
.
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SPRECKELS

OUR BEST

SAVAGE

TIRE CD.

SAN DIEGO,

ASSET IS THE SATISFIED CUSTOMER

NS

Ee
215 North Fourth Street

Phone 141
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BEAUTY CHATS

f AS THE PEOPLE VIEW IT

ccial Calendar

of an egg . shampoo
for her
. '.value
.
t
nuuip iniisii eveniuaiiy nave D&au

ments more effective than this for
ana improving me
'uonuuiymg
Vio In
Some people will tell
that
, . you.
J. Ii neuessary io use mree
to six
.

.

eggs for an eg shampoo. This is
a foolish extravagant waste in
...

1...

i

i

sufficient for any ordinary head of
nan-- , iwo eggs lor even ine mien
est hair.

Rub this into the scalp and cover
the hair as thoroughly as possible.
Let it dry in.
It will take SO minute or more
and it may feel rather sticky and
messy. The egg dries over the
scalp and absorbs all the oil and
dirt and grease and dandruff so
that when you begin your shampoo you have no trouble in making
the scalp absolutely clean. Everyone knows that it is impossible to
wash all the dandruff from the
scalp with a Plain aoap and water
shampoo.
Wash off the egg with warm
water and any good mild soap, cas-tior tar for preference.
Use
soap over the scalp at least twice
and three times if you have been
Rinse with
using an oil tonic.
water a little hotter than what you
washed with and rinse again several times." It Is not so hard to
rinse the soap from the hair when
you have first used an egg. ' If you
can dry your hair in the sun so
much the better. You will have
le

q

gazine

By Edna Kent Forbes.
AN EGG SHAMPOO.

Wednesday
Meeting of St. John guild at
home of airs. E. R. Edgar at 1107
West Kent avenue.
Mrs. P. G. Cornish will enter
tain at luncheon for Mrs. George
Sampson, Jr.
Wednesday Bridge club to meet
at home of Mrs. Kenneth
Bald-rldg-

e.

Miercoles club will meet at
home of Mis. Thomas Gentry.
National council of Catholic men
and women at the St. Mary hall
at 8 p. m.

HEROINE

OF "FOUR
HORSEMEN" TO WED

1

a beautifully clean scalp and soft
glossy hair which will be benefitted by the sulphur in the egg.
M. W. T.; M. G. K.: F.: When
mm
the shoulders and back are too
stout, it shows the whole body Is
overweight and general reduction
will correct this. Exercises will
help, but reduction is the real so
lution.
which
Deep breathing,
fills the lower parst of the lungs,
will exercise all the muscles of the
back and consume the surplus fat
on the ribs and shoulders. For the
bust formula, send a stamped, addressed envelope.
Worried:
Consult the doctor
about this oppressive sensation. It
Is quite possible that you merely
have indigestion, which will often
mislead people into thinking they
have heart trouble
C. L.: Massage the legs each
night with cocoa butter, which will
nourish the tissue.
Reader: Stenographer: If you
are between 20 and 24 yearn of age
your weight is correct: if older add
lf
of a pound for each year.
Yeast cakes are not fattening in
An KgB 8liniiiKio Makes Uio
themselves, but they may be helpHair Glossy.
ing other foods fatten, since they
the
provide vltamlnea and
Beat up the egg until It is quite system In better workingkeep
light, yolk and white together.

!

mm
!;

Page
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WHO- - WANTED REPEAL
Editor Journal:
The Herald under command of
its masters, is now starting in to
decry the agitation for a statewide direct primary law.
It mentions the well known foct
that the special Interests got con-

of New
trol of the legislature
York so as to get through some in
Iquitous legislation for a gang of
exploiters regarding the subways
of New York In tneir own interest.
It is the Lusk Assembly. It un
seated some socialist members of
the assembly, against the advice
and protest of Chief Justice Taft,
and Secretary of State Hughes.
The leader of the reactionaries,
this fellow Lusk, was exposed later
by the entire press of New York,
because his wife had accepted a
thousand dollar sliver service from
some parties Lusk had helped get
a bill through the assembly for.
This Lusk crowd ,at the behest
of the big Interests and reactionaries, Just managed to repeal the
statewide part of the New York
primary law, leaving the district
and county phases of the law still
In force. This is the first time in
the history of direct primary laws,
where any state has repealed any
part of such a law. The New York
direct primary law was not a very
good one anyway, but It was InThey
finitely better than none.
have no Initiative law in New
York, or the people of that state
the statewould at once
wide primary. The outcry against
the repeal of it is statewide.
New Mexico is still the only state
In the Union without a direct primary law! No Mr. Herald, notwithstanding what you say, the agitation in New Mexico for such a
law is greater than ever, and a
statewide league to continue the
agitation, is being framed, and
your bunch of exploiting owners
will not be able to silence the agitation either, and don't you forgot it, and If you don't get out of
the way, you will get run over.
There Isn't a state In the union
that wants to get rid of its direct
primary law, anything you may

say to the contrary. Only the exploiters, and tax dodgers and reactionaries want them repealed.
Those laws are the people's weapon
We need a statewide direct primary law in New Mexico, and with
it a corrupt practice act.
(Signed) Direct Primary.
"Safety and More of It."
Editor of Morning Journal:
Dear Sir: Referring to the article "North Fourth Street," in Sunday's Journal under the column
headed "As the People View It," 1
think Mr. Heflin's idea of painting
a line in the center of the road a
mighty good one and would suggest
that they also build a fence along
the side. Yours truly,
A SUBSCRIBER.

TO BROADEN SCOPE OF
RED CROSS COMMUNITY
NURSING WORK IN CITY
A meeting of the new nursing
program committee of the local
Red Cross chapter will be held
this afternoon In the federal building preceeding the regular Wedy
clinic
nesday afternoon
at 3 o'clock. Mrs. J. G. Gould,
president of the Woman's club, is
chairman of the new committee
which will back the work Xt Miss
Gladys Harris, Red Cross public
health nurse, and which will
her in developing the work
here.
The city clinic on Wednesday
continues to be well patronized, an
attendance of 34 being recorded
at last week's session. One Span
woman who comes
regularly to the clinlo walks all
Santa Barbara,
from
the way
bringing her three children with
her. Free milk has been furnish
ed for some time past for herself
nd her three children all of whom
where under nourished. Miss Harris Is planning to conduct a class
in nutrition in the near future.
well-bab-

as-si- st

I

LittIe Benny's Note Book

My ouzln Artie came erround
yestldday and we both started to
fool hungry at the same time, me
calling up stairs to ma. Hay ma,
can me and Artie have those 2
apples on the sldebord?
I sippose so, sed ma. Meenlng
yes, and I sed to Artie, She says
we can.
Herray, grate news, sed Artie.
And me and him went back in the
cHning room and looked at the apples, one being a exter big one
and one being a exter small one
not looking eny relation, me thinking Well, its only polite to ask
Artie to take one ferst and if he
takes the biggest one he alnt very
rennea.
And I sed to him, Go ahead, Artie, take one. Sounding as If I
dident give a darn wlch one he
took, and he kepp on looking at
them a wile, saying, No, you take
one rerst, you live tieer and you
awt to havo the ferst choose. Wlch
one do you wunt he sed, and I
sed, Eny one, either one. Thinking, G. the big pig. he thinks 111
take the little one out of politeness and then he can take the big
one and look as if it was a
t.
And I thawt, Like fun, like
heck, saying, No, go ahed, youre
company, go ahed and take one,
I dont care wlch one you take,' Id
.lest as leaf have one as the other.
Wlch one do you wunt? I sed.
iioiey HmoaKs, wat do I care
wich one I get, go ahed and take
the big one, that will show how
mutch I care, sed Artie.
Well I tell you lets wats do, I
serl, Jest to show you Id Jest as
lcef have one as the other, lets cut
them in half and each take half of
each. Wat do you ay? I sed.
That suits me alPrite. enythlng
suits me,
I dont care wlch one
I get, Im Immaterial, sed Artie.
Doing wat we did. Proving- wen
peeple get too polite it starts to
look suspicious.

Are you growing old gracefully? Who wins in the race
of life? Is it the man who is
thin blooded, weak, tired all
the time? An athlete trains
for every race. A man is as
strong as his blood and as
old as his arteries. Make the
blood redder, your health better, by taking that old fashioned blood tonic sold 50
years ago and still "good as
gold" namely Dr. Pierce's
Golden
Medical
Discovery.
This tonic and blood purifier
is made without alcohol in liquid or tablet form. It puts
vim, vigor, vitality into your
blood and arteries. Try it now.

v pre

axsl-don-

Whose fault is it when your
husband is cross at

WEST HELENA, ARK. "The best
medicines I have ever taken are Dr,
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and
Pleasant Pellets. I have taken the
'Discovery as a tonic and btood purifier, and consider it the very best
there is. The 'Pleasant Pellets' are a
fine liver regulator; they also regulate the stomach and bowels, tone up
all the organs and put new life into
sne's system." Wm. D. Johnosn, Sit
S. Sth St.

HOW TO MAKE GOOD
ered with oiled paper or a damp
CnoOOIiATB CREAMS
The next morning It is
to
To Make Chocolate Cream Can receive a chocolate coating.ready
Form
dies "just like the bought kind," the fondant Into small round balls
follow these directions: It is best and dip them into the following
I
either with
to buy a candy thermometer to put chocolate preparation,
the fingers or with a piece of wire
into the saucepan with the boiling shaped
like a spoon (make this
syrup ; when the thermometer reg yourself). The small twist at the
.istci's 23S degrees Fahrenheit the top, such as la found on store canmade by touching with
"soft bt.H" stage is reached and dies, can be
finger-ti- p
Just before dry.
Is no need to test the syrup the
there
To Dip Fondant Candies: Melt
... ,
In
. Viuj Arnnnlnrr
41. flnU
u, upha ft.a KltU
bum nruic,
lutia
pound (or 1 bar) of the regu
fas Is usually done. One can't make lar confectioners'
''dipping choco
a mistake with a cand thermom late" and
of a bar of cocoa
eter and the same thermom butter
cocoa
butter comes in
eter may be used in mak bars the(thesame
and weight
ing bailed icing for cake. It as the chocolate shape
If
and
reader
any reader wishes to know where would like to know the any
address of
she can buy one of these ther- a firm that will sell her
either
mometers by mail, I will gladly
cocoa butter or the dipping
tell her upon receipt of a stamped, the
chocolate
will
I
mail,
by
gladly
envelope. (The ther- send it upon receipt of a stamped
mometer costs around J 2.)
envelope. I cannot
To Make Boiled White Fondant:
it here as that is advertising)
Put Into an agate or aluminum give
The cocoa butter makes the choco
saucepan 5 cups of granulated su- late harden and keeps it from be
gar and 3 teaspoon cream of ing sticky. Melt these together
tartar well mixed together; add over mild heat, then remove from
2
1
cups boiiiirg water and. set
cool and of the
over a slow fire. Heat slowly to fire and beatof until
molasses. It is now
boiling point with the ther- consistency
jthe
coat
to
the
fondant balls.
mometer In the syrup, and do not ready
on a thick quality of oiled
stir. Watch the mercury on the Dry
paper, it you have done it right,
thermometer and at 238 degrees the
chocolate coat
remove the pan from range and shouldfirstbe candy's
dry when the seventh
onto
a
the
hot
lnrge
syrup
pour
Is being dipped.
oiled meat platter or onto an oiled oandy
tondant made by the above- marble slab or porcelain-toppe- d
recipe may be kept an intable. Let cool for about 1 hour, given
definite length of time, if it is
or until a dent will remain upon wrapped
in a damp cloth and
the surface of the syrup when it tightly covered.
It will have to be
is touched with a dry finger. There steamed in the top
of a double-boilshould be no crust on the syrup
warm
till
(over simmering
if there is a crust it must be re water) before being
and
moved or else the syrup must bo often it Is necessary todipped,
add a very
boiled over again.
to
cold
water
as
little
it
it
ateams,
When the syrup "dents" efter to allow for
evaporation.
touching with finger, you must
work it as dough is kneaded, with
a wooden spoon or butter paddle.
This working and stirring will
PERSONAL NOTES
make it a creamy white mass,
OF THE STATE
When creamy, and it begins to
harden on the table, scrape It alloff and put it into a bowl in ballLet stand overnisnt coV'
shape.
STATE COLLEGE
"W.H. Trentman, state club leader with the state extension service
at State college has returned from
DYING
an extended trip Into the northern part of the state and left Monday evening for Curry and Torrance counties where he will supervise club work and attend the
FUST
annual club meeting and camp of
the Boys and Girls Clubs of those
counties.
W. L. Elser is In Harding and
"Dodson's Liver Tone" is Guadalupe
counties where he is
'
-,
meeting with various official on
Taking the Place of Danbusiness for the State Extension
gerous, Sickening Drug. Service.
Miss Edna Studevant, assistant
You're bilious, sluggish, const!- - scaie ciuu leaders for the state ex.
tension
left Mondav for
paieu ana ocuevi you nueu viiu, Colfax, service Mora
' dangerous
calomel to start your
and BernalilCurry,
lo counties where she will help the
liver and clean your bowels.
ana gins ciudb with thei
Dodson's guarantee! Ask Doy
Here's
...... ....I,
TnA iau exnimts and other work.
knH a
C. F. Monroe ot the
Director
a
and
Tone
take
Liver
con's
spoon
If it doesn't start State college extension service la
ful tonight.
at
Gallup where he lstmeetlng with
your liver and straighten you right
commissioners in reup better than calomel and With me county
to County Agent and Club
- out
gard
or
griping
making you sick,
want you to go back to the store wont.
The regular Tuesday morninsr
and get your money.
assembly was called on Monday
row you will feel weak and sick morning ao mat the students could
and nauseated. Don't lose a day's have the opportunity to .hear Gale
, worn.
Tane a spoonful of harm- Seaman, Pacific Coast Secretary
less, vegetable Dodson's Liver Tone lor me international X. M. C. A.
W. H. Day of the Interstate
tonight and wake up feeling great and
It's perfectly harmless, so give it Y. AM. C. A.
competetlve examination will
iu your cnnaren any time. It can't be held
in Las Cruces on October
salivate, so let them cat anything 8,
for the Postmaster at Mesllla
N.
M., with a salary of $1,- Park,
1-

T-

'Allcs Terry.
Alice Terry, who is the heroin?
in the screen drama made from
Ibanez's novel, "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," is engaged to marry Hex Ingram, who
The
directed the plcturization.
wedding, it is said, will take place
soon. Miss Terry plays the part
of Marguerite Laurier, wife of 'i
French leader, who falls in love
with Desnoyera, the rich So.itn
American tango dancing hero.
Close-I'p-

If yon hit your thumb
with a hammer you
wouldn't blame your

thumb for hurting.

Then why blame your
husband whose nerves
may have been pounded
by coffee, and whose rest
probably has been broken
by the irritation of the
caffeine it contains?

s.

fairy story will be
embodied in "Enchantment." the
next film In which pretty Marion
Davles will Btnr, This interlude is
from the famous tale of the Sleeping Beauty. A scene from Shakespeare's "The Taming of the
Shrew" will also be Included in the
photoplay.
A new stage at the Realart studla
was the occasion of a big "film
star" party attended by Bob?
Daniels, Constance FSinnoJV- - May
McAvoy and many othere.-- '
Clothes such aB Pola Negri wears
In "One Arabian Night" put the
"o" In orient and the "Rh" in shiek.
The first story for Harold Lloyd
by Jean Havez is "A Sailor Made
Man" and has been completed. Mildred Davis will support Lloyd In
the film.
Comes now another French film.
It is "The Orderly," from Guy de
Maupassant's story. It will be distributed by Pathc. K. Kolas plays
the role of the kindly but tragically
rated Colonel de Limousin. Paul
Hubert and Madame Nathalie
both favorites with Parisian
audiences, will have leading parts.
A complete

If you stay awake half
the night you don't feel
any too cheerful.

The caffeine of coffee
end the thein of tea are
known drugs. If their use
is persisted in, sooner or
later the nervous system
may give way.
Then you may have
insomnia, or disturbed
sleep. Your nerves and
tissues will be robbed of
that stability essential for
normal and happy living.

You can avoid thi9
possibility if you'll stop
drinking tea and coffee and
drink instead, rich, pleasing Postum.
Postum is the delicious cereal beverage with
coffee-lik-

e

220

flavor. It

affords the advantages of
a hot drink, without the
ill effects of tea or coffee.
Order Postum from
your grocer today. Try
it with the family for a few
days, and see what a difference there'll be how
it will permit Nature to
bring sound sleep and

Crepe Gingham in pretty
wide. 3 Yards
plaids, 32-i-

93c

n.

WEDNESDAY

strong, sturdy, quiet

IS

03o

DAT

nerves. Sold by grocers.
Postum comes in two

Bungalow Aprons in light and dark
colors. Values up to $2.00.
QQ
Each
WEDNESDAY

IS

98o

tOl

DAY

WEDNESDAY

IS

9So

A

v.

J

Ginghams in plaids and
apron checks. 7 Yards....

My

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY

-

Try

a Journal Want Ad.

IS 98o DAY

IS

3o

DAY

WEDNESDAY

93o

DAY

Table Runners.

WEDNESDAY

UUK,

IS 83o DAY

Ladies' Fancy Lace and
Handkerchiefs. Values up
to 75c. 3 for
WEDNESDAY

Men's Wool Socks.
75c values. 2 Pair

tJi

QQ

t.....v

WEDNESDAY

IS

BSo

Maderia

QQt
VOL

DAY

Regular
IS

BSo

QQ
VOL

DAY

Crash Toweling, good heavy
quality. 6 Yards.
WEDNESDAY

Ladies' Corsets, in broken sizes.
Values up to $4.50. Each

IS

BSo

93c

DAY

QQ

VOL
Outing Flannel, in light and dark colors.
27 inches wide.
Five Yards

IS (So DAT

93c

Children's Black Sateen Bloomers, sizes
4 to 12 a regular 75c value.
2 for

rrr

00
Vol

WEDNESDAY

f

IS

8o

DAY

I

,

QQ,

rTi nra 'H i j r.

rYvrr

:

.l

R

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY

IS

98o DAY

WEDNESDAY

NO CHARGES

IS

93o DAY

IS

93o

QQ
VOL
DAY

Ladies' MusKn Teddies, in white and
and flesh. Values up
QQ
to $2.00. Each
v.. ... V6C
.

WEDNESDAY

Ladies' and Misses' Middy Blouses, in
all sizes,' extra good quality, in plain
white and eomevwith blue and red
collars. Value up to $2.00.
ftO
Each
UOC

IS 98c DAY

Ladies' Blue Poplin Skirts.
Values up to $3.00. Each
WEDNESDAY

Ladies' Outing Flannel Night Gowns
with long sleeves. Regular
VOL
$1.50 value. Each

.

PARLIAMENT DISSOLVED.
Ottawa, Oct. 4.The Canadian
parliament waa dissolved today by
Governor General Byng in order
that a general election might soon
be held. Although the date of this
election has not been officially set,
Indications point to December E
with nominations November SI.

93c

:,

Eachi

m

Mrs. C. B. Hanson, of Cutter.
New Mexico, is here this week visiting her daughter, Miss Jeane
Hanson, who is in school here.

DAY

Boys' Fleece Lined Union Suits, all sizes.
Regular $1.50 garment.
OQ

SOUTH

WANTS ANYTHING
EI.S!t
The season of coughs, colds,
croup and bronehlrfl troubles is at
hand. Every mother will be inter,
ested in this letter from Mrs. E, K
S,1ron,.,r1?1.7.0nl0 Ave- Superior,
"I tried many different kinds
of cough medicine, but now 1
never want anything else than
, Foley's Honey and Tar, I used it
for all my children when 1 lived In
Iowa and also for my grandchild
in Dulnth, and It has alwaya
done
good work," Containa no opiate.
.
Bold'verywhere,

no

....v. .v.. v.. v.. JOU
3o

IS

Dresser Scarfs and
Values up to $2.50.

Flannel in dark colors only,
18

DAY

93c

DAY

24 inches wide.
7 Yards.

WEDNESDAY

9So

iOt

Each.
Outing

IS

Ladies' Felt Comfy Slippers, in all colors, and sizes. Regular $1.50
QQ
value. Pair
WEDNESDAY

Children's Play Suits,1 all sizes
from 1 to 8. Each

CALOMEL

NEVER

Table Cloths, in plain white, blue and
white, and red and white, 60 inches
wide. Regular $1.50 values.
QQrt
One Yard
VOL
WEDNE6DAY

forms: Instant Postum (in tine)
made Instantly In the cup by
the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of
larger bulk, for those who prefer to make the drink while the
meal is being prepared) mado
by boiling for 20 minutes.

Wfectic
.years

A
Y

Are you one of those careful shoppers
who read our advertisement each week?
It will pay you to scan each item carefully every week. Wednesday is the day
we offer exceptional bargains at 93c.
Read the entire list it is to your advant'
age to do so.

'

700.

D

WEST CENTRAL

er

II

You can't afford to
be sick when it
costs so little to
be well.
All Druggists sell
it in Tablets or
Liquid.

The Fashion Shop

t

the

strengthens

Stomach and thus
builds
up solid
flesh.

'

By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

i

The "Discovery"
Improves digestion

i

-A-

breakfast?

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

Five"

IS

B8e

DAY

Ladies' Silk Camisoles, in all colors.
Values up to $2.00.
QQ n
Each.
V..T..V
WEDNESDAY

NO PHONE ORDERS
, NO EXCHANGES

IS

B3o

DAY

Ji

NO C. O. D.

I

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURfW
Every man enlisted In armies and navies Is a
A double charge, !f
charge against his country.
you please. He not only has to be supported In
NEWSPAPER
AN INDEPENDENT
virtual Idleness, but the real, work that he might
Published By
do Is undone, and society as a whole Is deprived
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
D. A. MACPHERSON.
CARL C. MAGEE.
of the production which he might yield. We may
President.
never see armies and navies wholly abolished. But
D. A. MACPHEKSON
....Business Manager if they can be greatly reduced In size, millions of
CARL C. MA' J EE
men will be added to the potential Industrial forces
REPRESENTATIVES
Taxes saved to the people will not
C. J. ANDERSON.... Marquette Bldg., Chicago, III. of the world.
RALPH R. MULLIGAN. .48 B. 42d St.. New fork amount to more than a small fraction of the wealth
matter at the postofflce which will be added to the total available through
Entered as second-clas- s
of Albuquerque, N. M.. under act of Congress of Increasing the working forces.
Yet there Is but
March 17. 1879.
small comprehension of this.
TERMS OK SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month. 85c;
ARE THEY
?"
yearly. In advance. $9,00,
"The Morning Journal haa a higher circulation
A writer In an automobile Journal says a good
rating than la accorded to any other paper In New
Directory. many motor accidents can be attributed
Mexico." The American
Newspaper
only to the
Mexico
Issued
In
New
day
every
The only paper
of the driver, and he relates sev
In the year.
ie- - TUK A KRfx 'I ATr.Il PRESS.
eral Incidents In point. According to his theory
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to there Is a mysterious something In the motion of
to
of all news credited
the use. for
the
proceeding car that deadens the senses
It or not otherwise credited In thla paper and also at a rapidlywhen
time
they ought to be unusually alert.
the local news published herein.
He has seen an expert chauffeur allow his car to
October S, 1921
WEDNESDAY
Into another coming from the opcrash head-o- n
posite direction and yet the man had his eyes wide
CORRUPT PRACTICES.
open and his attention apparently was not dis
tracted from the Job of driving.
No one can be found who will defend corrupt
Whatever there may be to this theory, certain
Now and then an apologist is ly an Increasing number of motorists are utterly
political practices.
found who says they are a political necessity In oblivious to the rules both of the law and of com
order to combat the methods' of the opposition. mon courtesy and safety In the operation of their
Yet no one will defend political corruption, although cars. A writer mentions the following classes of
many men, and some women, who are honest dangerous and Inconsiderate drivers:
The man who leaves his empty car stand In a
enough in their private relations, will indulge in
such practices, or wink at them.
busy street all day long; the man who turns a
When a political party degenerates to the point corner at 15 miles an hour after a single toot of
where It will refuse to pass an act regulating cor- the horn, giving the pedestrian no chance; the man
who falls to stop back of the building line when
rupt practices or will dupo the public by misleadomitbut
the
law
a
practices
with
forbidding
it
halted by a crossing cop; the man who passes to
ing
ting any adequate penalty for violation, that party the left of a trolley car whether the street is empty
Is unworthy of popular esteem or support. These or crowded; the man who refuses to stay !n the
practices are sometimes countenanced by political traffic line and persists In edging ahead 'of the man
leaders.
in front of him; the man who uses the left side of
New Mexico must have a corrupt practices act the street or roadway to get ahead of the line; the
with teeth in it. The "opposition" must be put In a man who, Intending to turn a corner, rushes up
position where it dare not resort to such methods. alongside the car on the right, thrusts out his hand,
Then the apology for them as a counter-irritaswings across the front of the other and compels
will be unnecessary.
the latter driver to make hl9 car stand on Its nose
Crowding the polls, bulldozing election officials, to prevent a collision; and the worst nuisance of
stuffing ballot boxes and buying votes must de-be all, the man whose passengers stick their hands
out in all directions, leaving you to guess whether
made an unhealthy pastime. There can be no
cency in elections until these practices are stopped. he Intends going to the right or left or up In the air.
In the recent election tho state campaign comThere Is no law to reach some of these offenses;
mittees of both parties discountenanced these others are amenable. Every careful motorist is interested in the observance of the ordinary rules of
methods. Yet they went on, In Isolated cases.
Both parties should commit themselves to a law the road. The majority are careful. For the sake
which will meet this disgraceful situation.
of the, general safety there ought to be some way
to make all toe the mark.
FALL'S RAD TASTE.

Albuquerque Morning Journal

EdIior-ln-Chi-

1921,

-

plete program.'
"Mr. Fall stated that the president alone was
for stockresponsible for the $50,000,000 relief loan
to do
had
anything
said,
he
one
else,
men. No
with It.
" 'As for the McNary bill,' he said, 'I can safely
who knows
say that there is no one In New Mexico
some men may
what
of
in
about
spite
it,
anything
comhave said. The original bill has been lost
In Washington know
pletely, and only a few men
of the contents of the substitute ror u.
and
This, of course, was a personal, vindictive Bur-uO.
H.
Senator
of
face
in
the
slap
In effect he said that Burstim had done nothlied to the people about
ing In the senate and had
In the passage of the
had
any
part
having
livestock relief bni.
The poor taste of a cabinet officer, In thus In
a republican United States senator, and
the president In the
doing It In a way that involved
of
affront. Is astounding. It marks the limitations his
than
are
stronger
animosities
whoso
man
a
judgment
This ugly performance

lends

.,.,

as
lather reliable rumors that Fall left as
he could in
a prejudice against Senator Bursumhe went
into the
when
senators,
other
of
minds
the
to why
as
Suspicions
creates
grave
also
cabinet. It
all
clerks in the Interior department "hold up"
legislation proposed
matters affecting public-lan- d
secretaries of the
by Mr. Bursum. or "assistant"
his
proposals.
recommend
against
Interior
If Secretary Fall were merely handicapping
we might,
Senator Bursum by his childish hostility,
Senator Burwell be silent. But when he hinders
in his legissum, either in his standing In congress,
In New
standing
his
In
or
political
lative program,
In
of
progress
heart
the
at
is
he
Mexico,
striking
Senathis state. If help Is to come to NewtoMexico, it.
bring
tor Bursum must be strong enough
toward
Secretary Fall is showing a vile spirit
lifted him to
and
him
honored
which
state
the
He is also exhibiting disnational prominence
the one man who
gusting political treachery toward
O. Bursum.
made his career a possibility Holm the death of
As Brutus said, in meditating on,
Caesar:
"For 'tis a common proof,
That lowliness Is young' ambition's ladder.
turns his face;
Whereto the climber-upwar- d
But when he once attains the upmost round,
He then unto tho ladder turns his back,
Looks In the clouds, scorning the base degrees
deep-seate-

d

!
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By which he did ascend."

SENTIMENT FOR DISARMAMENT.
of disAs people visualize the possible benefits
armament by the nations the one which makes the
widest appeal Is reduced taxation. Their tributes
such
in approval of ideals that may be realized,
lightly.
to
be
regarded
are
of
wars,
abolition
as the
to be more
Btill, the fact remains that they appear
purses
concerned about stopping the drain on their
not direct
to defray expenditures which they door otherwise.
than about other advantages, tangible of true apreminds of the popular conception

DRESSED IN RED.

RIPPLING RHYMES

Life is gypsy dressed in red.
As sweet as the Lord could make her;
Life Is a gypsy dressed in red
And no man ever shall break her;
Life is a gypsy dressed in red,
She took our coins and way she sped,
But we press out on the trail she fled,
Though we know we can not o'ertake her!

By WALT MASON.

.

sport of lawyers
a hundred wear

DIVORCES.

broken-winde-

d,

their wedding
Divorci news fill the public rings, old fashioned homes adornthe filmy
cherish
still
and
ing,
prints, and Jar the gentle readers;
Life Is a gypsy dressed in red.
wore one
and dames in silk and dames in things theyThe girls with marriage
And she holds her honor frailly;
woes of
morning.
Life Is a gypsy dressed in red,
chintz for court decrees are plead- many tints, who want a separanew
heart
a
breaks
dally;
And she
ers. They form a dismal caravan, tion, all break into the public
Life is a gypsy dressed In red,
these dames who tire of marriage; prints, and make a large sensaWith a purple 'kerchief round her head,
and now and then a locoed man tion. But happy wives who hold
And those she loves are better dead,
looms up, with humble carriage. the fort don't get that sort of menBut we follow her, grimly, gaily.
"Gadzooks!" we mutter, as we tion; they air no grievances in
Mary Carolyn Davies in Heart's.
read, "odsflsh and eke geewhlzzle! court, and so escape attention. So
Is matrimony gone to seed? Are when you read of divers dames,
wedding vows a fizzle? Our insti- with troubles true or phony, who
PARAGRAPHS
CRISP
tutions are at fault, since sacred ask to have their maiden names
vows are shifting; Is it not time and ample alimony, remember
to
call a halt? Oh, wither are we that for every one who takes these
OH, WHEELER CAN TALK STILL.
But where one female public courses, a hundred other
"The voice of the people," which cried so loudly drifting?"
goes to court to have her vows re- women shun the court that deals
for prohibition, seems to be getting a bit husky.
scinded, and be the melancholy divorces!
Columbia Record.
WHAT IS HADES LIKE, THEN?
Lenlne says Russia is heaven. If anybody with
brains believed him he would promptly detour to
the other place. Minneapolis Tribune.

Bedtime Storieb
For Little Ones

'TWILL PUT THEM ON THE FRITZ.
The report' that the Einstein theory is to be
"filmed" leads us ta wonder how- it could possibly
be more filmy than it is. Detroit Free Press.

Globe-Demlcr-

EDITORIAL. OF THE DAY
MORE MEN IN COLLEGE.

(From the Tacoma Ledger.)
The small colleges are reporting Increased enrollment of men students. This is Interesting for
various reasons, lb is said that the scarcity of Jobs
for college men Is making them put ln their time
on further study. Yet going to college costs money,
and It seems obvious that in a time of business depression fiamllies with moderate Incomes would
hesitate to add the cost of a year at college to their
regardalready overburdened budget. unless it were
ed as ultimately worth the effort and sacrlflle.
The past year has been a difficult one for recent
Men' from scientific and technical
graduates.
schools, with ther expensive and highly specialized
found It very difficult to obtain work
have
training,
In their lines.
They are thankful for any sort of

As one employer said, "A college degree
doesn't mean much this year. Our night watchman Is a college graduate."The immediate conclusion from this statement
might be that the college course had been wasted.
But that young man probably will not be a night
watchman all the rest of his lite; and although he
and his fellows may be discouraged at present, they
are not sufficiently so to prevent hundreds of other
young men from seeking that same college course
eagerly.
When the revival of business and Industry comes,
these men will be ready to undertake bigger Jobs
and make earlier advancement than if they had
neglected their .opportunity for further training
now, Colleg-- graduates may have spent the summer delivering Ice or acting as night watchman or
performing other lowly tasks, but the very fact
that they secured and held those Jobs against other
competitors Is indicative of their spirit and prophetic of future achievement.
Job.
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VERSE OF TODAY

THAT'S THE WAY TO GET 'EMI
An entire congregation was conveyed by 18 airplanes to a church service in Texas, the term "sky
pilots" acquiring almost too literal a significance.
St. Louis

By Howard B. Garis
Copyright. 1921. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE
ANTS.
Once upon a time as Uncle Wlg-gll- y
was getting ready to hop from
his hollow stump bungalow to go
look for an adventure in the woods
he asked Nurse
Jane Fuzzy
Wuzzy:
to come
like
"Wouldn't you
along with me and have some ex-

citement?"
"No, thank you," answered his
muskrat lady housekeeper. "Being
chased by a wolf or a fox isn't my
Idea of a good time."
"Oh, but I have lots and lots of
adventures besides those of being

chased by bad animals," said the
bunny. "Come, and perhaps we
may find a poor, cold grasshopper
whom you may bring home to help
spread the slices of bread when
you give a 5 o'clock tea."
"How can a grasshopper spread
slices of bread?" asked Nurse Jane
curious-lik-

e.

"By standing on his front legs
and kicking with his hind legs
against a pat of butter with the
slices of bread lying on the table
near him," answered Mr. Long-ear- s.
Nurse
laughed
"I don't believe I care for a
bread
grasshopper
spreader."
"Well, come along and maybe I
can find a cricket who can play.
the fiddle with his left hind le-so you and I can dance!" spoke
"Nonsense!"

Jane.-

the bunny.
"No! No!" laughed Nurse Jane.
"I'd like to go with you, but I
must stay home and do some
sweeping. You toddle off, Wlggy,
and tell me about your adventure
when you get back."
So Uncle Wiggily hopped off

'REG'LAR FELLERS"

(Copyright

through the woods and overas the
he
fields.
But, look around
did, not an adventure could he

find, and he was very sad and disappointed,
"I'll have nothing about which
to tell Nurse Jane," said Uncle
Wiggily to himself, as he turned
back toward his hollow stump
He reached it safely,
bungalow.
and as he entered he saw, on a
chair, a pan of dust from the
floor, where Nurse Jane had
Dlaced It to throw away. The pan
was almost filled with dust, for
the bungalow had not been swept
in a week.
"But where is Nurse Jane?"
asked Uncle Wiggily as he looked
around. "I suppose she was called
out by one of the neighbors before
she had time to empty the dust
pan. Well, she went to help some
one, as she often does, bo I'll help
her. I'll empty the dust pan."
The bunny rabbit gentleman was
Just going to do this when, all of
a sudden, he heard some voices
crying:
"Oh, we never pan get them
home! Oh, what shall we do? We
never can get them home!"
"Goodness me!" thought the
rabbit gentleman. "I wonder if
some one is trying to make Curly
and Floppy Twlstytall and Speakle
Squealer, the pig children, go
home. Little pigs are very hard
to make do that. I must see what
it is!"
Out of his bungalow hopped
Uncle Wiggily, and so very fast
that he knocked the pan of dust
down from the chair. It fell to
the floor, scattering dirt all over
the clean place which Nurse Jane
had swept.
"Oh, now I've done it!" said Un"Nurse Jane will
cle Wiggily.
scold me for spilling her dust. But
I was In such a hurry to help the
little pigs. I'll sweep up the dust
when I come back."
Out of the bungalow hopped the
bunny, but he found no little pigs
Inwho needed driving home.
stead he saw some little ant ladles
to
home
were
who
carry
trying
some kernels of grain which they
i

1921 by George Matthew Adams

to store away under
wanted
ground, In their home, for winter.
"But the kernels of grain are so
large we never can get them
home!" sighed the ant ladies.
"They are too heavy for us!"
"Oh, I'll help you! I'd Just love
to help you!" said Uncle Wiggily.
With his paws he brushed down
tho holes of the ants' houses the
piles of grain kernels.
"Oh, thank you! Thank you!"
whispered the ant ladies, for, being very small, they had tiny
voices, you know. "Perhaps we
can help you, Uncle Wiggily," they
went on. ,
"I'm afraid not," spoke Mr.
Longears. "And now I must leave
you, fdr I knocked over Nurse
Jane's pan of dust on the clean-swefloor, and she'll scold if she
sies It."
"What's that you say?" cried
one of the ant ladies. "Dust on
the floor? Oh, this is Just where
we can help you. We can easily
pick up grains of dust, as they are
small and light. Come, friends,"
she called to the other ants, "wo
will help Uncle Wiggily who was
pt

75
Northern pfd
35
Inspiration Copper
46
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
21
Kennecott Copper
119
Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
...100
22
Miami Copper
20
Missouri Pacific
55
Montana Power
72
New York Central
77
Northern Pacific
36
Pennsylvania
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 13
72
Reading
52
Republic Iron & Steel
20
Sinclair Oil & Refining
79
Southern Pacific
20
Southern Railway
73
Studebaker Corporation
37
Texas Company
,.
64
Tobacco Products
121
Union Pacific
79
United States Steel
61
Utah Copper
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CITY PRODUCE.

Kansas
City. Oct. 4. Butter.
eggs and poultry unchanged.
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

rs

....

120-pou-

3s,

4s.

4s, 4s,
4s.

3s,

4s,

Kansas City Livestock.
Chicago. Oct. 4. Wheat under
Kansas
City, Oct. 4. Cattle-Rec- eipts
went a decided tumble In value to
Fed steers scarce
30,000.
day after scoring upturns during and
steady. Top load, $8.75; other
the first half of the board of trade
part loads
session. Hedging pressure from fed lots $6.00 8.60;
practically
the northwest, together with ab- yearlings, $9.50on 10.00;
grassers; bidding
sence of export business, had much nothing doing
canners
to
weak
lower;
unevenly
to do with weakening the market.
k
and fat
steady to 25o
to
Prices closed heavy,
and
few
$5.00
at
higher;
lower,
net lower, with December $1.16
to $1.15
to hulk cram heifers. $4.00 5.00:
and May $1.19
$3.00
$2.25
cutters,
2.75;
canners,
c and
c to
$120. Corn lost
bulls and calves
3.25;
oats
c to c. The finish in prostock'
top vealers, $9.50;
visions was unchanged to 12c ers
and feeders steady to weak;
lower.
choice
stockers,
$6.256.60; many
An opinion by a leading memother sales, $4.50 5.50; early feedber of the board who has Just re- er
sales, $5.00 6.00.
turned from a four months' trip
Market
7,000.
to Europe, that there was but lit- . Hogs Receipts
better
tle unsold wheat across the Atlan- active, 10c to 20c higher;
10c to 15o
tic and that there would be no grades shipping hogs
mixed
sales
hogs took
world surplus of wheat this year, higher; few
was more or less responsible for katound 10c higher; $8.10 paid for
weights; packer
the Initial upward swing of the 195 to
of sales, $7.15
market. Absence of selling pres- top, $9.00; bulksows
and pigs unsure was also a notable feature for 8.00; packing
a while. Subsequently, however, steady to strong; best stock pigs,
selling broadened out, especially on $3.25.
Sheep
Sheep Receipts 12,000.
northwestern account, and with
Ewes, $4.60;
steady to strong.
export demand very slow, the mar- Iambs
to
25c
15c
top
early
higher;
ket gave way rapidly, the last hour
in particular. Contributing to the western, $8.65; some held higher.
late weakness was talk that ArDenver Livestock.
gentina was underselling the Unit4.
Cattle ReOct.
Denver,
ed States and that British exportMarket 15c to 26o
ers were In trouble because of fail- ceipts 4,000
stockers and feeders steady.
ure of continental buyers to pay lower;
Beef steers, $5.006.00; cows and
for wheat.
heifers,
$3.255.00; calves. $7.00
Bears In the corn market con9.00; bulls, $2.003.50; stockers
tended that the crop was benefited
feeders. $4.50 6.75.
by last night's frost, as the crop and
had already mateured. Oats were CUT THIS OUT IT IS WORTH
governed by the action of corn,
MONEY
Provisions declined at the last
Cut out this slip, enclose with
In sympathy with grain, but for
Co., 2825
5c
mall
and
it
the greater part of the day had Sheffield Ave., to Foley &111.,
writChicago.
previously been upheld by higher
ing your name and address clearly.
quotations on hogs.
a
trial
You will receive In return
Closing prices:
containing Foley's .Honey
Wheat
Dec, $1.15; May, package
and Tar Compound for coughs,
$1.19.
Foley Kidney
Com Dec, 49c; May, 64 c. colds and croup;
Pills for pains In sides and back;
Oats Dec, 35 c; May, 40 c.
backache, kidney and
Pork Nov. $17.00; Jan., $15.00. rheumatism,
bladder ailments; and Foley CaIard Oct., $9.97; Jan., $9.10.
thartic Tablets, a wholesome and
Ribs Oct., $6.75; Jan., $7.87.
thoroughly cleansing cathartio tor
headbiliousness,
constipation,
aches and sluggish bowels, Sold
NEW YORK COTTON.
.
everywhere.
New York, Oct. 4. Cotton futures closed barely steady. Dec,
20.35; Jan., 20.04; March, 19.85;
May, 19.40; July, 19.00.

2c

3c

she-stoc-

steady;-practica-

l

240-pou-

He knocked the pan of
down.v

dust

kind to us." Then ten million,
five hundred thousand ants crawled into the bungalow, and, crawling about, picked up every grain
of dust the bunny had spilled. The
floor was soon as clean as a new
dinner plate, the dust being put
back on the pan by the ants.
"Oh, thank you so much!" called
Uncle Wiggily, as the ants crawled
And Just as the bunny
away.
emptied the pan of dust in the coal
Nurse
Jane came back,
bin,
"Oh, so you are helping me
thank you!" she said. "I had to
go out without emptying the dust."
"Yes, I helped the ants, the ants
helped me and I helped you," said
the bunny.
"Altogether it was
quite an adventure."
But of course Nurse Jane didn't
know about the dust being spilled.
And perhaps it is Just as well, so
we don't need to speak of it.
' FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
And If the dining table doesn't
try to dance on one leg and spilla
of
New
the
back
down
York, Oct. 4. Foreign ex- the sugar
11 tell
you next about Un- change, irregular. Great Britain
chair,
cle Wiggily and little Posie.
demand, $3.74;
cables,
$3.74.
so

Trade Mark Registered U. S. Patent Office)
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Chicago Livestock.
Oct. 4. Cattle Re
Chicago,
ceipts 9,000. Native steers and she- stock strong to 25c higher. Early
top yearlings, $11.00, some held
common
higher;
grassers little
change; bulk beef steers, including
western, $6.009.75; fat cows and.
heifers
largely $4.00 6.00; can-nebulls
mostly $2.752.90;
steady; veal calves held higher,
packers bidding steady; stockers
and feeders strong to higher.
Market
Hogs Receipts 22.000.
opened mostly 10c to 15c higher
than yesterday's
average; later
market mostly steady to 10c higher. Practical top. $8.50; one load,
$8.55; bulk light and light butchbulk packing
ers, $8,20 8.50;
LIBERTY BONDS.
sows, $6.60 7.10; pigs steady, bulk
100
to
desirable
pigs,
4.
New York,
Oct.
Liberty
bonds closed:
$88.86; first 4s, $7.257.60.
Sheep Receipts 27,000. Killing
$91.00 bid; second 4s, $90.86; first
steady to strong.
$90.96; classes opened
$91.02; second
Early sales fat native lambs, $8.00
third
fourth
$94.30;
8.25 to packers:
$8.80 to city
$91.30; Victory
$99.40; Vicbutchers; no choice western lambs
$99.40.
tory
sold early;
feeder grades firm;
,,
CIHCAGO BOARD OF TRADE. feeder lambs early, $7.10.
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ACCOUNTING
WllllAMJ

ZANf

By Gene Byrnes

It

doubt as
A "piece of money" leaves nobobdy in
someto the state of mind of the donor. Giving
Affection, proIs
testimony.
positive
real
thing
are too intangible to be
tection, devoted service, save
in exceptional cases.
accounted of real value
land and
If all the nations were to disperse their that the
naval forces and so cut their expenses
increase of the currency
peoples could count an
contained in their purses at some appointed time,
of
we are confident the air would ring with praises
miracle.
the statesmanship which had wrought the
is the least
Actually, though," reduced taxation
be obtained,
can
that
benefits
measurable
of the
money which govimportant though this be. The
ernments exact for carrying on their unproductive
of a drain upon naenterprises constitutes far less
the
does
holding of vast
than
resources
tional
If money were
of
out
men
industry.
of
numbers
wealth Russia would be the richest country In the
world, for it has so much of this "symbol of value"
Yet Russia Is an
that It is truly immeasurable.
alms seeker. Its flat wealth la worthless and its
-Tha cmintrv la not working.
.
II Uf ,1lh
" iiaeleM.
A country Is poor when Us people are unproductive.

.80.

90.

nt

A GYPSY

cables

7.12;

cables, 7.02. Germany demand
Holland demand
80; cables,
32.10; cables, 32.16.
Norway de
11.90.
Sweden
mand,
demand;
(By The Aunclattt PreM.)
22.35.
Denmark demand. 18.25,
New York, Oct. 4. In its chief Switzerland
demand, 17.45. Spalii
characteristics today's stock mar- demand. 13.05.
Greece demand,
ket was largely a repetition of yes- 4.68.
demand, 32.63
Argentina
terday's session. Domestio oils of Brazil demand, 12.75.
Montreal
the low grade varieties were most
prominent, making temporary extensions to recent gains on the furNEW YORK MONEY.
ther advance of prices for crude
and refined products.
The cheaper or Junior shares of
High,E low,
ruling rate
western
and southwestern rail- rtnASteady.
- ........
aat
roads, as well as coalers of sec bid, 4
to 5 per cent.
ondary importance, also were faTime loans
Sixty and
vored, probably on the theory that 90 davs. U trt Firm.
K Xt
ner rnf
their earnings are bound to show months, 6 to 5
cent.
per
substantial improvement on the
mercantile paper, 5
to
more extensive movement of com 5
cent.
per
modities to market.
Usual leaders among Industrials
NEW YORK METALS.
were Irregular or heavy, repre
sentative steels, equipments, moNew
York, Oct, 4. Copper-Fi- rm.
tors and affiliated issues being
Electrolytic, spot and nearsupplanted by obscure specialties. by,
12c; later, Spot and
These embraced most of the mail
Tin Easier.
nearby,
order and chain store stocks, Kres-ag- $26.75;
futures, $ 26.7 5 27.00.
for example, rising thirteen
Iron
Steady,
prices unchanged.
points on declaration, of a 54 per
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.70 04.75.
cent stock dividend.
Zinc Steady. East St. Louis
All European exchangee except
ing Italian rates were firm to delivery, spot $4.60. $5,00.
Antimony Spot,
strong on heavier dealings, especForeign bar silver. 70 c.
ially for sterling, which rose above
Mexican dollars. 54 c.
3.74 for demand for the first time
in nearly a fortnight.
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
Closing prices:
. 26
American Beet Sugar.
Chicago, Oct. 4. Butter Mar
27
American Can
ket unchanged.
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 38
Eggs Market higher. Receipts
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 39
9,072 cases. Firsts, 3941c; ordi107
American Tel. & Tel
nary firsts, 35 38c; miscellaneous,
40
Anaconda Copper
38
39c.
Atchison
, 86
Fowls,
Poultry Alive, higher.
Baltimore & Ohio
3814
15
23c; springs, 22c.
55
Bethlehem Steel "B"
Potatoes Market
Re
steady,
14
Butte & Superior
ceipts 126 cars. Total U. S. ship38
California Petroleum
Minnesota
North.
ments,
and
1,342.
113
Canadian Pacifio
Dakota Red river Ohios. $1.85
28
Central Leather
06. ',4 2.00 cwt.; Wisconsin and Minne
Chesapeake & Ohio
sota
round white, sacked and bulk.
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul.... 25
$1.90
2.00; Maine cobblers, $2.10
25
Chino Copper
cwt.; Idaho round white, sacked.
63
Crucible Steel
$2.10 cwt.
6
Cuba Cane Sugar

)
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LIFE IS

demand,

7.12. Italy demand, 3.97; cables
3.97. Belgian demand. 7.01!
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The Hon. A. B. Fall, Secretary of the Interior,
was an Albuquerque visitor for a few hours last
week. He did not honor tho Journal with a call.
We merely noted his presence In the city. His
But his comments
presence created no Interest.
did. An evening paper quotes him as follows:
"Thera will be no legislation pushed through
congress this session. No matter what politicians
have promised, nothing will go through congress
comuntil the administration has mapped out a

France

By F. G. Cooper
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Four rooms, modern; close In.
In Fourth ward; good sized lot.
Price is only $2,760, and cau
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MAJESTIC
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QUICK ADOOT
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thousand-mil-
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Overservice
t

The beat tire for the least
n.oney in the state.
Tire Repairing and
k

Retreading.

HIGIILA.NB TIKE A RUBBER
WORKS.
Broadway and Gold, Phone 330

RANCHES.
W have some very i'lne ranches
close in, located close to good
school, and can bo bought on
very good terms. If In the mar-ke- t
for a ?ood ranch, eithoi
large or small, let us show you
what we have.

LEVERETT-ZAP-

FOK RKNT.

Highland.

apartment, with

porch, furnished

apartment,

furnished
Lowlands.

$45.00

3'".13

1921

apartment,
furnished

wa may

D.T.KINGSBURY,
REAL ESTATE.
Loans and Insurance.
Gold.
Phone 907--

XV.

IDEAL HOME,
Consisting of seven rooms, sleeping
large screened
porch,
porches,
feasteam heating plant built-itures, garage, lawn, thade. l'ricc
and location very attractive. Bee
ACKER SON & GRIFFITH,
REALTORS.
Phono 414. Insurance. 120 6. 4tli.
n

FOR SALE
room brlcli house, bath two
screened in porches, large basement, furnace neat and built in
features to suit your taste. Strictly modern.
Price reasonable
Terms.
Jj. PHILLIPS, Real Estate
6

Phone

FOR RENT

AND

HOME

INVESTMENT

private apartments, many
built-i- n
features. Two baths, fine
sleeping porches, furnished and
renting for $8d per month. Priced
to sell, $4,000.
GILL & WOOTTOS,
113 S. Second.
Phono 723-J,

FOR SALE Almost new modern four room house, lights,
water, cement basement, furnace, garage, coal and wood
house, now vacant. Terms. Inquire, 62S 8. Walter St. -

FOR
l'

,

L Martin

A,

WANTED

Co,, Realtors,

Auto
Real Estate, FIre-an- d
Insurance, Loans.
Phono 158.
223 W. Gold.

,

HOME

A REAL

porches, base
mant,
Gas, Oak
Lot
floors.
60x150, IdeaV neighborhood, We have the exclusive agency for this property
and it is priced to sell.

paved street,
brick and sleeping porch,
n
built-ihardwood floors,features,
(Ire place, furnace, garage, lawn,
trees; all for JO, 300. Can you beat

DIECKMANN REALTY CO.
REALTORS
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans
309 W. Gold Ave. Phone 670

204 W. Gold.

On Luna boulevard,

2

five-roo-

-

It.

11.

McCLCGIIAX,
'

Phone

FOR RENT
ern bungalow.

Four-roo-

442-.-

.

Inquire

FOR RENT

furnished modait North

FOR RE.Vf

Seven-roofurnished, two
n
sleeping porches. 118 North
phone 'J'lltAV.
FOR RENT Three-roounrurnlshed
cottage, near shops. 1:13 South Broad

glassed-i-

Muple,

way.

FOR RENT Furnished house In highlands; two rooma and sleeping porch.
Phone 14M-FOR RENT Cottage, three toumi and
porch; near the shops. Inquire 1213
South Broadway.
WUh
FUR RENT Two.roon- - cot.ago
glassed sleeping porch, furnished. InSouth
Walter.
lit
quire
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished house,
two screened porches. Apply 322 South
Arno, phone 1840-R- .
FOR RENT Fuur-ruofurcottage,
nished, In Highlands. A. II. Mllner,
313 2 West Central ave.
FOR RENT Two-roomodern furnluli-e- d
No
house; sleeping porchs $30.
708.
East Santa Fe.
children. Call
Modern
FOK RENT
furnished house,
four rooms two sleeping porches. 114
North Edith.
FOR RENT Nice four-roocottage, 30V
West Hazeldine, $JG per month. Broad
Bicycle Co., 220 South Hecond, phone 73H.
FOR RENT Modern three, four, five and
houses and apartment.; some
furnished. W. II. McMIUion, iui West
Gold.

caKpentering

MATTRESS RENOVATING

AAaaywwajww,ajayyw,

flATfRKSb' RENOVATING" tS.S aild up.
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur
niture packing. Phone 471. Ervin Bed- ng rjompany.

MONEY TO LOAN
MONEY" "TO

LOAN On watches, dla- monde, guns and everything valuable,

til

Mr. B. Marcus,
South First.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watcne.

and mid Jewelry; liberal, reliable, con.
Id'ntlal. Gottlieb A Bear, lot North First
s.
CONFIDENTIAL loans on jewelry,
watch.., Liberty Bonds, nlanos.
automobiles. Lowest rates. Rothman's.
117 South First.
SoSd.d to the state.

Rooms

rooms.
FOR RENT Furnished
North Maple.
i'uR RENT Light housekeeping rooms.
214 North Walter,,
FOR "RENT Several unfurnished rooms.
Ui Kouth Edith.
FuK RENT Rleasant furnished room.
120 South Walter.
i'OR' RENT Light housekeeping room.
214 i South Second.
FOH'RENT
Furnished roopig for light
housekeeping. 2221. North Third.
FOR RENT Nice flout (uom, furnace
heat. 203 South High.
l'OR RENT
Furmsnea
louma. 218
South Walter, phune Itifl7-FUR
RENT Three (urm.ned
modern. 1011 North First.
FOR RENT Front room suitable
gentlemen. 827 North Fifth.
rooms; hot wut.r heat; no
jiiiaiikil)
sick, no children. 414 West Silver.
FOR Rfc.Nl
jj urniahed
room,
furnace
hca ; no sick. 107 South Walter.
room Cot
FOR KENT Large front
water heat, garage. Phone 1584-FUR RENT Neatly
room
furnished
steam heat; close in. 317 South Third.
room
RENT
auu
FurmsuuCt,
hcu
jOR
enetle. 1724 West Central, flu.no Hi
FUR RENT Furnished front room, with
sleeping porch; convenient to meals.
41t East Silver. '
FOR RENT Clean sleeping rooms and
room, buy South Sec
nouseKueping

bungalow, sleeping
porch, flra place, furnished;
jxcellent location. Owner must
jell. Price and terms right.
FOR RENT,
1
Three-roocottage,
235.00
furnished
Five rooms, un$40.00
furnished

ond.

FOR
fur
par.

FOR
log

Edltlr.

m

Rollin E, Guthridge,
Real Estate.

314 W. Gold.

Phone J023.

HELP WANTED
Male.
WANTED
Tailor rot tiushelman work.
Apply Meyer & Meyer.
WANTED
Experienced machinirt helper,
City Electric. Oar Barn.
START NOW.
Young Men's Chrl.tian
Association Auto Repair School. Los
Angeles.

WANTED Bright lad to learn priming

business; prefer one with some experience.
Superior Printers, 110 West Odd.
WANTED
Mexican
men and
sawmill
some loggers.
The Santa Barbara Tie
and Pole Co., Tres Kilos, N. M.
WANTED
A. blacksmith, one who Is
experienced In general .hop work; no
other nod apply. T. J. Passniore, Sr., 414
South Hecond.
frVmnle
WANTED
Experienced collar girl. Ex- celsfnr Laundry.
Q (ft for "general housework;
RENT Two nicely furnished rooms WANTED
no wnshlng.
S10 North Thirteenth.
light housekeeping. 1000 East Cop- WANTED
Girl for cooking and general
housework. Mrs. N. T. Armijo, 623
RENT Two furnished housekeop West
Copper. 1103 South
rooms; no children.
WAN TED Girl to wash dishes and do

KlbAl two pleaaant front rooms
housekeeping, close In; furnace
4;1
employed people preferred,
Third.
FOR KENT Large, airy front bed room,
first floor, 13.50 per month, use it
kitchen, two block from depot. 110 Bast
eOU
for
heal;
South

Silver.

FOR RENT Well furnished room with
alx windows; south exposure; no sick.
in South High.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, out
side entrance; also garage; no alck.
1110 North Second.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished room for
business man or woman; breakfast if
dcalreil.i:thone 1436-fvB, KENT Two furnished front rooms
and light housekeeping room. 414 West
Odd, phone 1932-NICE AND CLEAN rooms, all outside,
hot water, 3 week, 214 2 South Sec
ond. New Albany.
FOR RljNT Furnished two small rooms
with kitchenette, ground . floor; no
children. 415 West Lead.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished large, well
ventilated room, convenient to bath;
furnace heat; no sick. Phone 1193-FOR RENT Two extra large furnished
front rooms for housekeeping; kitchen
sink. , 831 South Third, phone 20ii3-IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms,
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater. 211 Vi Weit Central.
FOR RENT Clean,
nicely furnished
rooms; reasonable,
with or without
board.
413 South Broadway.
FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
rooms In modern home. Apply to Mrs.
Fred Ham, 623 North Second.
FOR RENT Front bedroom; private entrance; adjoining bath; to employed
man; no sick. 816 South Seventh.
FOR RENT Two large rooms, furnished
for light housekeeping; no sick or
small children. 60S North Fourth.
ELGIN
HOTEL Sleeping ruums and
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
week or month.
602 V4 West Central.
FOR RENT Nice large room in modern
home, convenient to meals; furnace
heat. Room vacant Sept. 20, 101 South
LARGE front furnished light
housekeeninff or alaenlnff room', el. an.
comfortable; no sick; close in. 211 West
Marquette.
FOR KENT Nice front elecplng room,
large closet, next to bath, private en
trance; across the street from good
boarding house. 1H North Walter.
FOR
RENT To gentleman
In good
health and employed; furnished front
room, South Edith, a short distance
from Central. Phone 14r.l-FOR RENT Clean,
comfortable, light
and airy furnished rooms; "reasonable
rates: on block from Santa Fe shops.
820 South Third.
FOR RENT High-claroom, north,
south and east exposure; south sleeping porch; private hone In pest residential dl.trlot Phone 070.
"
vTBOD WORTH
Newly furnl.hed. mcu
clean rooms and housekeeping apartweek
or
month. Reduced
ments, by day,
summer rotes
811 South Third.
FOR RENT Unfurnished, two desirable
rooms, with glassed-i- n
steeping rooms
and garage; light and water paid; ne
sick; no children; rent reasonable. 1011
North Second.
FOR RENT Large
room with small
room adjoining, bath, large screened
sleeping porch, private entrance; suitable for two gentlemen. Phone Mrs. A.
B. Hall. 724 Ka.t Gold, phone S37a-FOR RENT One two-roosuits, private
.
porch connecting, outaldo rooma; also
one three-roosuite,
large, pleasant
rooms; all new furniture; quiet; two
blocks from postofflce and depot, one
from Central;, lights, water, linen and
blankets furnished; reasonable,
S20',.
.
West Gold. , .
.
LOOK;

'

housework; must speak English. 511
south Rroadway.
WANTED
Good girl for general hou
work. Mrs. J. E. Johnson, 421 Luna
ooulevard.
WANTED Couple wanted to do general
housework; rqust be good cook and
house girl. Anply 303 South Fourth,
mornings.
vvANlkD Capable middle-age- d
Amer
ican woman for housework and care
or cnnnren.
if yeu are alck do not ap
419 West Lead.
ply.
EARN BOARD Room and 310 a month
while attending school: catalogue free
Mackay Business College. Itltt South
Main Btreet. I,os Angeles.
WANlf.D A middle-age- d
woman for
housekeeper, one who can appreciate
a good home; two children In
famllv.
Apply Room 4, Cltlsena National Bank
nullrtlng.

Male and Female.
LARGE SHIRT MANUFACTURER wants
Agents to sell complete line of shirts
direct to wearer. Exclusive patterns,
Biff values.
Free
Madison
samples.
miiis. 603 BroadwayTNew York.
WANTED 1,000 men and women to visit
our Upstairs Clothes Shop; tailored to
measure, aus.7o-izi.ssuit or overcoat.
nver wooiworth building.
WANTED Man and wife for permanent
nO.ltlfln. Rl.n flW wanapal

bulldinn

nntt

b.h

Miscellaneous:

FOR SALE

Livestock

FOR SALE Two fretrTmirk cows. 1423
soutn Broadway.
George Blake. "
FOR SALE Two fresh cows, giving four
and rive gallons daily; also sunns.
and hens. 1600 South Elm.
FOR SALE Young plga and two pure
bred Duroa-Jeree- y
bo:rs; will furnish
pedigree for one; may be seen at C. W.
Hunter's Ranch, four miles north of Old
Town., ' on Rio Grande boulevard.
Albuquerque, general
delivery.
Phone 2409-R-

Wanted

Room

.u.iir
waul.
nv.An
UD,j,oaheated
steam or furnace
room In good
location, Inwlanda. Permaneut: no alck.
.MUreH J.'& ",cte.. Journal.
. ,

NEW BUNGALOW

BARGAIN

For a Real Good But Look
At This.
Four rooms and glassed in
sleeping porch. Completely furnished with exceptionally good
furniture. Located close in, in
the Fourth ward. Ready to move
Into

4

J, A, HAMMOND
East Silver.
rhono

I
1522-R-

.

3,S50

"A BARGAIN"
Adobe plastered and pebble dashed
two large rooms, front and back
porches, water and lights, on corner lot Fourth ward. Only $1,600.
Easy terms.

Mcdonald a worsiiam.

Real Estate and Insurance.
Plinnc
1W S. Third.
A DANDY BUY
fine brick bungalow on North
Eleventh. Large lot. Price and
terms are right and only $40 per
month on deferred payments.
You can't beat this one. Let us
ihow It to you.
Also several houses and apartments to rent.
A

Gober, Short & Gober,
Ileal Kstate and Insurance.
220 Y. Gold.. . . . . .Phone 566.

FOR

Miscellaneous

SALE
tomatoes

CAN.N'.nq

for sale.

MR. AND MRS. PURCHASER
We have one of the most complete listings throughout
in homes and vacant
lots. When anticipating the buyor
ing
building of a home SKK
JS ALWAYS AT YOUR
Albu-fiuerq-

four rooms two sleeping porches; also back and front
porch, hath, oak floors, fire place
ind steam heat, east front, $4,600.
Terms, or 7 per cent off for cash.
In Heights,

WANTED All kinds ol
furniture. Phone 844-J. D, KELEHER l
WANTED Washing and Ironing; reason
211 W. Gold.
riione 410.
able prices. Phone 018-WANTED Washing and ironing to take '
nome. 1314 Boutn Walter, phone 31T3-IF VOU WANT anything hauled, call
PRETTY NEW HOMES
Mitchell Transfer, phone 3068-WANTED
Your garbage. Phone 2408-Ror write C. W. Hunter, general delivery. If you want a nice, small, modHAULIXU of all kinds. Scavengertug ern home, $2200.00, easy payments,
and transfertng. 722 East Iron, phone let ua show you. We alsp have
2390-modern 4, S, 6, 7, 9, up to date.
WANTED Washing and ironing lo
W. H. M'MILLTON
take home. 1314 South Walter,
pnone Z173-20S W. Gold
ciocue and jewelry
wamiku watches.
to repair. 117 South First, phona 817-jjra..rieia, in. watch Man.
SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) renWANTED Muney to loan on first-clareal estate, from 11,000 to 18,000. W. ders sudden service on Kodak finishing
H. McMIUion, 208 West Gold,
to people who demand quality. Work
WANTED LOAN Will pay 8 per cent, in before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
81,500, 12,000, 84,000; first mortgage. Work in before t p. m. mailed noon next
Address work to
day.
Nfw ronl r.tote. Phone 1C76-THB RED ARROW,
WelDINGAND CUTTING ot m.tal.
S. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
alao welders' supplies and carbide for
want
a representative in YO'JH
(We
ssie. N. M. Steel Co., Inc.. phone 1947-territory.)
Max e a no aim itorb. at tit south
First, will pay the highest prle.s (or
Rent-Room- s
your saonnd-hanwith Board
clothing, shoes and For
furniture. Phone (68.
'LAIN board and room foe 10 week.
RUG CLEANERS
19H0 South Second.
MATTRESSES
renovated. 33.60 and np.
RENT Sipiug porch and Boaia
furniture repaired nd packed. Ervin FUR
1207
East Central.
Henning cn phone 471,
FOR
RENT Room and sleeping poruh,
BETTER KODAK FINISHING It 1.
board. 1036 East Central.
with
better. Return postage paid on mall
ordere.
The Barnum Studio, 31 9
(Vest FOR RENT Sleeping poroh with board
and rooni, garage. &23 South High,
Central, Albuo.ueru.uo, N. U.
FL'RNirL'RE repairing, upholstering, bed GOOD liOMfi COOKING. Sleeping poruu,
1027 Forrester.
ana picture frames, bronilng, enamel
front room, no sick,
Ing, car cushions,
hall cushions. Satis BOARD AND ROOM for two, In walking
faction guaranteed.
J. II. Austin, 1208
distance to shops, 142, i0 per month.
North First, phone 170.R
923 South Walter, phone 1428-WANTED
Caretul IfT.dik finishing Fult l.E.T Roum, suitable lor one oi'
Twice d'l service, remember.
tL,
excellent
board. 313 Kor;h
two;
taction guarantee. 'Rand rur flnleUlna Tenth.
to a reliable, eatabltshed firm. Hanna
RENT
Front room, adjoining bath,
For
Hanna Master Photnrr.0b.ra.
board It desired; gentleman preferred.
f,D5 A.ulh High, phone 157U-FOR SALE Houses
ana ujard. with
FOR RENT Room
FOR SALE
brick bouse,
board. 410
sleeping porch; first-clas- s
North Edith. Phone I401-R&R.t Central,
Full SALE Cosy modern bungalow.
M
Ml it A ON TES ON THE M.ESA
1008 Forrester; Inquire within.
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persona
Phone 2400-JFOR
house, completely
large lot. 1423 West Central. FOR RENT Room, sleeping porch and
FOR SALE Modern furnished bungalow,
board. Mrs. Grace B, Joues, 620 tioutii
enrage; corner lot. Owner, 1124 South High, phona 1267-Walter.
JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location lor
now
FOR SALE Residence. Ml north Four
few reservations
healthaeekera;
teenth street; nice location. Inquire available. Phone 22:i8-within.
FOR RklNT
In the highlands, steam
heated" apartment;
FOR HALIS Four-rooalso room and
house,
partly
furnished; hot and cold water; near board. 103 South Walter.
shops. Addrene Box 03, care Journal.
GRAND VIEW RANCH
FOR SALE Three-roohouse, eloepmg THB place to recuperate; modern
commodetton.
Phone 2407-Rporch, large front porch, practically
modern and furnished. 601 East Grand. FOR RENT
rooms
Nicely rurnlaued
FOR SALE Ry owner, eight-roowith steam heat and first-clas- s
adooe
tabic
1327-110
house, garage;
lot
South Arno, phone
60x142;
price board.
C. FOR 11EALTHSEEKERS
M.iOfl; terms. Apply 207 East Bell.
Modem acChaves.
nurse service.
with
commodations,
four-rooFOR SALE New
modern fur- Ca.a ds Oro, 613 West Gold, phone 014-nished cottage, on South Walter, M0 FOR RENT Sleeping porcn and dress
down and
J. A.
monthly payments.
ing room with board, suitable for two.
Hammond, 824 East Silver, phone 1S22-811 South High.
Gentlemen preferred.
FOR SALE Four-roomo&ern frame
RENT To well people, southeast
house; best condition; good location; FOR
corner room, separate entrance, In new
Fourth ward. Address J. J. O., core
heated house, close In; one or two meals
Journal.
223 South Arno.
If wanted.
FOR SALE By owner, five-rooframe
Nice rooms with sleeping
stucco; has fireplace, built-i- n bookcate FOR RENT
with
board, for convalescent..
porchea
china closet, lawn and trees; Third ward.
Mrs, Reed, 111 South Broadway, phone
Photic 1603-626.
FOR SALE By owner, modern alght-roofur convalescents.
bouae. Fourth ward; a good buy HOME BANITORIUM
mild winteri, best of food, ideal iur- for home or Investment; priced right;
3
terms. 1027 Forrester.
Tularusa,
per month.
roundlnga,
FOR SALE Dandy four room house, N. M.
bath, sleeping porch. In good ahape. DELIGHTFUL BLEEPING POUCH and
concrete aidewalks, garage, and sheda.
bedroom, with board. In furnace-beti- t
Reasonable. Inquire 628 'North Sixth.
ed home; reasonable alao table board.
mod-crn 1420 Bait Silver.
Phone 1422-FOR SALE 13,600 will buy this
four-roohome; two large porahea HAVE
very good proposition for two
and garage and store-roolot 60x143,
young men. buslneit men preferred,
facing east on street car line, at No. 806 who
with
to room together, either walk
North Twelfth.
City Realty Co., J07
7
ing distance to busmen center; good
West Gold, phone
room:
good table board; on car
large
FOR SALE! Four-roomodern brick line
In hlghlanda
Phone 1012.
bungalow; canvasssd in sleeping porch, FOR RENT
Nicely furnished rooms,
and acreened front porch; lot 60x280; all
or
with
without bath; Just across from
In first-slas- s
condition; Immediate possession. Call Sunday or evenings, after the postofflce; hot water heat for win
ter; best of home cooking, served family
six. 81
North Eleventh.
room and board 646 to 155 per
BY OWNER,
modern house In style;
month: board
meal, week or ticket;
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fire- meals, 60 cents.by 410 West Gold, phone
porchee, three 819-place, large acreened
light airy bed room with extra large
closets, fronts east on large lot with
aIJTOmobile-lawn, trees, etc.i everything In excellent
condition; terms It desired. Phone FOR
SALE
Dodge
1977-- J.

eral housework! housa
i.i.v doi
city.
HELP WANTED We want one or two
men or women to write fire and uto
insurance; standard, old line companies
none but producers can be used. Gober,
nnon E uoner, 220 West Gold.
CLERKS, 18 upward, for Tostal Mai
Service,
$120 month.
Experience un
and
necessary. For free oartlculare of i FOR SALE A real bungalow, pricewood
place worth Investigating! hard
amlnatlon. write R. Terry (former Civil
window
fire
seat,
floors,
buffet,
place,
service examiner), 58 Continental Bldg,
linen closet) svary built-i- n feature ot an
Washington, r. C.
Ideal kitchen;
large front and rear
porches; stationary tubs, extra number
ot windows; large lot; three large out
WANTED Young ladlea for house-to- .
buildings; suitable for business or gar
noUM canvass for hltrh-ernd- e
enffpe.
can arrange terms. Phone 1968-- J
See Mr. Chandler, at Aly.arado Hotel, age;
FOR
SALE 160 Income property, two
.ncr o p, m.
small sfurnlshed houses, located on one
of the best corners In southern highlands.
Lot 60x142. Live In on and let the
pay for the balance. Price la only
rrrj
PERSONAL
One half cash, balance to ault.
3,760.
Is
20 10-a big snap for someone who wants
This
home and a small income, for It will
BEAUTY SPECIALIST. Phone 2010-20 per cent on your Investment.
CARB OF CHILDREN; reasonable; no pay you
see this to appreciate It. Inotlrer children here. 110 East Silver. Tou must
at lot South Edltlr or phone
P6 TOU WANT TO LEARN SPA N I S II? quire
1676-SEH J. C. ESPINOSA. No. S. Whiting
building. Phone 458.
BUSINESS CHANCES
WANTED Namee and addresses
of FOB SA1.E1 liarase,' best location in
those who saw me run over at the
town. Phono 178.
corner Coal and Second by The Brown
Transfer truck, Sunday, September 18. WANTED To buy established business;
fir
insurance
Address
L. M. Bnyer, 218 Columbia.
preterrsd.
Prospect, csre Journal.
FOll
RALK
atore,
6rnall
grocery
doing
PHRENOLOGIST
business;
good
cheap rent. 1 30 1
RIDE TO UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS, 112
North
Arno.
South' Cornelia avenue, have your head,
face and hand head. Sara M. Jones, FOR BALE One of the beat buelnese
phone 21 68-proper tlee In Albuquerque. Ill South
First Street, Inquire at Savoy Hotel

ii,

SPECIAL

'

0'5

1111

second-han- d

Five-roo-

PETTIFORD THB ODD JOB MAN.
Any kind of work. Phone 1873-J- .
Last Will and Testament of Jose- WANTED Odd jobs carpentering, paint
ing and roof repairing. Phone 1456-phine Polan, Deceased.
To John Dolan, Jr., Kansas City; FOR HOUSE OR ROOF PAINTING;
work; reasonable prices.
Frank 8. Dolan, Kansas City; flrst-clsKatherlne Conway. Albuaueraue. George T Brown. 1020 South Broadway
New Mexico, and to All to Whom BEFORE) BUILDING or having your
our figures
house repaired, call S54-It May Concern, Greetings: -Tou are hereby notified that the may Interest you; no Job too large or too
small.
Last Will
Testament

t.

modern bungalow,
sleeping porch, hardwood floors throughout, all the
features. This is a
late built-i- n
real nifty home and the price is
R200
only

BEAUTIFUL LITTLE HOME
ON WEST ROMA
FOR SALE

uric

NOTICE.

1

rooms furnished, glassed In porch
large front porch, fireplace, lawn,
etc. Good location
and priced
right with terms. '
H. V, GILMORJS
214 W. Gold
Phone 442--

glassed-i- n

RENT-Dwelli- ng

OR Kffl.U Jj'urnl.lied
house. .Phone

rt)R

.

1

5

FOR SALE

FOR RENT Five-roomodern furnlih-e- d
house with sleeping porcli. loi
South Walter. Inquire 614 East Santa
Fe.
modFOR RENT Furnished three-rooern cottage with two acreened porches
at 918 South Arno. Inquire 1000 South
Edith;
FOR RENT Unfurnished half of house;
rooms light and airy; close In, lowlands; no sick; no children, ill Went
Atlantic.
FOR RENT Four and five-roohouse,
furnished; bargain;
highlands; free
electrlolty, phone, water. Phone 2129-1808 South Elm.
FOR RENT Brand new bungalow, nicely
furnl.hed, never been occupied; very
modern; electricity, gaa and hot water;
large glassed-i- n
sleeping porch: adults.
801 South Edith.
FOR RENT Four-roomodern bungalow, close in, unfurnished; t40; water
paid: might consider a long leas. Apply 600 South Walter.
VOR RENT Four rooms, sleeping porch,
furnished; a beautiful home; no alck;
no children. Apply 13:30 to 1, after i
p. m. 320 West Lead.
FOR RENT Five-roobrick
house,
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch; can be ar
for
ranged
apartments with congenial
621 East Central.
people.
FOR RENT
Office
Roomi FOR
RENT Cottage In rear, reasonable.
FOR RENT Office rooms, over Won!
two rooms, two sleeping porches, also
worth's. 3191,4 West Central.
large front room, all furnished for light
FOR KENT Attractive
320
Bath and phone.
office, steam housekeeping.
and water
furnished. South Broadway, phone 1978-heat, light
Wright building, opposite postofflce.
FOR RENT We have several houses
FOR RENT Office rooms; heat and
and apartments to rent,
OWNERS,
water; above Mataon'a store. Centra) list your
with ua. Wa can
avenue. Inquire J. Krber's Aute d. rent them properties
and save you trouble. Oober.
Short
pertm.nf
Oober, 230 West Gold, phone 588.
FOR RENT New house In highlands
LOST AND FOUND
three rooms and glaesed-l- n
sleeping
eontaTn- LOST Brown leather
porch; also two other large acreened
lng about 140 and express receipt; Ho. porches; furnished; water paid, 141 per
eral reward. 1204 South Edith.
no CQildron,
month.
Small family;
LOST Between TIJeraa canyon and Al' Phone 1115-buquerque, one brown leather puttee;
return to 805 West Marquette; reward.
SALE Poultry-Egg- s
FOUND
Gentleman, scarf pin; owner FOR SALE Squabs ana fancy
pigeons.
may recover aame by proving property
11103 South High.
Call
and paying for this advertisement.
SALE
FOR
White
Twelve
liens
Leghorn
No,
Methodist
Sanatorium.
t,
cottagl
ana rooster. 1123 South Broadway.
who will cry all
FOUND A man
One
SALE
FOR
dosen
White Leghorn
BOURB FURNITURE BALES for FlVlt
laying hens; also squabs, cheap. Ftrone
PER CENT COMMISSION.
WILL ALSO
BUT FURNITURE. C W. Sutherland, 1828-FOR SALE Bucks, does and frying rab- City Auctioneer, phone 44-Dita neng and frying chickens.
710
West Lead.
WANTED-Salesm- en
i
WILL BUT Poultry of all kinds paying
WvA.'3TKlwVhavea Vplend'fd post tl
good prlcea for broilers, will call for
open for a man of good appearance and
817 South Arno.
must be over them. Phona 853-pleasing personality;
twenty-fiv- e
years of age and should Albuquerque Poultry Co,
nava at least a high school education. FOR SALE
B. C. R.
I.
Prevloua selling experience desirable but
Rede,
hens, twenty young pul
not necessary; must be of good character lets, foureighteen
of
months old and twenty-fiv- e
and unquestioned Integrity; references lata hatch; fifteen
White
required; pleaaant outdoor work. Any Leghorns, bens. Mrs. J. F. Summers,
Inquiry will be held atrlctly confidential. 41T West Lead.
Address B. F. T., care Journal.

illeged
and
of Josephine Dolan, deceased, late
of the County of Bernalillo and
State of New Mexico, was produced
and read in the Probate Court of
the County of Bernalillo, State of
New Mexico, on the 22nd day of
September," 1921, and the day of
the proving of said alleged Last
Will and Testament was thereupon
fixed for THursday, the 27th day
of October. A.
1821, t 10 o'clock
In the forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand and the
seal of this. Court, this 28th day of
September,. A. D. 1921.
FREP CROLLOTT.
(Seal)
c.-.- CouTatjt Clerk,

for Sale,

Four-roo-

216 W. Gold.

43B-- J.

Nifty Home

A

Shelley Realty Co.

Phone

bath,

1420 EAST GOLD

Apartment.

LEGAL NOTICE

'

WHY WORK

When $4,600 will buy you a
property that will hrlng $110.00
per month,' this is in a good
close-i- n
location. You will only
need a fair payment to handles
this, balance on easy payments.
$900 will start you on a dandy
four-roohome In the highlands. Start now.

s,

854--

FOR KENT Furnished two-rooapart'
"".- - imperial noiei.
FOR KENT Four furnished housekeep
pus, uoutn waiter.
...g rooms,
run HiuMf Bmaii furnished apartment,
team heated. 121S West Roma. In
quire Apartment 5.
FOR KENT Furnished apartment, "four
room.; modern; no alck; adults. 3104
North Second.
FOR RKNT Four room furnished apart
mont sadults. 1018 North
Second,
phone ,1701-FRO RENT Furnished apartment, mod
ern, three rooma and bath; hot water
Heat.
114 West Coal.
FOR RENT Modern three-roounfur
mined apartment; light and water
serene.
1110
Second.
North
pain;
FOR RENT Twu Mrniimeo hi. .ma fui
light housekeeping; adult.; no tick
724 South Second.
FOR RENT Nice thiea-roofurnished
apartment with sleeping porch and
bath. 810 South Waller.
FOR RENT Apartment of three rooma
ana Bleeping porch; adults, 'well peo.
loos North Second.
pie.
FOR RENT Two large rooms, kitchen
ette and glassed-i- n sleeping porch. 601
west iron, phone 2380-mod
FOR RENT Desirable ttirea-roorn furnished apartment;
beat rati
dene, section.
Phone 365-FOR RENT
Furnished
apartmeni.
three rooma with bath. Albuquerque
noiei, ziHfe North secona.
FOR RENT Two-roomodern, furnish
ad apartment with garage, hot and
cold water. 421 South Broadway.
FOR RENT Bright, aunny apartment
large,. glassed sleeping porch; private
rain ana entrance. 1 1 1 west central
and a one
kc.nt A three-roojtoh
room furnished
modern.
apartment,
0
South First
Inquire Bote! Savo;
office.
FOB RENT Three-rooapartment, fur
nlshed complete; October S: can be
seen now; no sick and no children. 11
South Ninth,
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished apart.
ment, modern, two acreened porches,
nice yard. Call after 9:30 p. m- 635
South Arno.
FOR RENT Three
large furnlshe
rooms, modern; alao large aun porch,
enclosed, with flra placet reasonable.
Phone 1.152-FOR RENT Ore new modern furnished
apartment, large glaesed-l- n
aleeplng
porcn; conveneient to sanatorium. Ap.
1315 East
ply woodlawn Apartments,
Central, phone 1675-Three-roo' FOR
RENT
furnished
apartment, with glassed-i- n
sleeping
close
porcn,
in; good neighborhood;
ferences required; no ilek.
709 West
Lead.
FOR RENT Two lame sunshiny house
keeping rooma with sleeping ' porch
clean and newly decorated; suitable for
0l North
couple or two ladles; no alck.
Kigntn. pnone 1331-- j.

'

INC.

A HOME

m

Two

110 S. 8.

INT'L FgAIUSg SCRVICI.

$70.00

WANTED
op good first mortgage.

RIGHT IX
FURNISHED
Five-rooframa, glassod and
screened porches, fire place, gaa,
eaat
electricity, lot
front, located nice part of
Fourth ward.
MOVE

.,..$40.00

Tell us what you want
have it.

& CO,

F

IIEALTOUS.

house, furnace heat,
completely furnished. . .136.00

210

by us.

Oversize and

make some terms.

$6,000

NOTICE
seven
Tires are
tire; all adjust-

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
WHERE THE WELL PEOPLE
Why not

DWELL

SAVINGS ACCOUNT
HERE You will never miss
and 110.00 per
$10.00 down,
month. Lots are always salable.
Go see the amount of building
oelng done up there or come into
our office and we'll take you up.
Let's tell yo-- more about our
building and budget plan. With
Mr. E. C. Morgan, our architect
and builder, wo can build you a
very nice bungalow, any type,
brick, frame, or stucco on easy
payments.
Six of these are beinir started
now in University Heights.
et's tell you more about it,
ft

u

Several Houses for Rent.
Second ttrvpt and Hold Avennc.

Phone

040.

$1,000

Cash buys a three-roodouble
apartment house on South Edith.
Balance less than rent or will
trade for ranch.
J, H, PEAK,

Phone

S404-.1-

Set double Harness, at Bell's

FOK SALE

I.lvry Barn.

VOU HALE
rhramlna maulilne, lis.
P. O. Bo 41 J, City.
TRY UODOVS UlU'-i-,
BEST I.N TOWN.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

AnOK.Nk.VH.

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
Rooms 16, IT tnd U. Cromwell Building.
1153-Phone
FOK SAK Watur motui.
inquire at
PlITSIdlANM AND SL'KOEONI.
Morning Journal office.
FOll SAI.E-Canai- 'y
birds, reasonable. UK. B. L. Ill KTON,
Diseases of tae SUmach.
Mrs. Abel Durnn, OM Town,
Full. 0. Baroett Uulldlng.
FOK hAl.K '.Jood Brusnr is riiK. almost
OJi.
(1. l l.AKttE.
b.
1419
new, 91?.
North Kxlh.
'
Aja, A.ar, iSoe) and Throat
FOlt bAfli! Secona-hafi- e
and
wagons
Phone 131.
Barneit Building.
light Hc, cheap. 1202 North Arno.
Office Hou- rThirty-gallo- n
SALE
11
new,
m
a.
to
I p. nt.
and I
t to
toil2.E0 each. Southwestern barrela, Co.
Junk
DR. MARGAHET CAKTWRIGIItI
i'Oit KNOW WHITE CLOTHES and no Office Grant Bldg.. Room la. Phona ITI
Residence 1123 Vest Central.
spnts try the Manzano Company Bluing.
Phone 471.
FOK SAIvK Apples, at 83a North Third;
come early: 13.50 per box: bring your
bank!".
DR. ALFRED I,. THELIN,
DentUr.
FOll KALE Nice fresh eggs, sue per
Phone !S.
Smith Third.
dozen, at Kly's Poultry larde, 623 South
116!,
Dental
ElKhth, phone 1168.
Open Kvenlng.
fciA
o
FOK
LE Tw
ladies' coals; never
used by sick. Room S4, Grand Central
Phone

9413-R-

Hotel.
TOMATOKS
2',i,o, In
2415-R-

FOK

SALJC

M, D,

W, M, SHERIDAN,

Practice Limited to
GEJttTO. UKINAKY DISEASE!.
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIS
Moore's hot blast Waaaarman Laboratory la Connactloik
new; reasonable, 1615 Citizens Bank Bids:.
Phone &

and garden truck; tomatoes,
d
lots, delivered. Phone
One

heater; good aa
South Edltlr
and li-2- 5
FOR SALE Used tractore,
Hardware Departwith gang plows.
ment J. Korber & Co.
FOK SALE
Navajo rugs, direct from
rosorvatlon; beautiful designs; at a
bargain. 208 South Arno.
UUV YOUK GUN
before the season
opens; fifty shotguns and rifles to
select from. US Weet Gold.
FOR SALE fresh buttermilk and cot
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
lots.
Swayne's Dairy. Phone 116-MOV1NC1
PICTURE!
FILMS and Willy
Generator, Volts 125. 6 K. W. Amp.
40.
S.
A.
Goebel, Helen, K. M.
Wright.
YOU WILL find our Navajo rugs, the
cheapest and best, 921 North Elm,
and 117 North Mulberry,
phone 2128-- .
phone 1730-JHeel and arch cushions
SOFT SPOTS
prevent fallen Insteps, cures all foot
troubles, II. Thomas F. Keleher. Lesther
Co.. 408 West Central. Phone 1067-THINK
suit or overcoat
LADIES' and gents"
tailored to your measure, 114.76 and
Clothes
123.60.
Shop, over
Upstairs
Wooiworth building.
ROOF PAINT
ASBESTOS
GOOD for all klnda ot roofs, 1 per gal
lon.
The Mansano Co., 110 Soutn
Try a built up
Walnut, phone 1834-roof, will lest as long aa the bulldlne;.
FOR SALE Five hundred shares of City
Electric Railway, below par. Dr. 11.
L. Hust, K. T, Armijo building.

.

CHIROPRACTORS
E. 1. tAUiltN.

Cftlrosnmctor,

II and 20 Armijo Bulldlnr.
U. S. BNGE, D. C,
Phono Connections.
Chiropractor.
20
ttonms 3 and
West Central.

WANTED

w
US.

Position

"rcnrai

WAN TEL
Position nursing.
Santa Fe.
WANTED H ousework.
Apply

South Water.
WANTED Stenograpbio
work. Call 1585-LADY with boy 9 years
sition as housekeeper.
WANTED Janito;
r
work, floor waling. J.
1972-M- .

and

Ui
clerical

deeirea poPhone 2408-R- I.
bouse cleaning
W. Lowe, phona
old,

WE AUDIT, CHECK. OPEN, CLOSE and
4s ZANU,
WILLIAMS
keep books.
room I Mellnl building. Phono 101-COMPETENT physician would like a
Locum Tenens for a few months or
would buy practice.
Address 27, care
Journal.
PRACTICAL NURSE wants private nursing or hospital work. Apply 419 South'
m
Edith.
WANTED Stenographer,
three years
bookwith
of
experience,
knowledge
keeping, desires permanent position. Ad- nreM ftox 44, care Journal.
EXPERIENCED GROCERY man wants
position where honesty. Integrity and
are requisites;
attention to business
wsgea secondary consideration; not afraid
of a day's work. Address A. B. C, care
Journal.

USB VELVA ROOF AND IROM PAINT.
Roof Koter: Roof Cement, stops leaks.
FOR SALE Ranches
Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottage
Paint; Valspar Enamels, for automobiles; FuK tALE ir.tie or iuIji. eility-aor- j
2408-JHomestead Floor Paint
Satisfaction
ranch, water, ftve-roohouse; fine
FOK BALK Chummy roadster, cheup. assured. Thus. F. Keleher Leather Co, place for chickens; seven mllea east of
1067-- J.
408 West Central
Phono 1473-- J.
town. Phone 1730-FOR SALE Bulck Light Six, new paint;
FOR BALE Eight-acr- e
ranch, one and
FOR
one-ha- lf
mllea weat of Barelae bridge,
bargain. 61 North Third.
on
o
new
house and
adobe
SALE-twmain
FOK
SALE
ditch,
FOK
Ford coupe, 81,6,
round fum,l
h
mile
oak dining table;
also reed baby garage, water In house,
days. 101 South Arno.
I404-J1114 rom school house.
Phone
stroller, in excellent condition,
BuloW
FOK SALE
touring car; West
Central.
Bond-Dillo- n
first-clas- s
Co.,
condition,
LONE STAR ALTO LINE
FOR SALE Coal range, Perfection heal-- .
elty.
The orange colored care, Kngle. Eleer, oil cook atoves, roll-to- p
desk, ivory
new cylinder
FOR SALE Bulck
phant Butte Dam and Hot Springs, N.
china closet, large amount of M.
Meet all trains at Engle, leaving
block, new tires; good aa new. Phone dressers,
first-cla126 South Hot
used furniture.
227.
Springs at 11:30 a. m. and 1:80 p. m.
First.
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam cars on
FORD FOR RENT Drive It yourself.
the Dam line. We drive our own cars.
!00 South Broadway, phone 1073-WANTED Houses
Write for reservations at our expense.
driver's license required.
HEFFERNAN BROS.. Props.
WANTED
By couple with
FOK SALE Light Ford truck; has enHot Springs, N. M.
child, two or three rooms and
closed body; suitable for dry cleaner
or
furnished
unfurnished,
sleeping
porch,
or baker. Phone 420.
for housekeeping; no sick; quote price.
FOR SALE Soma extra gooa used cara, Address
A. H., care Journal.
eaay term. Mcintosh Auto Co, 60s WANTED We
want property to sell; :f
West Central.
worth the money, we can move It.
FOR SALE 1(31 Hudson sport model, See our advertisement
under Real Estate
Will
sell for ll.lsil. column; If your property were thus adworth 12,300,
TIME CARDS
Phone 490-It
would move, wouldn't it?
vertised,
FOll SALE Or v. ill trade
J. I.. Phillips. Real Estate, 110 South
runor
854-truck
Ford
for
car
light
Third, phone
about. 317 South Arno,
FORnRENT Miscellaneous
CORKECET
AND RESET AUTOS
FOR SALE 1920 model Chevrolet 490
coupe, cheap for cash; can be seen at
2I North Third.
Central Auto and Machine Works, 131 FOR RENT Otfrage.
West Central
WEST lOUND
FOR RENT Newly decorated store own.
Dally.
aoxro reet
Train.
Arrive. Depart.
FOR SALE Two Bulck light sixes, 1918
bis west central.
1
No.
The
Scout... T:J0 pm 1:80 pm
models, 1760 and I860; Ford truck, (('OK
RENT
room,
26x90;
FOR SALE Photogruphlo studio,, good
No.
10:40 am 11:30 am
Ford truck, worm drive.
200; one-to- n
plenty light; very desirable for school, No. I7 Calif. Limited
location in Albuquerque: will sacrifice
Fargo Faat. .11:10 am 11:41 am
61N West Central.
for quick sale; reasons for selling, have 1400; Ford speedster, 1200; Dodga tour lodre op club room
am ltlO am
No.
.12:49
The
I
Oold.
116
1450.
West
Navajo.
car,
ing
other business. Address
SOUTHBOUND,
FOR SALE Real Estate
STOLEN
AUTOMOBILES
List your
10:1 pra
No. It El Paao Bid.
SPECIAL NOTICE
stolen automobile with The National FOK SALE Twenty-fiv- e
tout lot, 14:1 No. 17 SI Paso Exp.
11:11 ua
Automobile Registry, Okemah,
feet deep, between Seoond and Third
a CAN save you money uo ewutriuai Stolen
EASTBOUND.
on Lead avenue, 11,600.
Frank Trotter. No. I The Navajo., 1:16 pm 2:46 pra
service. Call up and get our estimates Okie. Full particulars on request.
No. 4 Calif. Limited 1:00 pm 6:40 urn
FOK SALE Three lota In Monkbrldge,
STOLEN
OILDERSLEEVB ELECTRIO CO.
one corner lot 60x110; two adjoining No. 88. F. Eight., fill pm 1:00 pra
10
No,
The Scout ... T:20 am 1:60 aa
tj'f OLKN Ifrom ear, package eonttiiuiug iota, 40x210; will sell for 1400! cash rr
NdlNEERS AND CONTRACTORS
FROM SOUTH.
embroidery material; the partlei are terms. Phone 1968-J- .
1720 West Central, phono 1730-- J.
8
No.
J
From El Paao IMS pra
knnwn: return or mall to 109 West I.pad.
No. 10 From El Paao t:00 am
DRESSMAKING
No. 10 connects at Brian with No. II
SEWING MACHINES
TYPEWRITERS
I i E M S Tl T C H 1 N G , pleating. Williams' Mil- for ClOTla, Peooe Valley, Kanaaa City aad
YpbWRi'lrK'KS All oiakea vrliauiu
llnery, 300 South Broadway, ph. 1073-ulf Oast
Ex- - Pl.EATLNO.
cleaned; parta and supplies for alt chine.
Albuquerque
Typewriter
accordion, sloe ana box; from Clovls and poind east ant south
Rlbbone for every ml
makes; all work guaranteed.
end repaired
C H.
mall orders.
N. Crane,
North
No. 19 connects at fielen with No. II
til
South Fourth, Seventh; Cran Apartments, phone lit.
MoreJjead, phont 711, ..alia West Lead. .change, phone I0!-J;u- a
"
of Clovla,

ste

SALEFurniture

V Pee

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1

Eight

FOR RENT

Just See What

rurnace heated sleeping porch

Is Due Today

or room in new home.

819 North Seventh

Have you bought
a book this week?

Peaches, Freestones, Bartlett rears, Quinces. Tokay Grapes,
Head Lettuce, Belle Flower, Banana and Black Twig Apples.

Wo Recommend:

Florida Grapefruit.

SHELLED
Crackers,

Premium

WANTED
Voung ladies for

new almonds.

Soda Crackers.

Salted.

TTneeda

Saratoga Flakes, Cheese Sandwiches, Fig Newtons,
Wafers, Lorna Doones, Zwieback, Family Sodti.
Estancla Butter, Supreme Butter.

Her Father's Daughter

.........

Department,
Watch

The Highest Grade Macaroni
'S
riNNER Noodles, Spaghetti and

Inspector,

Santa

Harold Bell Wright, $2.00

INVESTMENT
For Sale

Four-rooand bath,
brick house.
Furnished, now
rented for $42.60. $3,500 cash.
No terms. Address
i
Investment Cnrc Journal

I

""

PUSTULE

TODAY
We Are on the Job
Your Trunk Hauled

AIR COOLED.

for

25 Cents

William Fox presents

l

I Matinee 'pUsSSc,
I Night Prices 85c, $1.10,

'

r

SECURE

BARELAS HALL

'

You

FOR SALE
Just finished

frRrowo

Thursday, Oct. 6
flovelty "5"
iliMdmSx&SwsWSW
Orchestra
'

modern.
pre3s brick end new
modorn except heat. Both in
modHighlunc's. Also
ern house on West Gold, Just
completing. Call at
821 W. Silver.
Phono 1IM9-M- .
m

Taan- mmum
laVsTHiTsllSiWK&H
fJTE ll
v
on

five-roo-

FOR SALE

in

Minnetona
churn
and

A

creamery
n
$20.00.
worker,
churn, $3.00. W. P. Johnston
729 South Arno.

"THE NIGHT

Four-gallo-

KORSEMEfl"

CURIOS

We deliver any size any NAVAJO RUGS
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Moccasins, Baskets,
Phone 939.
'
Jewelry. Gems,

"The Untamed" adapted from
the story "Wild
Geese" by Max
Brandt

A sequel to

MulRemoved.
tiple Needle Method.
SUSAN CHITTENDEN,
Electric Needle Specialist
Art Aseptic Beauty Parlor
411 East Central
Phone 973--

FOGG, The Jeweler
Expert Watch. Clock and Jewelrv
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
All
work guaranteed.
Opposite
Phono

W. B. Hicks and Charles Filler

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL
OFFICE

How's your chance

Music and Jewelry Store
117 S.

of St. Louis, will arrive
here this week on business.
Tax at H'gh School.
Poll
Pay
The china painting class of the
woman's club will hold its first
moetlng this afternoon at 2 o'clock
Mrs. Inez Westlake is the instruc-

First

St.

Phone

817--

For a limited time only we will
clean your watch for $1.50.
Expert workmanship guaranteed.

J

company

Wiseman's

afternoon.
Four dollars, full wagon load
factory, wood; limited 91. amount
Hahn Coal Co. Phone
The Mothers' circle of the Conhold their
gregational church will cradle
roll
monthly meeting and
Chester
of
Mrs.
home
the
at
party
Washburn, 203 North Edith2 street,
to 5.
Thursday afternoon from
All young mothers interested are

By The Corporal.
William Moodyman took two out
three falls from I Moon In the
wrestling cards at the armory last
night, which followed Troop A
drill. The time of the falls was
short, the longest being five minutes and forty seconds.
Anderson and Devlne broke even
In the two fall match, each taking
one.
Devlne took tho second fall
in fifteen minutes and thirty seconds after having been floored rn
the first In five minutes and forty-fiv- e
seconds.
of

GEORGE GEAKE SINGS
IN NEW YORK FOR THE
COLUMBIAAND SONORA

George Geake, of the New MexPhonograph company, returned
yesterday from New York city,
where he recorded for the Columbia and Sonora talking machine
companies. His trip was extremely
successful from both a business and
Mr.
Geake
artistic standpoint.
made seven records, Including operatic and standard selections.
cordially invited.
Mr. Geake's firm Is the local
The Good Cheer club will meet
this afternoon with Mrs. Otto agent for the Sonora talking
at
avenue,
Gold
Scheer, 309 East
ico

i

Mrs. Alejandro A. Sandoval and
s. naca, nave
daughter, Mrs. Leo summer
resort
returned from their
to their home on Copper avenue.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Rufus
Wtlley of 1318 North Sixth street,
4.
a daughter, Tuesday, October
Born to Mr. and Mrs. K, D. Dild-re- y
a son,
of Old Albuquerque,

September 28.
Cottonwood Grove No. 2, Woodman Circle, will hold a regularin
7:30 o'clock
meeting tonight atVisitors
welcome.
I. O. O. F. hall.
DEATHS AND FUNERALS

died

Placido Lopez
LOPEZ
in
Monday night at his residence
He is surSouth Albuquerque.
vived by one sister and three

Funeral arrangements
will be announced later. Crollott
is in charge.
Leandro Martinez.
MARTINEZ
0 years old, died last night at his
on
East Central aveapartments
nue after a short illness. He le
survived by three sons, Felepe,
The
Tomas and Jose Martinez.Crollott
body was taken to thefuneral arfuneral parlors pending
rangements.
'
WOOD ALL J. W. Woodall, age
35 years, died at a local hospital
came here from
yesterday. Hewhere
he was emHazen, Ark.,
Missouri Pacific
the
with
ployed
Funeral arrangements
railroad.
will be announced later. C. T.
French is in charge.
brothers.

GENTRY'S EGGS.
At Champion, Hawkins, San Jose,
Skinner's; Ideal and I'appe's. Price
TV

cent.

Watch Shop

215 South Second

Guard Gleanings

tor.

;

122 S. 4th St.

J.

ROTH MAN'S

Her-rer-

Miss Clara Smith, formerly of
the forest service fit Glenwood
Springs, Colo., has reen transferred to the District offices here. F.
Immigration Inspector J.
Ham went on a business trip to
San Marclal yesterday.
A prize waltzing contest will be
held at the dance to be given at
Alameda on Saturday evening un
rnwn.
der the direction or
The White Lightning Harmonizers
will
Paso
El
of
play for
orchestra
the dancing.
Mrs. S. R. King of Franklin, Mo.,
Is the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
W. L. Hawkins at 224 North
Twelfth street for the winter.
St. John's guild will meet with
Mrs. E. R. Edgar, 1107 West Kent
avenue, at 3 o'clock Wednesday

9p.1--

Turkish, Sulphur and Medicated.
Shampooing and Scalp Specialist.
Graduate Nurse and Masseuse
MRS. TERl.Y DEA.MER.
508 ij West Cent ml. Prop

BEADED BAGS,
MOCASSINS, CURIOS,
PILLOW TOPS,
RUGS,
BASKETS,
NAVAJO JEWELRY
At Reduced Prices

have returned from a three weeks
trip to St. Louis where theyJ. at-C.
tended a convention of the
Penny stores.
a
Jaun Leyva and Francisco
are new students tit the vocational training center.
Miss Josephine Alderette, formerly of this city, who is now employed by tho Layton Pure Food

LEOPOLD GODOWSKY
AT HIGH SCHOOL HALL
Leopold Godowsky, the master
pianist, will appear at tho high

school auditorium, Monday night,
October 10, under the auspices of
the Fortnightly Music club. Tho
following Is a brief record of this
wonderful pianist:
Icopold Godowsky was born In
Wilna, or Vllna, in the Lithuanian
province of Russian Poland, February 13, 1870. Here he gave his
first public concert at the early age
of nine, having Rhown an extraordinary aptitude for music when but
three years old.
In 1S83 he attended the
in Berlin, then entered upon
an American tour when but fourteen years of age. In the United
States he eoncertized, also appearing a number of times at the Sunday orchestral concerts given in
the New York Casino. Subsethe United
quently he toured
States and Canada.
Hoch-schu-

le

Patrons nro requested to place
orders for shelled plnon nuts well
tn advance In order to le promptly
served. Fannie S. Spitz. 323 North
Tenth St Tel. 802. Mail orders
given careful attention.
Dance tonight Colombo Hall.

158

Taxi & Baggage

Opposite

rosf.

Postofficc.

158

FOR SALE.
brick. sun parlor,
screened hack porch,
corner lot. 1301 East garage
Cen'ral
avenue. Furnished or
Five-roo-

To replace that broken window
gloss. Alhuqaerqne Lumber
423 North First
421.
ne

$

Hob Null Ilmact and Field Shoei.l.f5
Army Woolen Sox, three pair ror.fl.00
Class C. Blanket
S3.30
S.1.M
New O. D. Shirts
Class A. Navy Hlanknls
(3.50
Vv'ool Underwear $1.50 per suit to.(3.00
Tronipt Attention to Mail Orders.

Liberty Army
Company
Supply
117 North I'lrat Street.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Memorials of the Better
Kind
We pay the freight to you

COLOMBO HALL
Always best for
dancing.

Only

Step Lively
Syncopators

called

Klch respectables

-- "'

f

n,lt "'ere came a real
man to the city's "most

ft WW

a

ft'fcWvW
A- rf , 1

Friday Evening
7TII

OCTOBER
For tho championship
prize
waltzing contest, of Albuquerque.
Ifnniionlzcr?
Whtlo Lightning
King of Jazz.
Busses will leavo Fourth and
Central, 8:30 and 9 p. m.
Round Trip. 30c.

IAna 3f

f
1

1

PL4YERS-LASK- Y

pre eat.

CORPORATION

ft'H

L

sj

mm
j

14111 I'tlW
!

CwKj

49c

rk

1
pi
Hi
I

Xgammountgiclm

Bp

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

II

The

Product of My Invention
Machine Shelled Pision Huts

'

V'',.

"BURTON HOLMES
"CURRENT

The Dainty Nut in Dainty Packages

Exclusively by FANNIE S. SPITZ
and
Proprietor of the F. S. 8. Sunshine
and Separating Machines. 323 Nurth Tenth Street.

Sold

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention.
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At Society Hall,
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DANCE TONIGHT
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Fletcher
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EVENTS"

REGULAR PRICES

Phone 802

The Army and Navy
Store
OFFERS YOU
$2.5?
Army Cots
Hand Russet and
Second
$2.2."
and
$1.50
Shoes..
Nail
Hob
$2.0(1
Woolen Breeches
$1.0C
Khaki Breeches
Leg-giSpiral and Canvas

m

Full Line Tarpaulins

and

Tent:--

Navy Store
Army &
St.
South
323

First

COAL

YBIC T

Any fuel purchased from us is sold with an absolute guarantee.
Give us a trial order and you will be pleased with the result.

CONTINUOUS

4

PHONES

5

TO 11 P. M.

LAST TIME TODAY

COAL SUPPLY and LUMBER CO.
Let our

1

as
For the women who struggle for Mother-Rigthe women of all ages have done, strong in their faith
and their love!
For the men who mock and deny that Mother-Rigas men have since the world began!
ht

trucks give you service.

)

ht

EAT AT

(WWKIWfalJS"

BRACY'S

CAFETERIA

West Marble.
Phono 1161 J.
--

Avenue.
DEPENDABLE WATCH
REPAIRING.
Watches. Diamonds. Jewelry.

Extraordinary!

While they last, $20 down, $10 per month.

Herbert C. Schuitr,
JEWELER.
107 So. Fourth Street.
3rd door north of Postoffic.

FRANKLIN & CO.

WANT
Automobiles for Storage.

REALTORS

401

Leopold Godowsky
Master Pianist

For Month.

North First.

Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

Albuquerque. . 7:45
in Santa Fe. . .10:45
4:30
Santa Fe
In Albuquerque 7:80

Phone 600

Monday Night,
Oct. 10, 8:30
First Concert In Series
am
am
pm
pm

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Cigar Store,
Singer
210 West

Central

v

Third and Gold

"

Phone 657

HIGH SCnOOL AUDITORIUM.

STAGE
Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

GALLUP

LUMP-ANTHRA- CITE

Cerrillos Lump

Gas House Coke.

For Comfort, Convenience and Economy Use

Under Auspices of

CERRILLOS EGG
FACTORY WOOD
First Como Not Only First Served, But Best Served
Order Today.

Fortnightly
Music Club

"MnWcmian)fre5litrrrtij!
Allen

.

5.00
Season Tickets
$2.00
Single Ticket
I talcs for Students.
Reserved Scats at Matson's.

IIAIIH

COAL

Ladies' Overcoats

DOROTHY

PHONE 91.

CANTILE CO.

at

Los Lunas, N. M.

$20 and $24.50

HAY AND
ALFALFA

THE
CLIMB

T

III N

K !

Tailored to Your
Individual Measure

UPSTAIRS

CLOTHES

Gents

Over Woolworth's Store
Every Garment Guaranteed in
Quality, Fit and Workmanship

A FLIGHT SAVE
$10.00 to $20.00

Holubar's

PHILLIPS

The Love Story of the Ages
ALSO

V:

"SPOONERS"

Suit or Overcoat
$14.75 & $23.50
SHOP

Dorothy PhUUpft

Drama Eternal, Starring

COMPANY
.7

IIUNING MER-

AGE"

RRI

Large lots, fine soil, alfalfa, "and irrigation
water on each.

feet from Central

$5.00

AH-MA-

(

Opening of the Anderson Addition No. 2.
The fine alfalfa field on North Eighth Street
has been divided into lots and is now being
offered to the public.

VIENNA PARIS
Dressmaking.
1318
45

"MAN-VO- M

Announcement

Open from 7 n. m. to 8 p. ni.
Corner Kourtn and

SHIPPERS OF

Let Us Send a Man

HOW ARE THESE
PRICES?

mj

BATHS

INDIAN

tary teacher at the federal vocational training center has been
transferred to tho Las Vegas center. She left Monday night for
her new work.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Swillum have
gone for a visit to Mrs. Swlllum's
former homo at Columbia, Mo.

If

Laces.

Monument Works

Regular Admission

Coal SuDDly Co Phone 4 and 6
Miss lzlle Van Louven, elemen-

'

WRIflHT'SiJIMlltl Building

St'l'EKHlOlS HAIR

J teresting attractions.

LOCAL ITEMS

,11

Permanently

Also presenting the
usual added and in-

'THE NIGHT
'WILLIAM FOX PRODUCTIOH,

Home
butter

no is to blame

IWlWiOff

BY OWNER

niik

fetN7 ImpIh

in All
Best Training
Commercial Subjects.
Private
for
Western
School
Phone 901-- J
Secretaries.
and Evening
Day. Half-da- y
Sessions.

The

STRONG'S
If

rl iuJlMF

"

Thursday Evening, October 13
Bis Cash Prizes.'

DANCE

BOOK STORE

f

fl

TODAY AND TOMORROW
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

,

jfcP5""

Grand Mask Ball
Armory Hall,

Outlines of History

"Y'our Money Back
Want It."

J

$1.65 1

ggjL

'

X

SSe'si.lO I

ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
B67-213 Sonth Second.
Free Call sod Deliver'.

Wells, two vols., $10.50.

Call Albuquerque Transfer Co.
Phone 542.

MIX

TOM

$1.75

Tarkington,

Fo R'y.

Helen of the Old House

other Macaroni Product

Operative
everybody.
Store. 200 Wont Silver. Phone 217

Alice Adams
Booth

VANN

Egg

LET'S GO

A.

Gene Stratton Porter, $1.75
Romance of Sunny California.

Must Meet the Rigid Requirements
of tho Santa Ee Time Service

Coal and South Walter
Phone
676

15 Marble Avenue

Phone

Robert Lansing, $3.00
material has not appeared
any newspaper or magazine

prior to publication.

WATCH REPAIRING

ROBERT JONES

To

crrr

This
in

OCR

CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD.

Alva-rad- o

Crystal Opera House

$11.50
Co -

The Peace Negotiations

canvass for high grado coffee.

See MR, CHANDLER, at
hotel, after 0 p. m.

COAL

Phone

house-to-hou-

Biscuits,
Vanilla

October 5, 1921.

'

A Vanity Comedy
ADVANCE

Matinee

nigm

xo
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Adults. . ....
25c
to ll) Adults. . .35c

PRICES

Including Tax

Children. . . . . ..lOc
Children.
.15c

......
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